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 CHARLESTON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING 
Committee Room B225, 2nd Floor, Lonnie Hamilton, III Public Services Building 

4045 Bridge View Drive, North Charleston, SC 

AGENDA 
APRIL 10, 2023 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

I. CALL TO ORDER & INTRODUCTIONS

II. COMPLIANCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

III. APPROVAL OF THE MARCH 13, 2023 MEETING MINUTES

IV. AMENDMENT TO THE RULES AND PROCEDURES

V. COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FIVE-YEAR REVIEW

VI. DIRECTOR’S REMARKS

VII. CHAIR’S REMARKS

VIII. NEXT MEETING: MAY 8, 2023

IX. ADJOURNMENT
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CHARLESTON COUNTY 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

MEETING MINUTES 
March 13, 2023 

ATTENDEES 
Planning Commission: Chair Cindy Floyd, Warwick Jones, David Kent, Adam MacConnell, Luke 
Morris, Vice Chair Pete Paulatos, and Kent Prause were present. Logan Davis and Marlena Davis 
were absent. 

County Staff: Joel Evans, Director of Zoning/Planning; Andrea Melocik, Deputy Director of 
Zoning/Planning; Marc Belle, Assistant County Attorney; Emily Wynn, Planner II; Monica Eustace, 
Planner II; Savannah Murray, Planner I; Marche’ Miller, Planning Technician II; Kyle Foster, 
Arborist; Sally Brooks, Zoning Administrator, and Walter Smalls, Chief Deputy Administrator for 
General Services. 

Members of the public: John Zlogar 

CALL TO ORDER 
Chair Floyd called the Charleston County Planning Commission meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. 

COMPLIANCE WITH THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT & INTRODUCTIONS 
Chair Floyd announced that the meeting was noticed in compliance with the South Carolina 
Freedom of Information Act and stated the purpose of the Planning Commission. Chair Floyd 
introduced the Commissioners and asked Mr. Evans to introduce Charleston County staff in 
attendance. 

APPROVAL OF THE FEBRUARY 13, 2023 MEETING MINUTES 
Commissioner Kent put forward a motion to approve the February 13, 2023 meeting minutes, 
which were seconded by Vice Chair Paulatos. The Commission voted 6-0-1 to approve the 
minutes from the February 13th Planning Commission meeting. Chair Floyd abstained. 

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN FIVE-YEAR REVIEW 

Chair Floyd introduced the next agenda item, the Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review. Ms. 
Eustace and Ms. Murray delivered the presentation. Ms. Eustace discussed two new proposed 
Natural Resource Element strategies that were inspired by Commissioner Morris and 
Commissioner Prause’s comments at the last meeting. Proposed strategy NR20 stated to 
encourage local, sustainable agriculture through regulatory incentives, tax relief initiatives, 
partnerships with other agencies to provide education and technical support, and other programs 
and initiatives. Proposed strategy NR21 stated to create a county-wide approach to reducing light 
pollution by working with adjacent jurisdictions to implement policies that limit light pollution, 
promote energy conservation, and regulate outdoor lighting fixtures, and educate residents 
regarding the benefits of such changes. Ms. Eustace stated Commissioner Jones proposed the 
following changes: adding an Acronym Table; language changes to page 22 (Part 4), item 7; and 
adding a paragraph about the history of the Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) and the problems it 
has experienced in the past to Page 154 (Community Facilities Element), fourth bullet point: 
“Material Recovery Facility, Palmetto Commerce Parkway”. Chair Floyd asked if any of the 
Commissioners objected to the proposed changes being added to the Comprehensive Plan Draft. 
No one objected. Ms. Melocik asked if the Commissioners decision included the historical 
paragraph on the MRF. Mr. Evans responded in the affirmative. Commissioner MacConnell asked 
if there was a reason to highlight the failings of the MRF when they have been remedied. 
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Commissioner Jones stated he thinks that is a good recommendation because there are a lot of 
items in the Comprehensive Plan which refer to the past that shouldn’t be there or may be referred 
to in another section of the plan. Commissioner Morris asked staff to clarify if the proposed changes 
will be added to the draft, then to public comment, and then back to the Commission for review. 
Mr. Evans responded in the affirmative. Commissioner Jones suggested that the Commission 
review the changes now.  

Ms. Eustace discussed amendments proposed by staff and amendments resulting from the public 
input survey for Chapter 3.7 Transportation Element. She stated the element was updated by the 
Charleston County Public Works Department with additional input from the BCD Council of 
Governments and Planning Staff. The following sections were updated with the most current 
information: CARTA, Local Country Rapid Transit, Regional Transit Framework Plan, Mark Clark 
Extension Project Update, Shipwatch Square Transit Center, Hugh K. Letterman Terminal at the 
South Carolina Port, and the Charleston Harbor Deepening. Ms. Eustace stated the survey 
question for the Transportation Element asked if the goals and strategies were appropriate for the 
next five years. Results concluded 52.2 percent stated yes and 47.8 percent stated no. Mr. Evans 
stated staff would like the Commission to focus on the comments for Planning Commission’s 
consideration and the potential actions. He explained the public comments were grouped into 
similarities and the proposed actions are an attempt to address the public comments. Chair Floyd 
asked if anyone had any issues or questions about the proposals for adding or changing the 
proposed actions. Commissioner Prause stated he liked what he read and felt the format was more 
manageable. Commissioner Kent asked staff to explain the public comment process. Mr. Evans 
stated Staff is updating as much information as they can in the Comprehensive Plan for all the 
elements, mostly background data that changes over time and available through local, state, or the 
federal government. He stated staff proposed changes, language received from the public survey 
responses, and Planning Commission recommendations will be added to the Comprehensive Plan 
draft and presented to the public at in-person community meetings throughout the County. On the 
motion of Vice Chair Paulatos, seconded by Commissioner MacConnell, the Commission voted, 
7-0, to approve staff’s Transportation Element edits and additions from the public survey comments 
to the draft.  

Ms. Murray presented Chapter 3.10 Energy and Sustainability Element. She stated one of the 
changes for the element is a name change from Energy Element to Energy and Sustainability 
Element. The element was edited by the County’s Sustainability Coordinator and Planning Staff. 
Additional changes to the element included adding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions to 
the Element Goal and the Purpose and Intent section; adding information detailing the greenhouse 
gases emitted; figures and charts were updated using information from the United Stated Energy 
Information Administration and the Department of Energy to support the current data; and three 
goals were added (ES1, ES2, ES3) with action items. The charts and figures updated include topics 
from energy consumption by the energy source to the energy supply mix in Charleston County and 
South Carolina.  Ms. Murray stated the survey question for the Energy and Sustainability Element 
asked if the goals and strategies were appropriate for the next five years. Results concluded 73.7 
percent stated yes and 26.3 percent stated no. She gave a brief overview of the public comments 
from the survey and stated many of the comments provided have already been addressed in the 
Transportation Element and the Resilience Element. Ms. Murray stated based on comments listed 
for the Planning Commission’s consideration there is potential action to update the element’s goal 
to state: Charleston County will emphasize and invest in the use of alternative energy sources and 
energy conservation measures and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions that benefit our 
communities and reflect our responsibility to steward our natural resources with future generations 
in mind; and a potential action to add a new Energy and Sustainability Element strategy as follows: 
Coordinate with CARTA and adjacent jurisdictions to develop a more energy efficient mass transit 
system. 

Commissioner Jones stated it is his view that the energy document is unacceptable, so much is 
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irrelevant and it also lacks balance and perspective. The piece reads like a Greta Thunberg primer, 
an agenda for the green movement. It has little relevance to Charleston County; the energy policy 
of the County is largely in the hands of the federal government and to a lesser extent the state 
government. There are no power stations in Charleston County and all likelihood never will be, the 
green movement may not like federal policy, but it defines what is possible in the County. The 
author has ignored the high cost of implementing a green policy, swapping renewables for gas and 
coal, increases energy costs dramatically. South Carolina and also Charleston County are in an 
enviable position in regard to gas and electricity prices, both are low on a national basis, this 
strength should be in my opinion the focus of the element. It is also a major catalyst to expected 
economic growth. Renewable energy sources may have a place in the future, but the present state 
of technology wholesale adoption would be catastrophic for the economy because of high costs 
and unpredictability. The present cost of electricity in the state is below the national average, more 
than half is generated by nuclear power. Access to natural gas is cheap by virtue of existing 
pipelines against covering the state to the Marcellus and Utica gas fields. He stated that he thinks 
if the perspective has to be put into place you cannot just go to renewables without paying a price, 
it should be over a longer period of time where you can work and assimilate without really drastically 
changing the present setup which is very favorable to economic growth. Chair Floyd asked 
Commissioner Jones if he had any suggestions for language or if he wanted to remove the entire 
section. Commissioner Jones stated he thinks the article should be written with more recognition 
to the positives that exist at the moment rather than focusing on things which are not within their 
control. Commissioner Morris stated that there may be a specificity on things that may not 
necessarily be within their control or a benefit to the community such as promoting the wholesale 
of electrical vehicles as superior which would not be completely correct and there is no control over 
the production of that electricity, therefore they cannot say whether it is a green goal or sustainable 
element. He stated one of the element’s needs was to promote conservation of resources and the 
first thing he thinks about is land planning, but Land Use is a different element which leads to 
overlapping. He stated it seems the Energy and Sustainability goal can be refined and streamlined 
within the realm of what the County is capable of doing and being understanding of the balance of 
energy production or energy needs throughout the County. Commissioner Morris stated there is 
an assumption that electrical vehicles are always good or there is a need for more electrical car 
charging stations which is not always true and could possibly break the electrical grid.  Chair Floyd 
stated she thinks more of tailpipe emissions and electrical cars help with that aspect. She thinks it 
is easier to control emissions from a coal plant rather than emissions from individual cars on the 
streets. Commissioner Morris stated there are opportunities to streamline the goal. Commissioner 
Jones stated the state of California has fifty percent of its electricity generated by renewables and 
its electricity costs for industrial use is more than a hundred percent of the national average which 
is why the car plants and other manufacturers are not going to California and the costs in South 
Carolina are around about average or lower, therefore bringing the companies to South Carolina 
which is a big advantage. Commissioner Jones recommends that the Energy and Sustainability 
Element be rewritten so more emphasis is given to the present situation. Commissioner Prause 
asked if both Energy and Sustainability are required elements under the Comprehensive Planning 
Act. Mr. Evans stated the Resilience Element is required but the Energy Element is not required 
under the Comprehensive Planning Act. Commissioner Prause stated he thinks the County is on 
the right path with including the Energy Element and the Comprehensive Plan makes 
recommendations for what is to occur in the future, a ten-year document with an update every five 
years, but the Planning Commission monitors it on a continual basis and if the Planning 
Commission determines it should be changed it is appropriate for consideration and 
recommendation, but publicly noticed and ultimately approved by the elected officials. 
Commissioner Prause stated he has no issue with more being said about the current condition but 
believes moving in the direction outlined in the element is ultimately what’s going to happen in the 
future. Vice Chair Paulatos stated may be the narrative about the sources and uses of different 
energy types needs to be shaped more towards the elements and strategies, therefore laying out 
factually that a certain percentage comes from nuclear renewable energies and the others from 
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fossil burning. As a whole it makes sense for the County to plan to reduce energy usage overall 
regardless of the source. Commissioner Jones stated he feels the emphasis should be taken away 
from Renewables in this context and more emphasis should be placed on the situation at the 
present and the benefits, pitfalls, and economic cost has to be considered for Renewables and the 
lack of reliability if it could be incorporated. He stated at this stage he would vote against the Energy 
and Sustainability Element. Commissioner Morris stated it was hard for him to have an opinion on 
energy or sustainability because he doesn’t know enough about how electricity is created and he 
is more so considering the overlap, such as affordable housing in relation to vehicle miles travel 
being addressed in the element when it is more of land planning. He is not against the section but 
concerned with how to critique the elements when there is so much overlap between them. Chair 
Floyd stated all the elements are interconnected. Commissioner Morris stated may be within the 
next five years it should be considered to condense the Comprehensive Plan as a whole. 
Commissioner Prause stated there is overlap and interconnectivity between the elements, however 
the goals and strategies should be complementary and not conflicting. He asked who formulated 
the proposed language. Ms. Murray confirmed the language was proposed by staff and the 
Sustainability Coordinator. Commission Prause asked where the Sustainability Coordinator 
position fit in the organizational chart. Mr. Evans stated Arielle Gerstein is the Sustainability 
Coordinator under Deputy Administrator General Services and she works closely with other 
departments along with Karen Green, the Chief Resilience Officer. Mr. Evans stated it sounds like 
Commissioner Jones may agree if there was some balanced language that addressed the benefits 
on the non-renewable energy sources. He stated the information relating to non-renewable energy 
sources is included on the graphs that show where the sources of energy are for the state and the 
County within the Energy Element. Mr. Evans stated the cost of non-renewable energy sources 
are not the same cost as some of the other states in the country and it looks good from a cost point 
of view; however, coal, oil, and natural gas are not renewable and they will slow down in their 
capacity to bring the amount of energy that’s needed to keep growing. Whether an energy source 
is nuclear, wind, solar, fossil fuels, or coal we have to figure out a different way to utilize them. 
Commissioner Prause stated there are things the County can do on their own such as conservation 
or Green Building. Mr. Evans agreed and stated conservation is a large part of energy utilization 
and the more insulation, durability, and sustainability of buildings the more they can withstand local 
weather conditions. Commissioner Prause stated he assumes the County will be utilizing 
conservation techniques and thinks it should be reflected in the Comprehensive Plan. Vice Chair 
Paulatos stated what he takes from the element’s strategy is energy reduction and efficiency 
regardless of the energy source. Commissioner Kent stated the concern is the element is all about 
renewables and it should be about energy conservation and efficiency.  Commissioner Prause 
stated it should also be about promoting more energy efficient and sustainable buildings. 
Commissioner Morris stated under the Building Code section it referenced IECC 2015, the energy 
conservation code and the state has only since adopted 2009, unless the County has adopted 
2015. Ms. Murray stated the Building Department is using the 2015 code. Commissioner Morris 
asked if the County adopted higher than the state. Mr. Evans responded in the affirmative. 
Commissioner Jones stated the path to renewables sounds great but what is missing is a 
description of the costly path. Commissioner Jones made a motion that staff update the element 
with a greater emphasis on the advantages of the present energy situation, highlight the difficulties 
along the path of Renewables, and highlight the present energy situation of South Carolina in 
relation to its peers. No one seconded the motion. Chair Floyd asked if anyone else would like to 
make a motion. Commissioner MacConnell motioned to accept the Energy and Sustainability 
Element as written until it comes back before the Commission with the changes as addressed by 
staff and the Resilience and Sustainability Department. Commissioner Prause seconded the 
motion. Vice Chair Paulatos asked if the Commission would be able to revisit the element after it 
has been presented to the public. Chair Floyd stated it is a draft and it will return before the 
Commission with an opportunity to still make changes after it is presented to the public. On the 
motion of Commissioner MacConnell, seconded by Commissioner Prause, the Commission voted, 
6-1, to approve staff’s Energy and Sustainability Element edits and additions from the public survey 
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comments to the Comprehensive Plan draft. Chair Floyd opened the floor for public comment. 
There were no public comments.  

DIRECTOR’S REMARKS 

Mr. Evans stated that permitting has not slowed down and subdivisions continue to increase. 
Staff continues to work with Mount Pleasant staff to update the Mount Pleasant Overlay. Mr. 
Evans stated the two biggest projects for the year are to complete the Mount Pleasant Overlay 
and the Comprehensive Plan Update.  

Commissioner MacConnell asked when changes are made to the Comprehensive Plan does staff 
then actively go to pursue changes in the ZLDR or does staff wait for a mandate from the 
Chairman or Council to do so. Mr. Evans stated proposed amendments to the ZLDR can come 
from staff or directives from County Council, but many other departments use the Comprehensive 
Plan as a guide for policy changes to present to County Council in addition to the ZLDR.  
 

CHAIR’S REMARKS 
 

Chair Floyd announced that the next Planning Commission meeting will be held on April 10, 2023 
at 2:00 p.m. in the Committee Room B225. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Chair Floyd adjourned the meeting at 2:57 pm. 

 
 
 
 

Marche’ Miller 

Recording for the Planning Department 

Ratified by the Charleston County Planning Commission 
this 10th day of April 2023. 

Cindy Floyd 
Chair 
 
Attest: 

Joel Evans, PLA, AICP, Director 

Zoning & Planning Department 
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PLANNING COMMISSION DISCLAIMER: 

UNRATIFIED MEETING MINUTES 

This document is a draft of the minutes of the most recent 

meeting of the Charleston County Planning Commission. 

The members of the Planning Commission have neither 

reviewed nor approved this document; therefore, these 

minutes shall only become official meeting minutes after 

adoption by the Planning Commission at a public meeting 

of the Commission. 
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Sec. 1. Location: Authority 
 

The Planning and Zoning Department is the Administrative Office of the Planning 
Commission (‘the Commission”) and is located in the Charleston County Planning Department, 
Lonnie Hamilton, III Public Services Building, 4045 Bridge View Drive, North Charleston, South 
Carolina. The Authority for the Charleston County Planning Commission arises from South Carolina 
law and the ordinances of Charleston County Council, as each may be amended from time to time. 
Any conflict between those sources of authority and any rules and procedures herein shall be 
resolved in favor of the competing state or local law. 
 
Sec. 2. Meetings 
 

(A) Regularly scheduled meetings of the Planning Commission will be held in the Public 
Services Building on the second Monday of each month. Regular meetings of the 
Commission may be rescheduled by the Commission at a prior meeting.  

 
(A) Special meetings of the Planning Commission may be authorized by the Chair or a 

majority of the Planning Commission members at a time or place designated by 
same. Twenty-four (24) hours notice or notice as required by provisions of the 
Freedom of Information Act, SC Code Sec. 30-4-10 et.-seq., shall be given to all 
members of the Commission, and the public.  

 
Sec. 3. Membership 
 

The Planning Commission is composed of nine (9) members appointed by County Council. 
A quorum shall consist of five or more members.  
 
Sec. 4. Voting 
 

(A) At all meetings of the Planning Commission, each member attending shall be 
entitled to cast one vote on each matter before the Commission. Members having a 
conflict of interest in an application shall follow procedures for disclosure and 
disqualification by completing a recusal form and following all requirements for 
recusal outlined therein that comply with Title 8, Public Officer and Employees, 
Chapter 13, Ethics, Government Accountability, and Campaign Reform, Article 7, 
Rules of Conduct, of the SC Code of Laws, as amended. 
 

(B) The Chair shall call for voice votes of the voting members that are present for zoning 
change requests, and subdivision requests, although any member may request a 
roll call on any vote. Members of the Planning Commission must be physically 
present to vote.  The Chair, or his designee, will announce the results of the vote. 
Members may not change their vote once the results have been announced, 
although they may correct errors in the tallying of their votes.  

 
(C) Pursuant to Title 6, Chapter 29, Section 760 of the SC Code of Laws, as amended, 

and the Charleston County Zoning and Land Development Regulations, Chapter 3, 
as amended, the Planning Commission shall submit its recommendation to the 
County Council within thirty (30) calendar days of the Planning Commission meeting 
at which the amendment was introduced.  If an applicant requests a deferral and the 
Planning Commission approves the deferral request, the thirty (30) day period 
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begins on the date of the Planning Commission meeting at which the deferred 
application is subsequently heard. If the Planning Commission recommends 
deferring the application without the applicant requesting such deferral, the thirty 
(30) day period begins at that same meeting. 

 
 
Sec. 5. Meeting Procedures 

 
The Chair shall set the agenda for all meetings of the Planning Commission on or before 

fifteen days prior to the next scheduled meeting. All applications to be considered by the Planning 
Commission must be complete and filed at the Administrative Office at least six weeks prior to the 
next regularly scheduled Planning Commission meeting.  The Chair may place an item on the 
agenda provided that all notification requirements contained in the ZLDR, and required by South 
Carolina State Law, are met. 
 

Individuals desiring to appear before the Planning Commission shall sign in prior to the 
meeting.  This sign in shall include: speaker’s name, speaker’s address and the agenda item, if 
appropriate, the speaker plans to discuss.    Speakers shall be allowed to address the Commission 
with time limits set at the discretion of the Chair.  Extensions or reductions in speaking time are at 
the discretion of the Chair.  If time is a factor, preference may be given to those individuals speaking 
on an agenda item.  Individuals who sign in may not yield their time to another speaker without the 
Chair’s approval.   
 
Sec. 6. Minutes 
 

(A) A draft of the minutes of all previous meeting(s) of the Commission shall be provided 
to each Commission member for review. After the minutes have been approved by 
the Commission, the minutes shall be the Commission's written report of its findings 
on all applications and other business of the Commission.  

 
  
 
(B) Meetings of the Commission shall be recorded on audio tape which shall be retained 

as a permanent record of each meeting. 
 
Sec. 7. Rules of Procedure 
 
 Meetings of the Planning Commission will be conducted in accordance with the latest edition 
of Robert's Rules of Order except when in conflict with these stated Rules and Procedures or with 
the requirements of state law or local ordinances.  
 
Sec. 8. Officers 
 

The officers of the Planning Commission shall consist of the Chair and Vice-Chair as elected 
by the Commission for terms of one year, with both offices to retain all official duties and 
responsibilities until the next election of officers as set forth below: 
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Before the close of its meeting in February, March, the Current Chair (or Vice Chair) 
shall call for open nominations. Members will select by majority vote of the 
membership one of its members as Chair and then one of its members as Vice 
Chair for the new year.  The newly elected Chair and Vice Chair shall begin their 
terms upon completion of the meeting in which they are elected. 

 
   

 
 Note:  In the event that neither the current Chair nor Vice Chair are reappointed (newly 
appointed members being seated in their stead), the Planning Director shall open the first meeting 
of the new Commission and call for nominations, first for Chair, then for Vice Chair.  Members will 
select by majority vote of the membership one of its members as Chair and then one of its members 
as Vice Chair for the new year.  Terms for the new officeholders will begin immediately thereafter. 
   

(B) The duties of the Officers of the Planning Commission shall be as follows: 
 

(1) Chair 
 

A. To preside at all meetings of the Commission. 
 

B. To set the agenda for all meetings of the Planning Commission.   
 

C. To call special and emergency meetings of the Commission in 
accordance with these Rules and Procedures. 

 
D. To sign documents of the Commission when authorized. 

 
E. To see that all actions of the Commission are  

properly implemented and effected. 
 

F. To announce the results of any votes of the Commission. 
 
G. To provide an annual, written report of attendance of Commission 

members at meetings of the Commission. A copy of this report shall 
be provided to each Commission member and to County Council.  

 
(2) Vice Chair 

During the absence, disability or disqualification of the Chair, the Vice Chair 
shall exercise or perform all the duties and be subject to all the 
responsibilities of the Chair.  
 

Sec. 9. Powers and Duties 
 

(A) The Planning Commission acts in a review and recommending capacity on the 
following matters: 
 
(1) Comprehensive Plan Amendments, Reviews, and Updates; 
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(2) Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance Text Amendments; 
 

(3) Zoning Map Amendments (Rezonings) including, but not limited to: Planned 
Development Zoning Districts (PD) and amendments; and Form-Based 
Zoning Districts (FBZD) and amendments. 
 

(B) The Planning Commission acts as the final decision-making authority on the 
following matters: 
 
(1) Preliminary Subdivision Plats, provided, however, that the Planning 

Commission may delegate this authority to the Planning Director; 
 

(2) Public Project Review; 
 

(3) Appeals of Administrative Decisions on Final Subdivision Plats; 
 

(4) Appeals of Administrative Decisions on Subdivision Matters; 
 

(5) Appeals of Administrative Decisions on Community Plans and Special 
District Plans; 

 
(6) Special District Plans not defined or mapped at the time of FBZD Rezoning 

approval; 
 

(7) Names of New Streets and Roads; 
 

(8) Requests for Street Name Changes; and 
 

(9) Any other matters pursuant to Chapter 29, Title 6, Section 6-29-340 of the 
Code of Laws of South Carolina, as amended. 
 

(C) Reconsideration.   A member of the Commission who voted on the prevailing side of 
an issue may make a motion to reconsider the action at the next available Commission 
meeting. 
 

Sec. 10. Conduct 
 

(A) Members Speaking: 
 
(1) A Commissioner, upon recognition by the Chair, shall have the floor until 

he/she relinquishes it or the Chair recognizes another Commission member. 
 

(2) Each Commissioner will be afforded the opportunity to speak. 
 

(3) No Commissioner shall interrupt while another is speaking, except where 
otherwise provided in the rules. 
 

(B) Only the Planning Commission Chair or his/her designee may speak on behalf of 
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the Planning Commission.  This does not limit the ability of individual members of 
the Planning Commission to speak publicly, but they must clarify that opinions 
expressed are their own. 
 

(C) Commissioners may express their views or request information without limitation on 
any subject provided that no member of the Commission shall speak for the 
Commission except as may be directed by the Commission or the Chair.   
 

(D) Commissioners may request information related to Planning Commission business 
from the Planning Director provided that the Chair is notified of such requests in 
writing. 

 
(E) All beepers, phones, etc. shall be silenced or left outside of the meeting room during 

the meeting. 
 

Sec. 11. Administration 
 

The Planning Director or his/her designee shall be the Administrative Officer of the 
Commission. The Administrative Officer shall do the following: 

 
(A) Provide administrative and technical assistance to the Commission, where 

necessary, to conduct the business and fulfill the responsibilities of the Commission. 
 
(B) Inform the Commission of correspondence relating to business of the Commission 

and assist the Commission in attending to such correspondence.  
 

(C) Prepare analysis and recommendations for zoning and subdivision applications and 
other matters of business for consideration of the Commission.  

 
(D) Prepare the agenda for all meetings of the Commission at the direction of the Chair.  

 
(E) Maintain and be custodian of Commission records. 

 
(F) Keep the minutes of all meetings of the Commission. 

 
(G) Maintain a record of Commission member’s attendance at meetings of the 

Commission. Assist the Chair in providing an annual report of Commission 
member’s attendance.  

 
(H) Provide members of the Commission with copies and updates of regulations, 

ordinances, rules, plans, and policies which govern or should be considered in the 
performance of their duties. 

 
(I) Provide members of the Commission with publications and notices of seminars, 

presentations, and instructions on matters which may expand members' knowledge 
and understanding in areas that would promote the mission of the Planning 
Commission.   

(J) Give or serve all notices required by statute or ordinance or by these Rules and 
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Procedures or as directed by the Commission.  
 

(K) Provide members of the Commission with copies of proposed meeting agenda, 
copies of applications with support information, plats and maps, staff analysis and 
recommendations, other information and reports on business to be considered by 
Commission members at any meeting of the Commission. 

  
(1) Regular meeting information is to be provided to each member of the 

Commission at least five (5) days prior to the scheduled Commission 
meeting.  

 
(2) Special meeting information shall be presented to each member of the 

Commission for review at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to the special 
Commission meeting in accordance with Section 2.B. 

 
(L) Send notifications of applications to be discussed at upcoming Planning 

Commission meetings as required by the Charleston County Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations Ordinance and SC state law. 

 
 
Sec. 12. Vacancies 
 

(A) Should any vacancy occur in the membership of the Planning Commission, 
immediate notice shall be given to the Clerk of County Council by the Director of 
Planning or Chair.  

 
(B) Should any vacancy occur among officers of the Planning Commission, the vacant 

office shall be filled by nomination and vote of the Commission no later than the 
second meeting following the vacancy. 
 

Sec. 13. Commission Member Attendance 
 

(A) It is most important that members of the Commission be present at meetings of the 
Commission. When a member is not able to attend a meeting of the Commission, 
said member shall notify the Commission's Administrative Officer in advance, who 
will inform the Chair of the anticipated absence.  

 
(B) Commission members shall be allowed three (3) excused absences during a term-

year (March 1 through February 28).  Excused absences include personal 
circumstances and family emergencies, absences due to work related 
responsibilities, religious holidays, and when the regular meeting has been changed 
to another date.  Excused absences shall be allowed only after a written request is 
submitted to the Chair for the meeting for which the member is requesting the 
absence. 

 
(C) If a member of the Commission should fail to be present and have over two (2) 

unexcused absences of regularly scheduled meetings of the Commission during a 
term-year (March 1 through February 28), it shall be construed as Resignation by 
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Absence, and the Chair, for the purpose of appointing a replacement member, will 
give immediate notice to the Council member who appointed the Commission 
member or the Clerk of County Council if the appointing Council seat is vacant.  If a 
member of the Commission should leave during a meeting, such actions shall count 
as an unexcused absence subject to this paragraph with the following exceptions: 
an unforeseen family emergency, an unforeseen health issue, or if the member 
recuses themselves from a case. 

 
Sec. 14. Amending Rules and Procedures 

 
These Rules and Procedures may be amended at any regular meeting of the Planning 

Commission provided that the proposed amendment is introduced at the prior regular meeting. 
 
The within Rules and Procedures shall become effective immediately upon its ratification by 

Charleston County Planning Commission.  
 
 
 
 
 
     Ratified in Charleston County  

Planning Commission 
      March 11, 2019 
  
 

__________________________ 
Eric Meyer     
Chair      
 

 
Attest: 

 
 

__________________________ 
Joel Evans, Director of Planning 
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the April 10, 2023  

Planning Commission Meeting 

The following pages include the proposed amendments to the Parts/Chapters of the 

Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review to be discussed at the upcoming Planning 

Commission meeting.  Each of the Comprehensive Plan Elements is followed by a complete 

listing of the public comments submitted for that element as part of the first public input 

survey for the Five-Year Review (please note that the public comments are written as 

submitted). 

Legend for the proposed amendments to the Comprehensive Five-Year Review 
Parts/Chapters: 
▪ Blue Text = Amendments proposed by Staff; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 

Legend for the public input survey comments: 
▪ Text shaded in grey: Indicates comments that are already addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan/Five-Year Review (the location(s) of where the comments are 
addressed are included in bold, italic text); 

▪ Text shaded in yellow: Indicates comments that are for Planning Commission 
consideration; 

▪ Text shaded in pink: Indicates other comments such as those that are not applicable to 
the Comprehensive Plan; 

▪ Green Text = Suggested amendments resulting from the public input survey; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 

 
Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review Parts/Chapters included in this packet: 
▪ Part 3, Comprehensive Plan Elements: 

• Chapter 3.1, Land Use Element (followed by the public input survey comments for 
this element);  

• Chapter 3.5, Population Element (followed by the public input survey comments 
for this element);  

• Chapter 3.6, Housing Element (followed by the public input survey comments for 
this element);  

• Chapter 3.9, Priority Investment, Implementation, and Coordination Element 
(followed by the public input survey comments for this element); and 

• Chapter 3.11, Resilience Element (followed by the public input survey comments 
for this element). 

▪ Vision Statement (followed by the public input survey comments) 
▪ Public Comments Received After the Close of Public Input Survey 
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Comprehensive Plan Five Year Review: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part 3, Comprehensive Plan 
Elements 

- Chapter 3.1, Land Use 
Element 

- Chapter 3.5 Population 
Element 

- Chapter 3.6 Housing 
Element 

- Chapter 3.9 Priority 
Investment, 
Implementation, and 
Coordination Element 

- Chapter 3.11, Resilience 
Element 
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the 
April 10, 2023 Planning Commission meeting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ch. 3.1 Land Use Element 
        Element Redlines 
 

Legend: 

▪ Blue Text = Amendments proposed by Staff. 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 
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CHAPTER 3.1 LAND USE ELEMENT
 

Contents:
3.1.1: OVERVIEW
3.1.2: EXISTING LAND USE
3.1.3: GENERAL LAND USE POLICIES
3.1.4: FUTURE LAND USE PLAN APPROACH
3.1.5: GROWTH MANAGEMENT
3.1.6: MAJOR PLANNING EFFORTS AND PROJECTS
3.1.7: FUTURE LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1.1: OVERVIEW 
 

The Land Use Element tells the 
history of land development in the 
County and presents 
recommendations and strategies to 
shape the future of the County. This 
element provides direction for both 
the intensity and quality of 
development and specifically 
addresses aspects of growth 
management intended to protect the valued rural character of the Lowcountry. Charleston 
County is a unique coastal county in South Carolina with a vast array of high quality natural 
resources, a wide range of communities and neighborhoods, and a variety of land uses ranging 
from untouched natural habitats to highly developed urban centers. In some parts of the 
County, these divergent land uses are located in close proximity to one another, while in other 
areas more of a gradual change in the landscape exists as one moves outward from the urban 
centers of the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, and the Town of Mount Pleasant.

Accommodate growth that respects the unique 
character of the County, promotes economic 
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is 
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, 
but protects cultural and natural resources.
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Updating and reviewing the County’s 
Comprehensive Plan provides an 
opportunity to not only address the 
intensity of future development, but 
to truly focus on maintaining the 
features of the unique Lowcountry 
landscape that make Charleston 
County a cherished place to live, work, 
and play. The land use pattern and the 
quality of the built and natural 
environments define the character 
that makes Charleston County 
different from other places in South 
Carolina and the country.

The Land Use Element is designed to 
tell the story of where the County is and where it desires to be in regard to the utilization of its 
land resources. This is accomplished through a detailed existing land use inventory and 
establishment of overarching goals supported by a series of strategies and recommendations to 
promote implementation and action.

Purpose and Intent
The following land use information, recommendations, and strategies reinforce the Urban Growth 
Boundary, help manage growth, and strengthen the rural and urban/suburban character of areas of 
the County. The recommendations and strategies, particularly those contained in the Future Land Use 
portion of the Plan, are intended to provide guidance for the location and intensity of land uses to 
support the County in its review and update of the Zoning and Land Development Regulations 
Ordinance. The Growth Management portion of the Plan provides qualitative strategies to shape the 
character of preserved and developed land areas in the County and further distinguish the Rural and 
Urban/Suburban Areas. Combined, the associated aspects of the Land Use Element establish a flexible 
yet predictable method for determining the appropriateness of proposed development to shape the 
future of the County.

Land Use Background

The history of land use PLANNING IN CHARLESTON COUNTY has evolved over the last few 
decades. Prior to the adoption of the 1999 Comprehensive Plan, various entities in the County 
prepared individual land use plans to reflect their visions for their portion of the County. 
Starting in 1997, the County undertook their first comprehensive planning effort to bring these 
community level plans together into a consolidated vision for the County. One of the key 
themes that was relevant then, and which carries forward today, is the distinction between the 
characteristics of the rural landscape and the more urban character of the developed portions 
of the County.

Urban Growth Boundary

The Land Use Element strives to provide a balance between protection of 
natural landscapes and logical and sustainable development patterns 

that support economic development and job growth.
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In the 1999 Plan, a Suburban/Rural Area Edge was established as a tool to delineate the Rural 
Area from the Urban/Suburban Area. During the 2003 Five-Year Review of the Plan, the 
Suburban/Rural Area Edge was moved from Brownswood Road to Main Road on Johns Island, 
placing more of the County in the Urban/Suburban Area. An application to move the 
Suburban/Rural Area Edge back to its original location was approved in 2004. Over the years, 
the Suburban/Rural Area Edge came to be thought of as an Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), 
recognized by the public, the municipalities in the County, and other service providers. The 
2008 Plan Update reflected this change in thinking, identifying the delineating line as the Urban 
Growth Boundary. Section 3.1.5, Growth Management, discusses the Urban Growth Boundary 
in more detail.

The Urban/Suburban Area is located within the Urban Growth Boundary and is characterized by 
a diverse mix of residential neighborhoods, business/industrial uses, road frontage 
development, and undeveloped areas. High levels of infrastructure and services and medium to 
high intensity development exist within the Urban/Suburban Area. The Rural Area is located 
outside of the Urban Growth Boundary and is identified by agricultural uses, forests, tidal 
marshes and freshwater wetlands, which dominate the landscape. It is traversed by scenic rural 
roads, and dotted with historic buildings and archaeological sites indigenous to the Lowcountry. 
Low levels of infrastructure and services and low intensity development exist within the Rural 
Area. The challenge the County faces with the Urban Growth Boundary is that it requires 
cooperation from jurisdictions such as the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston and the 
Town of Mount Pleasant and other service providers for it to be implemented effectively. Some 
jurisdictions do recognize the boundary; however, there is no inter-jurisdictional agreement 
regarding the location of the Urban Growth Boundary or the criteria to change its location. The 
municipalities in the County have the power to establish their own boundary and to adopt 
amendments to it by approving annexations and development which may be in conflict with 
the County established Urban Growth Boundary. The only municipalities in the County that 
have adopted Urban Growth Boundaries are the City of Charleston and the Town of Mount 
Pleasant.

During the 2013-2014 Five-Year Review, the County reviewed and revised the location of the 
County’s Urban Growth Boundary for consistency with the Urban Growth Boundaries adopted 
by the City of Charleston and Town of Mount Pleasant and to better follow parcel boundaries 
and geographic features. County staff coordinated with staff from the City of Charleston and 
Town of Mount Pleasant when reviewing the location of the Urban Growth Boundaries adopted 
by each jurisdiction. In some instances where differences between the Urban Growth 
Boundaries existed, the County found it appropriate to revise its Urban Growth Boundary to 
match those adopted by the other jurisdictions. In other instances, the County found the 
location of its Urban Growth Boundary to be appropriate even when differences with the Urban 
Growth Boundaries adopted by other jurisdictions existed. In such cases, the County requested 
that those jurisdictions examine their Urban Growth Boundaries for consistency with the 
County’s Urban Growth Boundary during the five-year reviews of their respective 
comprehensive plans.
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The County’s Urban Growth Boundary was revised to match the City of Charleston’s Urban 
Growth Boundary in several locations in the St. Andrews and Johns Island areas; however, a few 
differences still remain between the locations of the two Urban Growth Boundaries. The main 
difference is that the City of Charleston’s Urban Growth Boundary places the Sol Legare 
Community on James Island in the Rural Area while the County’s Urban Growth Boundary 
places that community in the Urban/Suburban Area. This difference has existed since 2003, 
when the County moved its Urban Growth Boundary in order to place all of James Island in the 
Urban/Suburban Area. This change was made because high levels of infrastructure and public 
services that define the Urban/Suburban Aarea existed across the entire island, including within 
the Sol Legare Community.

Slight differences between the Urban Growth Boundaries adopted by the County and Town of 
Mount Pleasant previously existed in the East Cooper Area. The County reviewed these 
differences and found the location of its Urban Growth Boundary to be appropriate and 
requested the Town examine their Urban Growth Boundary location for consistency with the 
County’s during the five-year review of their comprehensive plan, which they have done.  The 
Urban Growth Boundaries adopted by the County and Town now match.

3.1.2: EXISTING LAND USE
 

Inventory of Existing Conditions

The County completed its first comprehensive inventory of the existing land uses in the 
unincorporated portions of the County in 2007. A second existing land use inventory was 
conducted in 2013 (as part of the 2013-2014 Five-Year Review) utilizing Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) technology, current County records, and 2012 oblique aerial images (Pictometry). 
The existing land use inventory has been updated using a similar methodology as part of each 
ten-year update and five-year review since the 2013-2014 Five-Year Review..In 2017, as part of 
the Ten-Year Update, another existing land use inventory was conducted using a similar 
methodology as was used in 2013.. The existing land use categories, statistics, and map are 
illustrated in Figure 3.1.1: Existing Land Use Pie Chart and on the following pages.

It is important to note that approximately 30 34 percent of the land area of the County is 
incorporated and that the majority of the incorporated area is located in the Urban/Suburban 
Area. Almost Approximately 50 32 percent of the land area in the unincorporated County 
contains wetlands, marsh, and other water features, and an additional 1837.7 percent is 
forestland or in agricultural or silvicultural use.
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Figure 3.1.1: Existing Land Use Pie Chart

*Other includes single-family attached,
mobile homes, multi-family, commercial,

industrial, and infrastructure/utilities.
Sources: Charleston County Tax Assessor data, GIS data, and oblique aerial images (Pictometry), 201722.
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Map 3.1.1: Existing Land Use Map

Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of December 1, 2022  March 16, 2018.

3.1.3: GENERAL LAND USE POLICIES
 

Overview Land Use Element Goal

The Land Use Element Goal and Strategies provide 
direction regarding the overall approach to land 
use planning in the County. They address the long-
term vision for land use and establish strategic 
actions that County Council can take to carry out 
the recommendations contained in the Future 
Land Use and Growth Management sections that 
follow.

Accommodate growth that respects 
the unique character of the County, 
promotes economic opportunity, 
respects private property rights, and 
is coordinated with the provision of 
community facilities, but protects 
cultural and natural resources.

Land Use Element Needs

Land Use Element needs include, but are not limited to, the following:

 Reinforcing the significance of the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional 
coordination;

 Preserving the rural character of the County;
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 Encouraging compact growth where infrastructure already exists;
 Adapting land use planning and zoning regulations to water systems; and
 Providing guidance for the location, character, and intensity of land uses.
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Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frames
The following strategic actions should be undertaken by the County in support of the purpose and 
intent of the Land Use Element. These implementation strategies will be reviewed a minimum of 
every five years and updated every ten years from the date of adoption of this Plan.
LU1. Continue to pProtect and enhance the environmental quality of natural resources and 

continue to require restrictive development standards along the OCRM Critical Line to 
protect water quality, wildlife habitat, and scenic vistas.

LU2. Continue to tImplement design character that enhances the quality of development along 
commercial corridors, and establish scenic corridors and areas of environmental and cultural 
significance. Provide vegetated buffers of fifty feet or more between roads and structures 
where development occurs along or near designated scenic roads.

LU3. Continue to Ffoster the rural character of land outside the Urban Growth Boundary by:
o Encouraging lower density development;
o Establishing a pattern of roads and buildings which portrays a traditional rural quality of 

life with large areas dedicated to agriculture or silviculture, or protected in a natural 
state to provide habitat for native species;

o Maintaining or enhancing the visual identity of existing scenic roads;
o Maintaining rural and agriculturally-oriented commercial uses in a dispersed pattern or 

in low concentrations in nodes at major intersections to support and contribute to the 
rural quality of life; and

o Maintaining the overall pattern of very low levels of human influence.

LU4. Continue to cCoordinate land use patterns with transportation, housing, employment and 
retail development to encourage compact growth in already developed areas, and infill 
existing vacant sites inside the Urban Growth Boundary.

LU5. Reinforce the location of the Urban Growth Boundary and establish criteria to change its 
location through coordination with the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, the Town 
of Mount Pleasant, and service providers.

LU6. Continue the Comprehensive Plan implementation initiatives adopted by County Council.

LU7. Ensure developers contribute a fair share to the costs of services associated with 
development.

LU8. Require that any application affecting County resources be reviewed by the County for 
consistency with the adopted Future Land Use Plan.

LU9. Continue innovative planning and zoning techniques such as Clustering or Conservation 
Design and Form-based Zoning District regulations.

LU10. Continue to Aallow density bonuses beyond the maximum density of the recommended 
future land use designation when affordable and/or workforce housing units are included in 
proposed developments, especially within the Urban/LU4Suburban Area, provided there is 
no negative effect on the existing community.

LU11. Near the outer edge of the Urban/Suburban Area, provide transitional areas consisting of 
lower intensity uses to gradually progress into the adjacent Rural Area.

LU12. Ensure development transitions appropriately from residential uses to non-residential uses 
through similar scale of buildings, architectural styles, and orientation of buildings and 
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parking lots.

LU13. Continue to Wwork with historic African American communities and adjacent jurisdictions, 
when applicable, to create zoning regulations that preserve the unique development 
patterns and cultural history.

LU14. Continue to work with residents, stakeholders, and adjacent jurisdictions, when applicable, 
to implement community plans and corridor management plans adopted as part of this Plan.

LU15. Continue to Eencourage and support pedestrian and bikeway linkages.

LU16. Continue to Rrequire approval of a Comprehensive Plan amendment for the purposes of 
amending the Community Facilities Element and the County’s 208 Wastewater Service Areas 
Map and a 208 Water Quality Management Plan amendment to allow any wastewater 
treatment systems other than individual on-site systems prior to submitting applications for 
development approval. Wastewater treatment systems that are approved as part of Planned 
Development Zoning Districts, Form-Based Zoning Districts, and/or Development 
Agreements do not require amendments to the Comprehensive Plan; however, they may 
require amendments to the Charleston County and BCDCOG 208 Water Quality 
Management Plans (Charleston County became a Designated Management Agency in 2010).

LU17. Coordinate with Joint Base Charleston, the City of North Charleston, and BCDCOG to 
implement recommendations and guidelines for zoning identified in the Air Installation 
Compatibility Use Zoning (AICUZ) Study prepared by the Air Force in 2004 (as amended), as 
applicable.

LU18. Continue to cCoordinate with the BCDCOG and municipalities to identify locations for 
Transit-Oriented Design (TOD) along the proposed Lowcountry Rapid Transit (LCRT) route 
and incentivize the development of affordable and workforce housing and employment 
centers in these areas.

LU19. Promote planning and zoning policies that adapt land development to water systems, 
including the use of green infrastructure (e.g., bioswales, porous pavements, rain gardens, 
etc.), in landscaping practices and stormwater management.  

3.1.4: FUTURE LAND USE PLAN APPROACH
 

The approach to future land use includes a multi-tiered effort that incorporates 
recommendations for growth management, treatment of major planning efforts, specific land 
uses and densities within the Future Land Use Plan, and development quality and character 
through a series of guidelines for the Rural and Urban/Suburban Areas of the County. 
Combined, these recommendations and the other elements of the Plan are the criteria against 
which all development proposals should be evaluated for conformance with the Comprehensive 
Plan.

3.1.5: GROWTH MANAGEMENT
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One of the growth management tools implemented in this Plan is the Urban Growth Boundary, 
which clearly defines two distinct Growth Management Areas: the Rural Area and the 
Urban/Suburban Area. The Urban Growth Boundary implements the desired County policy to 
promote higher intensity growth in the Urban/Suburban Area where adequate infrastructure 
and services are in place, at the same time allowing for preservation of the rural character of 
the majority of the County. Map 3.1.2: Growth Management Areas shows the geographic 
boundaries of these two Growth Management Areas. All future land use and development 
quality recommendations are tied to these areas.

The City of Charleston and the Town of Mount Pleasant have both adopted Urban Growth 
Boundaries, as well; however, the locations of those Urban Growth Boundary ies adopted by 
the City of Charleston varies vary slightly from the location of the Urban Growth Boundary 
adopted by Charleston County. To be implemented effectively, cooperation with jurisdictions 
such as the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, the Town of Mount Pleasant, and other 
service providers is needed. Cooperation regarding the location of the Urban Growth Boundary 
and criteria to change its location should be pursued. More information regarding 
institutionalizing the Urban Growth Boundary is described in detail in CHAPTER 3.9 PRIORITY 
INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COORDINATION ELEMENT.

 

Map 3.1.2: Growth Management Areas

Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of December 8, 2017. Map dated March 14, 2023
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3.1.6: MAJOR PLANNING EFFORTS AND PROJECTS
 

With each Review and Update of this Plan, County Council adopts Priority Recommendations, 
which consist of major planning efforts and projects that the County should undertake over the 
next five years. These specialized initiatives include projects in both the Rural and 
Urban/Suburban Areas of the County and often include multi-jurisdictional coordination. 
CHAPTER 3.9, PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COORDINATION ELEMENT 
further details the major planning efforts and projects adopted as part of this Plan the 2018 
Ten-Year Update.

As shown in Chapter 3.9, Sseveral projects were adopted as part of the 2018 Ten-Year 
Update 2013-2014 Five-Year Review Annual Work Plan. The following projects have been 
accomplished: ZLDR Comprehensive Review (adopted in 2021); adoption of overlay zoning 
districts for several historic African American Communities; adoption of an updated Historic 
Preservation Ordinance and the subsequent designation of several properties and communities 
on the Charleston County Historic Designation list; and continued implementation of several 
community planning efforts including the Parkers Ferry Community Plan, Sol Legare Community 
Plan, DuPont-Wappoo Community Plan, and ReThink Folly Road Plan.  Adoption of a 
Development of County Significance, Development Agreement, and Form-Based Zoning District 
for the Spring Grove Development; DuPont | Wappoo Community Plan and Overlay Zoning 
District; Parkers Ferry Community Plan and Overlay Zoning District; and Charleston County 
Historic Resources Survey Update. See CHAPTER 3.9 for more information about these 
completed projects.

3.1.7: FUTURE LAND USE RECOMMENDATIONS
 

The following are the descriptions and density recommendations for the future land use 
categories identified on the Future Land Use Map (Map 3.1.4). Map 3.1.5 provides a detail of 
the Urban/Suburban Area, followed by a series of maps showing the existing overlay zoning 
districts with their respective land use recommendations.
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Figure 3.1.2: Future Land Use Pie Chart

Pie chart dated March 14, 2023
Note: “Other” includes Industrial, Commercial, Rural Industrial, Rural Commercial, Rural Economic 
Development, Rural Cultural Community Protection, Civic/Institutional, and Office. These Future Land 
Use categories equate to less than 1% of the total unincorporated acreage.

Table 3.1.1: Future Land Use Residential Densities   

  Future Land Use Categories Residential Density Guidelines 

Conservation 
Management

Consistent with the Natural Resource 
Management (NRM) District contained in the 
Zoning and Land Development Regulations 
Ordinance 

Resource Management 1 dwelling per 25 acres

Wadmalaw Island 
Agricultural Preservation

1 dwelling per 15 acres to 1 dwelling per 7 
acres* 

Agricultural 
Preservation 

1 dwelling per 10 acres to 1 dwelling per 5 
acres 1 dwelling per 10 acres on Edisto Island

Rural Agriculture 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres

Rural Residential 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre 

The Rural Area

Agricultural Residential 1 dwelling per 5 acres to 1 dwelling per acre 
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Table 3.1.1: Future Land Use Residential Densities   

  Future Land Use Categories Residential Density Guidelines 

Rural Cultural 
Community Protection

1 dwelling per 25 acres to 1 dwelling per acre 
Not permitted on Wadmalaw or Edisto Islands

Form-Based Zoning 
Districts

All Future Land Use 
Categories

See CHAPTER 3.1.7.C, Form-Based Zoning 
District Developments of County Significance

 Urban/Suburban 
Cultural Community 
Protection

1 to 4 dwellings per acre
Urban/Suburban 
Area

Urban/Suburban Mixed 
Use 4 or more dwellings per acre

* The area of a parcel in the Wadmalaw Agricultural Preservation designation within 1,000 feet of the OCRM Critical Line has 
a maximum density of 1 dwelling unit per 3 acres.

⁋

Map 3.1.3: Future Land Use

Map dated March 14, 2023
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Map 3.1.4: Urban/Suburban Future Land Use Detail

Map dated March 14, 2023

A. Rural Area Future Land Use Categories
 

The Rural Area is located outside of the Urban Growth Boundary and is identified by forests, 
tidal marshes and freshwater wetlands, which dominate the landscape. It is traversed by scenic 
rural roads and dotted with historic buildings and archaeological sites indigenous to the 
Lowcountry.

Agricultural and forestry activities and geographically dispersed Settlement Areas with homes 
are secondary to the natural and historic landscapes in the Rural Area. A small number of 
service and agriculturally oriented businesses are sited along major highways.

The Rural Area is not targeted for public wastewater treatment except when approved by 
County Council for the general health, safety, and welfare of the community. A significant 
amount of land is in public ownership, open space easements, agricultural use, timber 
management, and wildlife habitat uses, contributing to the rural character of Charleston 
County.

The following future land use categories apply in the Rural Area of the County and reinforce the 
goals of this Plan, which include but are not limited to:

 Protecting and maintaining the natural environment;
 Promoting agri-business and agri-tourism;
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 Designating prominant te locations with good access and visibility from major roads for 
civic or community-oriented uses such as churches and schools;

 Promoting infill of undeveloped portions of existing Settlement Areas to continue to define 
the edge between the Settlement Areas and the surrounding rural landscape; and

 Maintaining the low-density qualities of large portions of the County to preserve the 
character and culture of the Lowcountry.

Conservation Management

These are areas consisting of various natural resources located in the County. They typically 
include highland areas surrounded by marsh or water, small islands, fragile natural land, or 
other areas as determined by their changing nature. Residential development in these areas 
should be very low intensity and may be in the form of Planned Development Zoning Districts. 
Densities will be based upon criteria such as FEMA designations, historical erosion patterns, 
nature of plants and wildlife, soils, ability to provide services, and other pertinent information. 
Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this 
Plan and that do not threaten the natural resources this category is intended to protect should 
be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Resource Management

Resource Management areas generally encompass undeveloped lands within the Rural Area 
that are used principally for timber production, wildlife habitat, recreational and commercial 
fishing, and limited agriculture. These areas encompass significant acreage of fresh, brackish, 
and saltwater tidal marshes, as well as important habitat for non-game and endangered 
species.

Designation of Resource Management areas recognizes the importance of a coordinated effort 
to protect and conserve natural resources while allowing for the continued economic use of 
private property and public lands. The type and intensity of development in Resource 
Management areas should support the needs of timber production, wildlife habitat 
management, recreation, agriculture, and areas of environmental sensitivity.

Developed uses should not constitute a threat to the resource base through either physical 
encroachment or indirect impacts. Development should also be compatible with the land 
management requirements essential to maintenance of the resource base. Accordingly, 
residential development should be limited to very low density, with a maximum density of one 
dwelling unit per 25 acres. Clustering and other techniques may be used to ensure compatibility 
with Best Management Practices. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent 
with the goals and strategies of this Plan and that do not threaten the natural resources this 
category is intended to protect should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Wadmalaw Agricultural Preservation

The uses recommended for this future land use category are similar to those recommended for 
the Agricultural Preservation use category; however, the recommended density is lower and 
this designation applies specifically to Wadmalaw Island. The incorporation of this designation 
is also consistent with the Wadmalaw Island Planned Development Guidelines adopted by the 
County in 1988. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the goals and 
strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Agricultural Preservation
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The majority of land within the Rural Area contains soil types recognized by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture as the best farmland for agricultural production. These include areas 
characterized by soils classified as prime farmland, unique soils, and soils of statewide 
importance. Designation of farmland preservation areas recognizes the importance of 
preserving Charleston County’s farming resources, including individual farms and areas of 
productive soils, as well as a way of life valued by the community. Changes brought on by 
higher energy costs should result in more demand for agricultural products that are locally 
grown and harvested for local markets.

The types and intensities of development in the Agricultural Preservation Area should primarily 
support the needs of the farming industry, secondarily allowing for compatible residential 
development. Residential density of one dwelling per five acres to one dwelling per ten acres 
applies, except on Edisto Island which has a residential density of one dwelling per ten acres. 
The residential density is coupled with development guidelines and incentives to retain 
significant acreage available for farming. Specific regulatory techniques may include flexible site 
planning guidelines, minimum lot sizes, or conservation or clustered design with retention of 
open space. Such provisions will maintain the agricultural land base, while enhancing 
development values, particularly along waterfront properties. Appropriate public services and 
facilities that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted to 
ensure sufficient provision of services.

Agricultural Residential

This land use category consists of rural residential Settlement Areas that have been subdivided 
into small properties. Proposed densities generally range from one dwelling per acre to one 
dwelling per five acres. “By-right” uses include residential development, agriculture, and other 
uses necessary to support the viability of agriculture. Appropriate public services and facilities 
that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure 
sufficient provision of services.

Agricultural Residential includes Settlement Areas, which are small older crossroads 
communities, family lands, typical suburban-style subdivisions, frontage lots along local roads, 
waterfront developments, and vacant land that has been subdivided for residential use that 
may or may not yet be built upon. The criteria for additional parcels to qualify for inclusion into 
a “Settlement Area” are as follows:

1. Parcel size of 30 acres or less (including highland areas and freshwater wetlands) on 
parcels existing prior to April 21, 1999; and

2. Parcel must be located in an AG-8, AG-10, or RM Zoning District or adjacent to lands 
currently zoned AGR; and

3. Parcel must be either within 1,000 feet of an existing AGR Zoning District or show the 
same obvious spatial characteristics of other existing AGR Zoning Districts in the 
agricultural area; and

4. Parcels are not located on Wadmalaw Island or Edisto Island.

Rural Cultural Community Protection
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This future land use designation is intended to protect and promote the culture and unique 
development patterns of existing communities and sustain their strong sense of community. 
The communities in this category are located in the Rural Area and are typically less developed 
than other areas due to the lack of off-site water and sewer utilities. Much of the development 
is single-family residential with many churches. Historically, many small neighborhood 
businesses existed in these communities; however, there are very few neighborhood 
businesses existing today. The communities have a strong tie to the natural resources in the 
area and have many earthen roads that connect to state roads.

Future development should be compatible with the existing community and the residential 
density should not exceed one dwelling per acre. Residences, agriculture, forestry, churches, 
cemeteries, cultural and historic buildings, schools, post offices, etc. should be allowed. 
Compatible businesses and offices should be allowed to offer services and employment 
opportunities for local residents, provided the building scale and coverage fits with existing 
structures. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the goals and 
strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services. This 
designation should not apply to parcels that are 50 acres in size or larger as of October 9, 2018 
and should not be located on Wadmalaw Island or Edisto Island, or within Planned 
Development or Form-Based Zoning Districts. Zoning and land development regulations in 
these areas should be customized to meet the needs of the individual communities.

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space

This category provides for lands intended to remain in a predominantly natural state; lands that 
have been protected through permanent conservation easements or are publicly owned that 
significantly restrict development; and open spaces, green spaces, and parks and recreation, as 
defined in this Plan.

Civic/Institutional

Civic and institutional uses such as churches, schools, and community centers make up a large 
portion of the “sense of community” that is Charleston County. Appropriate locations for these 
uses include prominent locations within communities, such as key intersections, within 
Settlement Areas, or within nodes that have safe access and visibility from major roads.

Rural Commercial

Commercial development in the Rural Area is limited to retail and service uses that serve the 
residential population and agricultural activities, provide employment opportunities, and do 
not negatively impact the surrounding community. Appropriate public services and facilities 
that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure 
sufficient provision of services.

Rural Industrial

The Rural Industrial areas are designated to accommodate low impact industrial uses. Noxious 
activities are prohibited. High-tech industrial uses are encouraged over traditional smokestack 
or manufacturing industries. Industries that support the rural economy and provide 
employment opportunities for rural residents, such as warehousing, agricultural processing, 
agricultural manufacturing, farm equipment sales, repair and rental services, welding services 
and other services to support the rural population, are encouraged. Appropriate public services 
and facilities that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted 
to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Rural Economic Development Area
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Rural Economic Development areas are designated to accommodate regional business parks 
that contain professional office, wholesale, warehousing and high technology industrial uses 
that support the local rural economy and provide employment opportunities for residents in 
the Rural Area. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the goals and 
strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services.

B. Urban/Suburban Area Future Land Use Categories
 

The Urban/Suburban Area is located within the Urban Growth Boundary and is characterized by 
a diverse mix of residential neighborhoods, business/industrial uses, road frontage 
development, and undeveloped areas. High levels of infrastructure and services and medium to 
high intensity development exist within the Urban/Suburban Area.

The land development pattern in the Urban/Suburban Area ranges from older traditional 
neighborhood patterns with grid street systems to suburban style subdivisions which draw on 
the natural landscape of marshes and waterways to help delineate neighborhoods, but which 
only allow for limited pedestrian ways and street connectivity. The following future land use 
categories apply in the Urban/Suburban Area of the County and reinforce the goals of this Plan, 
which include but are not limited to:

 Providing locations for concentrated mixed use growth patterns on land environmentally 
suitable for development where services can be provided in an efficient and cost effective 
manner;

 Focusing development activities on infill, redevelopment, and intensification of existing 
and surrounding uses;

 Promoting mixed use developments and a general land use pattern that includes a variety 
of housing types, retail, service, employment, civic, and compatible industrial uses, as well 
as open space and includes linkages to public transit in a walkable environment;

 Promoting alternative forms of transportation; and
 Protecting natural resources.

Urban/Suburban Cultural Community Protection
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This future land use designation is intended to protect and promote the culture and unique 
development patterns of existing communities and sustain their strong sense of community. 
The communities in this designation are located in the Urban/Suburban Area and are 
characterized by low density single-family residential development, limited commercial activity, 
and some agricultural uses. Many of the roads are paved with connections to county or state 
maintained roads; however, earthen roads still exist. Many of these communities were 
recognized in the 2016 Charleston County Historic Resources Survey Update as eligible or 
potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) due to their unique 
development patterns and significance to post-Reconstruction Era and Civil Rights history.

Future development should be compatible with the existing land uses and development 
patterns and the residential density should be a maximum of four dwellings per acre. 
Compatible institutional, office, and low intensity commercial uses should be allowed to offer 
services and employment opportunities for local residents, provided the building scale and 
coverage fits with existing structures. Sweetgrass Basket making, including sales, and urban 
agriculture should be recognized and promoted. Appropriate public services and facilities that 
are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient 
provision of services. Zoning and land development regulations in these areas should be 
customized to meet the needs of the individual communities.

Urban/Suburban Mixed Use

This designation encourages compatible mixed use development and a general land use pattern 
that includes a variety of housing types, retail, service, employment, civic and compatible 
industrial uses, as well as public and open spaces and linkages to public transit in a walkable 
environment. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the goals and 
strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services. This 
category is intended to allow for growth to occur within the Urban Growth Boundary by 
allowing urban and suburban mixed uses and affordable/workforce housing in the 
Urban/Suburban Area, where appropriate, while preserving and protecting the Rural Area for 
future generations. Densities of four or more dwellings per acre should be allowed. Urban 
agriculture should also be permitted.

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space

This category provides for lands intended to remain in a predominantly natural state; lands that 
have been protected through permanent conservation easements or are publicly owned that 
significantly restrict development; and open spaces, green spaces, and parks and recreation, as 
defined in this Plan.
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Civic/Institutional

Civic and institutional uses such as churches, schools, and community centers make up a large 
portion of the “sense of community” that is Charleston County. Appropriate locations for these 
uses include prominent locations in communities, such as key intersections or within 
neighborhoods that have safe access and visibility from major roads.

Office

This land use category provides for a range of professional and other office uses including: 
administrative, professional, business, government, and medical. The scale and intensity of 
office development should complement the surrounding area and provide employment 
opportunities for the residents of Charleston County. This designation encourages compatible 
mixed use development and a general land use pattern that includes a variety of housing types, 
retail, service, employment, and civic uses, as well as public and open spaces and linkages to 
public transit in a walkable environment. Residential densities of four or more dwellings per 
acre should be allowed. Urban agriculture should also be permitted. Appropriate public services 
and facilities that are consistent with the goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted 
to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Commercial

This designation encourages compatible mixed use development and a general land use pattern 
that includes a variety of housing types, retail, service, employment, civic and compatible 
industrial uses, as well as public and open spaces and linkages to public transit in a walkable 
environment. Residential densities of four or more dwellings per acre should be allowed. Urban 
agriculture should also be permitted. Impacts on local street systems and land use patterns 
shall be minimized through quality site design, provision of public transit access, and the design 
of local road connections. Appropriate public services and facilities that are consistent with the 
goals and strategies of this Plan should be permitted to ensure sufficient provision of services.

Industrial

Major industrial uses and industrial parks are included within this land use designation. High-
tech industrial uses are encouraged. Industries that support economic development goals and 
strategies should be given priority. Appropriate uses include manufacturing, distribution 
facilities, flex space, industrial support activities, ports and transportation related facilities, and 
public services and facilities. This designation also encourages compatible mixed use 
development and a general land use pattern that includes a variety of housing types, retail, 
service, employment, civic and compatible industrial uses, as well as public and open spaces 
and linkages to public transit in a walkable environment. Residential densities of four or more 
dwellings per acre should be allowed. Urban agriculture should also be permitted. Impacts on 
local street systems and land use patterns shall be minimized through quality site design, 
provision of public transit access, and the design of local road connections.

C. Developments of County Significance
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Developments of County Significance are defined as proposed developments that (1) have a 
gross acreage equal to or exceeding 1,000 acres, (2) are located in the Rural Area of the County, 
and (3) may be considered consistent with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan if 
they comply with the criteria and requirements of the Developments of County Significance 
provisions contained in the Comprehensive Plan and Zoning and Land Development Regulations 
Ordinance. The Plan recognizes that there are Rural Areas throughout the County which may at 
some time meet this definition and that they should be addressed through appropriate 
procedural requirements. The Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance establishes 
protocol for submission requirements and review of Developments of County Significance.

All DCS applications shall require that 75 percent of the land included in the application be 
either private land permanently restricted by deed restriction or conservation easement to 
clustered or unclustered rural densities, or other areas proposed for private and/or public 
ownership (e.g., parks, lakes, greenways, parkways, buffer zones, agricultural and silvicultural 
areas, recreational areas, preserved historic and/or cultural areas, preserved areas of biological 
significance), or areas to be purchased by the County’s Green Belt Bank or other open space 
preservation organizations. The application shall identify the amount of acreage available for 
clustered rural density; said acreage shall be excluded from the seventy-five percent (75%) 
calculation.

D. Overlay Districts
 

An overlay district is a geographic district layered on top of another existing zoning district, or 
districts, that implements additional regulations or relaxes existing regulations. Charleston 
County utilizes overlay districts to ensure consistency between the land use, zoning, and land 
development regulations of the County and adjacent municipalities in specific areas. The 
County also utilizes overlay districts to protect historic communities and sensitive 
environmental features, and to address the concerns and needs of communities. Overlay 
districts are developed based on extensive public input and in coordination with applicable 
municipalities. 

The overlay district maps below show the future land use recommendations for the overlay 
districts adopted by the County. The zoning and land development regulations and zoning 
map(s) for each overlay district can be found in the Charleston County Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations Ordinance.
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Map 3.1.5: Dorchester Road Corridor and Ashley River Scenic Corridor Overlay Zoning 
District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 22, 2023
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Map: 3.1.6: Folly Road Corridor Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 22, 2023
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Map: 3.1.7.A: Johns Island Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District

Map dated March 16, 2023
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Map: 3.1.7.B: Johns Island Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District Infrastructure 
and Connectivity Map

Map dated March 24, 2023
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Map: 3.1.8: Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 23, 2023
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Map: 3.1.9: University Boulevard Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 23, 2023
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Map: 3.1.10: Highway 17 North Corridor Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 23, 2023
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Map: 3.1.11: St. Andrews Area Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 24, 2023
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Map: 3.1.12: Ashley River Road Corridor Overlay Zoning District

 Note: Municipal boundaries shown are as of Feb. 25, 2014 Map dated March 29, 2023
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Map: 3.1.13: DuPont-Wappoo Area Overlay Zoning District

Map dated March 29, 2023
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Map: 3.1.14: Parkers Ferry Community Overlay Zoning District

Map dated March 16, 2023
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Map: 3.1.15: Sol Legare Community Overlay Zoning District

Map dated March 24, 2023
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Map: 3.1.16: James Island Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District

 Map dated March 29, 2023
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Map: 3.1.17: Main Road Corridor Overlay Zoning District

 Map dated March 29, 2023
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the 
April 10, 2023 Planning Commission meeting –  

Public Input Survey Comments 
 

 

 

 

Ch. 3.1 Land Use Element 
   Public Comments 

 
Legend: 

▪ Text shaded in grey: Indicates comments that are already addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan/Five-Year Review (the location(s) of where the comments 

are addressed are included in bold, italic text); 

▪ Text shaded in yellow: Indicates comments that are for Planning Commission 

consideration; 

▪ Text shaded in pink: Indicates other comments such as those that are not 

applicable to the Comprehensive Plan; 

▪ Green Text = Suggested amendments resulting from the public input survey; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 
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Land Use Element: Are the goals and strategies appropriate for the next five years? 

51%

49%

Yes No
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Already Addressed in the Comprehensive Plan/Five‐Year Review Location Addressed
Add a goal to address sea‐level rise and add multiple strategies for mass transit systems. T17, T20, RE1, and RE2
Again, we should not be focused on growth. What's to be done about the failing infrastructure that already exists? The peninsula floods 
during an average rain or high tide. How are we going to manage the ever‐increasing flooding? We need to focus on better infrastructure 
and quality of life, not growth which will only make the flooding worse.

RE1 and RE2

Charleston, particularly with the seasonal flooding and the distinct geographic limitations, should be separated into rural and urban 
areas. I believe that developing an d accommodating more cycling within the city areas will be improve the quality of life and public 
safety/welfare. There are large (apparently unused) tracts of land with great potential for pedestrian pathways, bikeways.

T15

Conservation science and technology is changing, and the plan does not include any acknowledgement of this in the application to 
minimize environmental impact.  Approaches such as Nature Based Solutions should and must be a critical element for the 5‐year plan.  
Additionally with the sprawling development ongoing in the area the plan should commit to studies which address the loss of critical 
habitat prior to future development approvals, again the plan in silent on that.  Concern is decisions need to be based on informed 
decisions.  Also, I do not see where integrating and working with Land trust, conservation organizations, and the like ‐ while there is 
reference to property rights ‐ a single individual voice is often not enough to ensure the intent and spirit of the vision isn't overrun by 
industry and developer influence and these organization play a critical role having resources and outreach to ensure local landowners are 

RE1 and RE2

Coordination should include the Charleston County School Board so that new schools can be part of a master plan for traffic and location. 
A bullet that perhaps recognizes that in some areas, further development should be halted would allow for areas like John's island to 
reset. 

PI12

Create roadways BEFORE building housing (or commercial, retail). T6 and T7

Density Bonuses are not applicable on Edisto Island ‐ Please revise to make that clear. Also ‐ Please make preservation of Rural Areas 
emphatically evident as paramount.

LU3 and LU5

Growth should also be coordinated with traffic and road considerations, including pedestrian and biking linkages. T15
Holistic Land Planning:  Land planning and transportation infrastructure planning must be approached as one combined, holistic effort 
rather than two disjointed efforts.  

T7

I am not sure why there is a goal of property rights protections, that should be standard business not something to be sensed of as an 
achievement. In addition, it will increasing become at odds between strengthening the urban growth boundary and property rights.  
When this happens the good of the community needs to override the desires of one individual.  The strategies themselves are very good 
and should be followed, however in practice it seems that the County still allows for sprawl and development past the growth boundary 
through allowing the rural communities to expand their boundaries.  A growth boundary will only be as good as the communities past it, 
with the expansion of Ravenel, Hollywood, and Awendaw it will be a legal route to circumvent the goal.  The County should partner with 
developed municipalities on a rural to urban TDR including the rural towns/cities so they can profit from the land around them.  

LU5 and NR6

I believe that more should be done to create bicycle access throughout the county.  I live on James Island and have tried to bike and walk 
along Riverland Drive and it is a dangerous nightmare.  Just trying to cross Maybank at Riverland was almost impossible. Riverland is a 
beautiful passage that leads to an elementary school and the public library. It is shocking to me how little safe bicycle access that there is 
in the county. It should be a priority.

T15

I dislike the term "accommodate growth." It's far too passive. I feel that Charleston County needs to proactively manage growth. Our 
county's current population has surpassed the needed infrastructure and thus the quality of life for many has suffered. If, indeed, the 
county's management is intent on honoring the agrarian heritage of this region, then limiting growth is the reality that faces us. Yet too 
frequently we see massive housing projects permitted with no changes to roadways and no new hospitals or schools or other necessary 
services for this increasing population. 

LU7, PI10 and T6

Public Survey Comments ‐ Land Use Element
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I think we should focus on more mixed‐used zoning within the SGB to accommodate for increasing population and growing popularity of 
walkable neighborhoods.

LU4

Keep more native vegetation in new subdivisions. Sea Island Preserve, Johns Island, an example of a joke of " preserving" nature. Clear 
cut land for homes, building retention ponds rather than working with existing topography to build houses with curving streets to 

NR1 and NR3

More parks and enlarge the green belt.  NR5 and CF13

Needs to include verbiage on environmental sound and protective growth. We should be requiring new growth to include environmental 
protections (especially water run off/ponding from land fill and the filling of marshes for new growth). LU1 and LU2

Reduction in land use dedicated to car transportation. T17
Storm surge mitigation should be considered at every step.  We have to plan to live with water.  Listen to chief Resilience officer and put 
plans and rules in place. 

RE1 and RE2

The growth of the residential and commercial has taken a large chunk of beautiful, pristine parcels of land and turned them into 
concentrated concrete structures that impact the beauty of the county. The issues of flooding with mass residential development is 
evident in all locations. Without a concerted effort to preserve forested areas and making the builders construct developments that 

LU1, LU2, and LU3

For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action

Change to:  Protect our cultural and natural resources while accommodating smart growth that respects the unique character of the 
County, promotes economic opportunity, and is tightly coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning and with the provision of 
other community facilities.  (Received 13 separate comments)

Accommodate growth that respects the unique character and landscape of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects 
private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities while protecting cultural and natural resources. 

The Goal itself is untenable: to "Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County" and "promote economic 
opportunity" and "protect cultural and natural resources" is directly at odds with itself.   When financial interests oppose environmental 
I believe it should more strongly reflect that the protection of cultural and natural resources includes responses to threats posed by 
climate change.
I think something should be added about addressing climate change.  We are sprawling all over our sea islands instead of allowing dense 
or planned development to occur.  This is flooding out existing residents and homeowners and leaving us vulnerable during hurricanes 
I think the goal needs to include taking likely impacts from climate change into account to mitigate future economic impacts from 
disasters (e.g., flooding, hurricanes). 
Personally I am concerned with the density in the whole Tricounty area. Over development is and has been an issue the last two 
decades. I believe that we need to slow our growth down to better accommodate the public currently living here. 
Our roads are extremely congested from West Ashley to John's Island to Mount Pleasant and beyond. 
Please consider these factors which impact all of us on a daily basis and make our lives more complicated and stressful, especially when 
you coordinate with the State DOT and in setting Urban and Rural Growth boundaries. 
Thank you for your consideration.

Protect our cultural and natural resources while accommodating smart growth within the Urban Growth Boundary that respects the 
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, and is tightly coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning 
and with the provision of other community facilities.  All planning (economic, transportation, development, etc) should be looked at 
holistically, and not piecemeal.

Amend the goal statement as follows: Protect our cultural and natural 
resources while accommdating smart  Accommodate growth that respects 
the unique character and landscape  of the County, promotes sustainable 
economic opportunity, fosters resilience,  respects private property rights, 
and is tightly  coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning and 
with  the provision of other  community facilities., but protects cultural and 

natural resources.
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Protect our cultural and natural resources while accommodating smart growth.  Respect the character of the County, coordinate with 
transportation infrastructure planning.
Protecting natural resources should not be last on the list. It should be first and growth should be last. Growth rate has happened too 
fast. 
Respect private property rights, but not at all costs.  Private ownership has gotten the Lowcountry into flooding trouble.  
Restrict growth instead of accommodate growth.....developers continue to find loopholes to allow for destruction of natural areas 
without benefit to neighboring owners.
The Goal of the Land Use Element should be to direct the orderly growth and development of the county through community and 
stakeholder collaboration in making predictable, fair and cost effective development decisions. The focus should include strengthening 
and directing development toward existing communities, promoting the efficient use of existing infrastructure and emphasizing efficient 
sustainable building design, creating a broad range of housing opportunities and the creation of safe walkable neighborhoods that offer a 
variety of transportation options. The process should result in the creation of distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of 
place, the preservation of farmland, natural beauty, critical environmental areas and publicly accessible open space.

The land use element goal is an oxymoron. Development patterns that accommodate growth, promote economic opportunities, and 
respect property rights have not been protecting cultural and natural resources in our county. We need to make a change so that the 
next ten years of development don't look like the last ten years. Instead, I suggest that our land use element goal should say that we 
would like to preserve our historic building stock and construct new buildings that are worthy of preservation. But to do so, we have to 
allow for more compact development that's directly coordinated with the transportation system and explicitly avoid intrusions into 
wetlands. This is what you have written as the "Land Use Element Needs" and as the strategies (which are great!), so let our goals reflect 
those needs without the lip service to the other stuff.

The phrase "is coordinated with" is too weak. Should state "should be constrained by and limited to that which can be sustainably 
supported by the infrastructure and facilities."
This statement should prioritize limiting the environmental impacts of development.  Yes private landowners have rights, but they must 
be made to recognize that they cannot act in a vacuum and must be required to adhere to strict  guidelines that protect the 
environment.  
Accommodate smart growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes sustainable economic development, respects 
private property rights, protects cultural and natural resources, retains the current urban growth boundary, and fosters climate 
resilience.
I'd like to see mentioning of connectivity between communities, and the element of providing different modes of accessibility to local 
amenities (safe, connected biking & walking paths in more existing & future neighborhood.)
It's important to have our infrastructure built before any high population construction sites become finished and occupied.   Traffic is a 
major problem for our first responders to achieve their goals and assist our residents when requested.   

Land Use guidelines should include impacts on current infrastructure, mainly roads and increased traffic problems. These should be 
addressed BEFORE the land is altered. I would also like to see rising sea levels considered more prominently in planning.

Land use must be tightly coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning. Developers must provide updated access to the new 
communities they are building, not rely on taxpayers to fund that access.

Need a road system capable of handling the increase of traffic. 
No mention of creating/improving road infrastructure which is currently insufficient. 
Residential development projects are being approved on Johns Island without the necessary road infrastructure in place. This is already a 
clear problem which seems to be ignored as new developments are approved. Who is in charge? I think it is the developers.
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Same as above plan and complete roads and infrastructure before granting excessive construction permits. 
Similarly to the vision, economic development is far outpacing the vital infrastructure needs.  Its clear to all that the development is first.  
We also need to focus on quality, affordable housing for all levels of our population.
Single family homes and multi‐dwelling units are being overbuilt on Maybank Highway, Bohicket Road and River Road.  These roads 
CANNOT handle the amount of traffic that the housing developments bring.  Side roads such as Chisholm are taken to avoid traffic 
backups but housing developments are also now planned for these roads as well.  STOP building housing units and solve the traffic 
congestion.  The housing developments are cheaply constructed and are ruining the beauty of land and the environment.

Stop building homes if the infrastructure cannot handle it. Traffic is insane on Johns Island
The County has complety botched the development of Johns Island along Maybank Highway, from the Gellegotis Bridge to both River Rd 
and Main Rd. Unfetered development of neighborhoods without conmesurate development of infrastructure has led to traffic and safety 
nightmares that have had serious secondary consequences to the residents of Johns Island. This is all derived from City/County led  tax 
base expansion policies with eager financial 'support' of developers, sadly many of them local.
"During the 2003 Five‐Year Review of the Plan, the Suburban/Rural Area Edge was moved from Brownswood Road to Main Road on 
Johns Island, placing more of the County in the Urban/Suburban Area. An application to move the Suburban/Rural Area Edge back to its 
original location was approved in 2004. "

The county needs to step up on the poor highways. The extra traffic due to the growth leads to more deaths and significant loss of 
productivity while waiting in traffic.
The language if far too vague with respect to real limits imposed on development related to the infrastructure support that government 
provides. Specifically, development, whether business or residential, must be accompanied by some entity (government or private) 
providing tangible physical infrastructure, i.e. roads, overpasses, etc. to ideally precede development. The area is already far behind in 
road expansion for the developmtn that has occurred, with the resulting gridlock.

There needs to be a stronger emphasis on development that encourages alternative transportation, e.g., mass transit, connects 
neighborhoods via bike and walking paths, not just main roads, and landscaping that uses native plants.
We do not currently have the infrastructure needed to support the development that exists today and overdevelopment robs us of the 
rural character we want to maintain.  Those issues conflict with 2 of the bullet points in Land use:  Preserving the rural character of the 
County; Encouraging compact growth where infrastructure already exists.

You're trying to accommodate urban sprawl which is the main cause of 99% of the issues we're struggling to deal with. Encourage 
density, walkability, and preserve the undeveloped land left. 
Must make biking safe and connected to parks, shopping and downtown Charleston.
A water first approach to land use should be taken.  Water knows no boundaries and topography should be a large consideration in 
allowable land use. 
Discontinue residential and commercial development of low‐lying areas as identified in Dutch Dialogues analysis
holistic forest protection. Growth should occur without exacerbation of flooding.
I believe they are allowing too much population density in new housing developments and allowing too much development.  New 
housing developments should not be allowed to have zero lot lines and should be required to have more green space.  There is too much 
concrete which is contributing to flooding issues.
Include language on preventing flooding by changing how and where we build.
Language should be added to ensure the county accommodates growth without exacerbating flooding by updating where and how we 
build. Nature based solutions, green infrastructure, and improved site design should all be incorporated to reduce the flooding and water 
quality impacts associated with land development. 
Please ensure the county accomodates growth without exacerbating flooding by updating where and how we build. Use stronger 
language about land protection. 

Add a new Land Use Element strategy as follows: Investigate the feasibility 
of limiting development in areas prone to flooding.

Amend Strategy LU4 as follows: Continue to coordinate land use patterns 
with transportation, housing, employment and retail development to 

encourage compact growth in already developed areas, and infill existing 
vacant sites inside the Urban Growth Boundary, requiring pedestrian 

connectivity between communities and local amenities, and ensuring that 
the infrastructure required to support development, including public 
transportation systems, is in place prior to development approvals .
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Recognize that there are inappropriate areas for growth due to ecological sensitivity and impacts of a changing climate, such as sea level 
rise. Safeguard these areas from growth and development while promoting low impact, sustainable growth in areas that are more 
appropriate. 
The goal and strategies are still valid, but the link between land use decisions and provision of adequate infrastructure, including 
drainage and multi‐modal transportation alternatives, needs to be strengthened, and the environmental suitability of areas in which 
development is proposed should also be given more weight.
The housing development growth along River Rd from Maybank to the Ocean and along Main and Betsy K is uncontrolled.    Hundreds 
and hundreds of new homes and the same road infrastructure.    More areas taken away to hold/absorb water from storms.    This needs 
to be addressed.

If respecting the unique character means not cutting trees that are clearly a hazard and imped progress then this plan has problems. Roundabouts which save lives and solve traffic problems are delayed or not 
installed because of trees. Listen to design engineers gather then emotional citizens.  
In LU10 of the document... higher densities should not be granted if current traffic issues are not completely resolved FIRST!   Best example is the Main Rd./Bohicket/Betsy Kerrison mess.
In LU2‐re rural and agricultural oriented commercial uses in nodes at major intersections ‐ these intersections would need to be studied and limited to what the current zoning would allow. 
Include enforcement of zoning laws that protect agricultural land by not approving exemption requests of developers.  Include no building on wetlands and protection of heirs property. 

How can you protect cultural and natural resources if you allow jouse to be built every where.
How does this goal, as written, promote density in the appropriate areas, affordable housing, and equitable mobility? It seems like it lists out elements that tend to conflict with one another, rather than 
compromising to accomplish appropriate land uses. 

No more building! Leave us some peaceful places. 

Limit growth at once.
LU 13 and LU 14 should be top priorities. The growth boundary is also important, but more emphasis needs to be on making sure that the residents within the growth boundary are able to afford to live within that 
boundary. Low income lower/middle class is what the tourisms backbone runs on. Those jobs are downtown on the peninsula, Daniel island, mount pleasant and the people that makes tourism what it is can't even 
live close to their jobs. They live +45 min out, have to wake up two hours early to catch a bus or sit in traffic for 3 hours and arrive at work with no parking. Within this growth boundary I haven't seen any 
infrastructure or land use that is for the poor in the area. The ultra rich get to live in mansions downtown while the person serving them their meal just drive two hours to work and is running to switch their meter 
every two hours. 
LU 5 leaves the door way too open to change the Urban Growth Boundary!!! Seemingly to please other entities!
Making roads a priority before growth.  It takes an hour to get off of Johns Island.  If we have to be somewhere I leave 3 hours early to make sure I get there on time.  The quality of life here is not good.  It sounds like 
allowing development is more important than improving what's here currently.
More emphasis on increasing access to land/property resources and upholding rights of marginalized communities.

Other Comments
1. Encouraging compact growth where infrastructure already exists; and Providing guidance for the location, character, and intensity of land uses... The Unincorporated North Area, HWY 78, has massive amounts of 
industrial and commercial growth that shows no amounts of coordination. The Charleston County does not remember that this area has residents. No road improvements, P.D.'s being approved next to each other, on 
a 2 lane highway..... 

Growth management.

Do not allow people to build more than one residence on  a single family lot and pack people into a small space. All people need grass and trees for their physical and mental health.
Do not promote economic opportunities. Only encourages national, international investors.
Do not provide density bonuses in rural John's Island in this statement. Institute a building permitting moratorium on John's Island until road improvements are completed as planned.
Five years is much too truncated a time frame to provide a plan that protects people, their assets and the county's future tax revenue streams. The climate responses require a 15‐20 time frame. The county leaders 
are myopic to the underlying changes.
Focus more on avoiding sprawl and increasing density.

All your visions, goals and strategies sound great on paper but you are not following your own guidelines.  Growth on Johns Island is totally out of control and must be slowed or stopped until the roads catch up with 
the population explosion!
Areas currently with limited development should stay that way, particularly where they are zoned agriculture.
Change to "Manage growth" emphasis; also respect property rights "within the framework of managed growth".  Currently an appropriate Land Use Goal with dynamic strategies that are regularly not followed by 

leadership decisions and code amendments thst give wiggle room to case by case land use requests or uses that overstep the spirit of the Comp Plan strategies.

Development along Main Road and Maybank Highway is too much. It is difficult enough to travel along those roads without increasing the commercial traffic. Much more needs to be done to make sure areas like 
Wadmalaw and Edisto remain protected from the commercial sprawl. We are losing what makes Charleston County such a unique and special place to live. 
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You talk a good story...but totally disrepect what you say.

You promised a moratorium on building yet you keep allowing more and more houses and apartments to go up. The roads cannot handle all the traffic.
what is presented is inadequate.

There is a need for stronger zoning to limit growth. 
This is close to correct, but we need to have an emphasis on intelligent land use: prevention of low‐density sprawl. The concept of the urban zone is right, but needs to be heavily enforced, and not just in places like 
Johns Island but everywhere in the county so that we don't just become like so much of America, just a never‐ending strip‐mall punctuated by suburban single family developments.
This statement must reference the Urban Growth Boundary and protect it. It is not enough to simply say, "yeah, rural areas matter." The county needs to do more to protect these areas.
Try to stop all the developments that are coming up all over Johns Island which are a detriment to the population that lives here..
Typical governmental fluff copy. Plus this survey format is not user friendly. 

The development will continue until Johns Island becomes another Mount Pleasant or worse.   Y'all are kidding yourselves if you think you're actually going to change the pay to play politics that has been in place for 
decades.  
The land use planning element should take into consideration the financial implications of low density residential development. This style of development has proven to wind up being funded by urban centers. Check 
out "urban3" to see the impact of these developments mapped out.

The whole basis of this plan relies on the urban growth boundary, which it appears the community cannot agree on. Maybe we should start there and get that squared away before focusing on anything else? 
Conservation management of 1% is a joke. It needs to be the biggest part of that pie. You need to talk to conservation biologists and then go back to the drawing board. If we do not protect our shorelines, marshes, 
estuaries, and watershed our community will no longer exist. The 'growth' you care about so deeply will be inconsequential. Including one whole sentence about the African American community sounds great for DEI 
and probably makes you feel warm and fuzzy, but they should have been involved in the development of this plan from the beginning and been allowed active and meaningful contributions. It's obvious lip service at 
this point and is an embarrassment for you and this plan. Also, I'm not sure if anyone writing this plan has seen a 50 foot vegetation buffer but that is also a joke.

Stop building.
Stop building cheap tract houses crammed into properties.  Enact one dwelling house per acre zoning.
Stop the overdevelopment of our rural lands and sea islands. 
The current Land Use Element Goal and Strategies are not measurable, and the goals are not clearly stated.  The Country needs to set definable, measurable goals.  Then track the goals and take the necessary steps to 
achieve them.  
The detail and completeness of the plan as it stands are very impressive. I cannot assess the accuracy or respond to the level of detail presented here. I would, however, reinforce the vision I presented earlier and ask 
that the goals be modified to take on a larger scale, regional approach. The size of the threats facing our county will overwhelm the current political boundaries. These boundaries, however, are historical and not 
going to change. (They have actually, but that is a different story.) What can change is our developing a larger and more regional approach starting with our regional polities. This has already been shown dramatically

Primary emphasis on preserving our ecosystem not catering to large development with deep endless pockets.
Protecting the UBG is vital and it needs to be codified by the County and the City.  I find the wording of this section so vague that it allows for a range of interpretations.  My experience during the past 20 years is 
citizens and special interest groups have to work together to try to implement these practices or they are not worth the paper they are written on when developers, the Metro Chamber, and politicians make 
exceptions, especially when the exceptions are opposed by their constituents.
See previous comments. 
See prior answer. 

Not re‐zoning of agriculture parcels to commercial use.
PLEASE slow down construction and growth.
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CHAPTER 3.5 POPULATION ELEMENT
 

Contents:
3.5.1: OVERVIEW
3.5.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.5.3: POPULATION ELEMENT GOAL
3.5.4: POPULATION ELEMENT STRATEGIES AND TIME FRAMES

3.5.1: OVERVIEW
 

Purpose and Intent
Analysis of historic, current, and future population trends included in this Element identifies the 
changing needs and preferences of residents of the County. This information is intended to help shape 
the Future Land Use Plan, and identify future service needs of the population which can be addressed 
through the Comprehensive Plan.

3.5.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
 

Since the adoption of the 
Comprehensive Plan Update in 2008, 
changing conditions have greatly 
impacted the nation. In late 2008, 
some financial institutions collapsed, 
and the housing market was 
drastically affected as home 
foreclosure and eviction rates 
skyrocketed. Unemployment rates 
and poverty levels increased due to prolonged uncertainty in the market. While the financial 
crisis affected all groups of people and all parts of the country, data since the crisis indicates 
much of the country is now experiencing a slow and steady economic recovery.

In 20158, an update a Five-Year review of the Plan was completed and included data from the 
2010 Deicennial Census and the 2007-2011 Five-Year Estimates from the American Community 
Survey. This data indicates large shifts in racial diversity and age trends at local, state, and 
national levels. These demographic trends were are further verified with the 2011-2015 
American Community Survey data used in this current update to the Comprehensive Plan and 
should be examined to better accommodate and plan for the needs and impacts of our current 
and future residents.

A socioeconomically diverse and growing population 
will be accommodated by Charleston County in an 
environmentally and fiscally sustainable manner with 
particular attention to low to moderate income 
residents.
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In 2023, a Five - Year review of the Plan was completed and included data from the 2020 
Dicennial Census, and the 2021 American Community Survey One-Year Estimates. Most of the 
data comes from the 2021 American Community Survey due to issues with the 2020 Census 
Data that stemmed from the Census occurring in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Additional analysis data was pulled from Census Bureau Current Population Report 
"Demographic Turning Points for the United States: Population Projections for 2020 to 2060", 
and Census Bureau press release "Growth in U.S. Population Shows Early Indication of Recovery 
Amid COVID-19 Pandemic".  This data indicates the southern region of the United States is 
recovering from the effects of COVID-19 and experiencing significant growth in population 
despite the trend toward slowing population growth across the United States. 

Population Estimates, Trends, and Forecasts

Since the 2018 update of the Comprehensive Plan, the COVID-19 pandemic occurred, and while 
not the only contributing factor, it has further emphasized the slowing population growth the 
United States has experienced in recent years. The slowest population growth the nation has 
experienced since it was founded occurred between 2020 and 2021 (0.1%); however, Census 
Bureau data show that the U.S. population increased by 0.4 percent in 2022.

Of all the regions in the United States, the South has consistently seen the highest most growth 
in recent decades. This past year (2022) was no exception, with the South being the fastest 
growing region, experiencing a population increase of 1.1%. Population growth in the Southeast 
has been more than twice as fast since 2001 as in the Northeast, a trend that is projected to 
continue. into the next decade.  Census Bureau reports indicate that this growth can be 
attributed to the increase in total births and net international migration. While the U.S. Census 
Bureau does not provide population projections at the county level, the South Carolina 
Department of Revenue and Fiscal Affairs provides county population projections through the 
year 20350, as shown in Figure 3.5.1: Countywide Population Trends and Projections, 2010 - 
2035 1970 2030. This chart shows that from 2010 2000 to 2035 2010, the population is 
projected to increased by 28 13 percent (97,916 40,240 new residents), and from 202010 to 
20350, the County’s population is projected to increase by 13.3 9 percent to 448,125 396,700 
residents (38,707 46,491 new residents). Figure 3.5.2, Charleston County Annual Estimates of 
Resident Population, shows the annual County population estimates from 2010 through 2019.  
It should be noted that the U.S. Census Bureau does provide county population estimates, as 
shown in Figure 3.5.2, Charleston County Annual Estimates of Resident Population. These 
estimates differ greatly from the population projections shown in Figure 3.5.1, and the disparity 
is clearly illustrated by the U.S. Census Bureau estimate of 401,438 Charleston County residents 
for year 2017 compared to the South Carolina Department of Revenue and Fiscal Affairs 
estimate of 396,700 Charleston County residents for the year 2030. 
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Figure 3.5.1: Countywide Population Trends and Projections, 1970-2030 2010 -2035

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey One - Year Estimates 2015 , 2021; 
South Carolina Department of Revenue and Fiscal Affairs, South Carolina Population and Population Projections 2010 - 2035. 

2000-2030.

Similar to Charleston County, Berkeley and Dorchester Counties’ populations have continued to 
increase and are projected to increase into 20350, as demonstrated in Figure 3.5.3: Tri-County 
Populations, 2005 - 2035 1990-2030. It should be noted that data used in Figure 3.5.3, is pulled 
from the South Carolina Department of Revenue and Finance and 2021 data is unavailable; 
however Census Bureau data shows that the population for 2021 was 413, 024.  Figure 3.5.4: 
Municipal Populations, 20051990 - 2020 1980-2015, shows the steady population growth that 
has occurred within the county's three largest municipalities over the last 30 years. The 
resulting annual growth rate from 2010 to 2020 for the City of Charleston, Town of Mt. Pleasant 
and City of North Charleston, is 16.3 2.1 percent,36.7 9.2 percent and 21.8 1.7 percent, 
respectively.

Figure 3.5.2: Charleston County Annual Estimates of Resident Population

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division.
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Municipal Growth Rates

Since the 1970s, municipalities within Charleston County have experienced not only natural 
population growth, but also substantial growth from the expansion of municipal boundaries by 
annexation.

Figure 3.5.5: Charleston County Land Area demonstrates the proportions of unincorporated and 
incorporated land in the County. As evidenced, 66 68 percent of the County’s land area 
(approximately 694 708 square miles) is unincorporated, and the majority of the 
unincorporated portion is located in the Rural Area. Figure 3.5.6: Municipal Growth indicates 
the growth of municipalities as a result of annexation since 20083. The Cities of Charleston and 
North Charleston, as well as the Town of Mount Pleasant are illustrated, as they are the largest 
municipalities in the County with more vigorous annexation policies.

Figure 3.5.3: Tri-County Populations, 2005 - 2035 201990-2030

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990, 2000, 2010;SOUTH CAROLINA REVENUE AND FISCAL AFFAIRS OFFICE
South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control Vital Records Department, Population Counts and 

Projections 2015 -2035. 2000 -2030.
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Figure 3.5.4: Municipal Populations,1990 - 2020  1980-2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, South Carolina Revenue and Fiscal Affairs Office , 1990 - 2020 2011-2015

Figure 3.5.5: Charleston County Land Area, 2016  2022

Source: Charleston County GIS data, 20162022
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Figure 3.5.6: Municipal Growth of Largest Three Municipalities (2008 - 2022)

Source: Charleston County GIS data, 2008, 2013, 2016 and 2022 20222016
*Note: Municipal size is reflective of portions of jurisdictions located within Charleston County only.

Population Composition

As reported in the 2015 Plan Update,Recent Census Bureau data revealed that the United 
States population was is diversifying in many ways. Racial and ethnic groups were are 
increasing; generational gaps were becoming are more prominent; and lifestyle changes 
were are resulting in more heterogeneous households. Since then, the world has experienced 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  The Centers for Disease Control  and Prevention (CDC) reports over 
1.1 million deaths to date in the United States due to COVID-19, and South Carolina specifically 
has had over 19,000 deaths due to COVID-19.  After reporting a historically low growth rate 
from 2020 to 2021, the United States is seeing the first signs of the population rebounding with 
a population increase of 0.4 percent in 2022. This increase is attributed to net international 
migration and an increase in total births from 2021. The southern region of the country was the 
fastest growing region, experiencing a population increase of 1.1 percent, largely due to 
domestic migration which brought more than 800,000 new residents to the region. The 
County’s population continues to diversify as well, and the shifting demographics will affect 
County policies and change the provision of services. The following sections illustrate the 
County’s changing population.

Age Distribution
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Charleston County’s population is aging, a trend also seen in other parts of the country, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.5.7: Charleston County Age Profile.  The County is also experiencing a 
decrease in the population of residents under the age of 45.  From 2015 00 to 2020 15, the 
percentage of residents age 45 years and older increased only by one percent in total but from 
34 percent in 2000 to 40 percent in 2015 (by 43,704 residents). To plan for anthe increasing 
proportion of older residents, the County should be aware of changing transportation and 
housing needs. Access to public transportation and housing that is affordable to all 
residents those on a fixed income and located close to services will be crucial to serving this age 
group. 

 As of 2021, 36  In 2015, 37 percent (138,298 149,796 residents) of the County’s 
populationresidents were as between the ages of 20 and 44 years compared to 37 percent in 
both 2010 and 2015.   This younger group, mostly Millenials (those born between the early 
1980s and early 2000s) and Generation Xers (those born between the early 1960s and early 
1980s), contains more college-educated residents.   Charleston County’s growth in knowledge-
based industries will continue to draw younger generations to the Lowcountry.  has 
different lLifestyle preferences than those of older generations. are distinct among younger 
residents , as Mmany prefer dense urban and suburban settings with opportunities for walkable 
communities and public transportation, which has implications for land use planning.  Much of 
the overall population also now prefers to communicate in different ways. The County should 
continue to identify new mechanisms (such as social media outlets and innovative community 
workshops) to engage the overall population in the community planning process.

Figure 3.5.7: Charleston County Age Profile (2010 - 2021)

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015 2010 - 2021
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In 2021 15, 223 percent (85,824 90,905 residents) of the County’s population was under the 
age of 20 compared to 23 percent in 2015 and 24 percent in 2010. Educational and 
employment opportunities should continue to be available for the County’s youth, as the 
County strives to retain its young residents. These opportunities need to reflect the changing 
dynamic that exists across many industries which is trending more to remote work and less 
need to report to a physical building for work. In addition, the cost of housing continues to be a 
major factor in younger residents opting to leave the area. 

Racial Composition

Figure 3.5.8 displays the historic racial composition of the County. From 2010 00 to 2021  15, 
the percent of the County's population in the African-American race category decreased by 
six seven percent . , tThe percent of the County's population in the Asian, American Indian, 
Native Hawaiian, or other Pacific Islander race category increased by three percent between 
2015 and 2021 after experiencing a slight decrease from 2010 to 2015. Census Bureau reports 
show that the increase in the Asian demographic is attributed to net international migration.   
ies collectively remained about the same, and the multiracial category increased by one 
percent. The percent of the County's population in the White, non-Hispanic race category 
increased by one five percent from 20100 to 2021 15. It is worth noting that this demographic 
shift in the White, non-Hispanic race category does not parallel the national trend,  a nine 
percent decrease in this population from 2010 to 2020.

Figure 3.5.9 depicts the demographic shift in the Hispanic population. Minority populations, 
specifically the Hispanic population, are expected to increase more rapidly in future years due 
to higher birth rates among this group and declining birth rates among the White population. 
The U.S. Census Bureau predicts that by 2043 there will actually be no majority race in the 
United States. The older population will continue to be predominately non-Hispanic white   . ; 
however, by 2018 it is projected that minorities will make up more than half of the children 
under 18 in the United States.

Gender

Since the year 2000, the population of women has outnumbered the population of men in the 
County. In 2010,  In 2000 the county population contained 3.3 percent more females than 
males, and this gap narrowed to 2.9 percent in 2010 but increased to a four percent gap in 
2015. . According to the 2011-2015 Current American Community Survey data show that the 
male population accounts for 48 percent (199,068) of the population while women make up 52 
percent (213,956) of the population.   , in 2015 females continued to outnumber males in the 
County, comprising approximately 52 percent of the population.
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Figure 3.5.8: Charleston County Racial Profile, 2000-2015   2010 - 2021

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2010 - 2021  2011-2015

Figure 3.5.9: Hispanic Population in Charleston County, 2000-2015 2010 - 2021

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-20152010 - 2021
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Figure 3.5.10: Charleston County Educational Attainment (Over 25 Years of Age), 2015 2021

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2021 2011-2015

Figure 3.5.11: Average Household Size, 1980 - 2021 1970-2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1970-2010; American Community Survey One Five-Year Estimate, 1980 - 2021 2011-2015

Education
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The Charleston County population has generally achieved a higher level of education when 
compared to other counties in South Carolina. However, this is only accurate when comparing 
residents who have attained a Bachelors degree or higher.  Approximately 48 percent of 
Charleston County residents have attained a Bachelors degree or higher compared to 32 
percent of the state's population. a Bachelors degree or higher.  However, 58 percent of South 
Carolina residents have earned a high school diploma or an Associates degree compared to only 
45 percent of the County's population.   In 2015, approximately 90 percent of the population in 
the County over 25 years of age were high school graduates while approximately 40 percent of 
the population in the County over 25 years of age held a bachelor’s degree or higher, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.5.10. The larger population of educated residents could be attributed to 
the influx of new residents drawn to knowledge-based career opportunities as well as the many 
higher educational institutions that are located in the region.  It could also be due to the recent 
. increase in ability to work remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has allowed people 
from across the nation and world relocate. A significant proportion of the County’s population 
is actively working towards meeting educational goals. In 2015, the total enrollment for all 
higher education institutions in the region was over 40,000 students. In addition, in 2015, the 
Charleston County School District enrolled nearly 50,000 students in public schools, with an 
additional 13,000 school-aged children in the County either attending private school or being 
home-schooled. For more enrollment figures, please see Table 3.8.1 in the Community Facilities 
Element.

Household Size & Composition

As reflected in Figure 3.5.11, while Charleston County’s average household size showed has 
shown a consistent decrease from 19870 to 2010.  The average household size in the County 
increased from 2.36 persons per household in 2010 to 2.44 persons per household in 2015, but 
decreased to 2.38 persons per household in 2020., more recent data shows a slight rebound in 
household size  The average household size in the County remains below the national average, 
as it has since 1990. In 2015 , the average household size had increased  to 2.44 persons per 
household  from  2.36 persons per household in 2010. Figure 3.5.12 shows that family 
households (defined as a married couple or single parent and at least one child) comprised 
approximately 60 59 percent of the total households in 2021, lower than the percent of family 
households in both the nation and state. The remaining 40 41 percent were non-family 
households, defined as single-person households or households of multiple unrelated 
individuals.

Figure 3.5.12: Household Composition, 2015 2021

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2021 2011-2015
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The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that by 2025, single-person households will equal family 
households nationally, and by 2050, they will exceed the number of family households.  
Changing household sizes will have long-term implications on housing unit size, type, and 
location. Smaller, more energy-efficient homes may be more preferential.

Income Levels

 Since 2008, the local economy  has been recovering from one of the worst recessions in recent 
years ; when unemployment rates increased nationwide, and the housing and financial markets 
collapsed.  Charleston County experienced a slowing of the local economy; however, 
employment growth remained somewhat steady compared to other parts of the state and 
nation, as illustrated in the Economic Development Element. In 2020, the world suffered from 
the COVID-19 pandemic where unemployment reached record highs.  However, data for 2021 
indicates that Charleston County is showing signs of recovery and expansion since pre-
pandemic numbers on multiple fronts. Current median household income in the County 
outpaces the United States by three percent and the State by 22 percent. To better understand 
the income levels of the County’s residents, Figure 3.5.13 illustrates the Median Household 
Income, Median Family Income, and Per Capita Personal Income. Figure 3.5.14 compares the 
change in Median Household Income from 2000 to 2021 1990 to 2015 for Charleston County, 
South Carolina, and the United States. Table 3.5.1 indicates the median household income for 
Charleston County adjusted for inflation.

Poverty Levels

In 2015 2021, the poverty guideline for a family of three was $20,09021,960 as determined by 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Based on this guideline, nearly 15  10 
percent of the families in Charleston County (approximately 101,204 21,758 families) had 
incomes below the poverty level, and nearly 14 7 percent of all people in Charleston County 
(approximately 64,139 55,266  people) had incomes below the poverty level. The majority of 
the poorest residents in Charleston County live in the unincorporated areas of the County. 
Figure 3.5.15 illustrates the income ranges of households in the County in 2000, 2010, and 
2015, and 2021 and indicates that income levels of County residents are increasingwages are 
growing in the County. The Charleston Regional Development Alliance (CRDA) reported in the 
2015 2020 - 2021 Economic Scorecard that the region’s  real wages  have grown 10 percent 
since 2005; grew 32.3 percent from 2005 to 2015; however, however, the region’s wages are 
only 86 percent only 85 percent of the national average wage.  If the region’s housing costs 
remain high,  it will continue to be difficult for the County’s residents to afford to rent or buy 
homes. Figure 3.5.16: Poverty Levels by Geographic Area compares the percentage of 
individuals and families with incomes below the poverty level in Charleston County to both the 
state and nation. As illustrated, Charleston County has slightly fewer families with incomes 
below poverty level than South Carolina as a whole; however, poverty levels are higher for all 
individuals in Charleston County than the United States.

Table 3.5.1: Median Household Income, Charleston County, 1990-2021*15 (in 2015 Dollars)

1990 2000 2010 2015 2021

Median Household Income $ 26,875 $ 37,810 $ 46,187 $ 53,437 $72,147*

Inflation Adjusted (2015) $ 48,736 $ 52,042 $ 50,203 $ 53,437
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Table 3.5.1: Median Household Income, Charleston County, 1990-2021*15 (in 2015 Dollars)

1990 2000 2010 2015 2021

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year 
Estimate, 2011-2015; ;  *The 2021 American Community Survey One - Year Estimate is 
adjusted in 2021 inflation dollars.

Figure 3.5.13: Charleston County Income Characteristics,2000 - 2021 1979-2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1979, 1990, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-20152000 -2021. 
Note: Household and family income includes the incomes of everyone in the household or family 15 years and older. The 

measurement for the Census Bureau's per capita personal income is based on household surveys. These figures for the years 
2000, 2010, and 2015 have not been adjusted for inflation.

Figure 3.5.14: Median Household Income,2000 - 2021 1990-2015
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Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015. Figures for the 
years 2000, 2010 and 2015 are not adjusted for inflation. Figures for 2021 are in inflation - adjusted dollars.    These figures have 

not been adjusted for inflation.

  Figure 3.5.15: Distribution of Household income, Charleston County, 2000-2015 2010 - 
2021

  
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-20152010 - 2021

 Figure 3.5.16: Poverty Levels by Geographic Area,2021 2015

 
Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate,2021 2011-2015
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Commuter-Adjusted and Transient Populations

Because the County not only serves residents, but also visitors (daily commuters, tourists and 
students), it is important to understand how the County’s population is impacted by these 
populations. The concept of the commuter-adjusted population, also known as the “daytime 
population”, refers to the number of people who are present in an area during typical business 
hours, and this is in contrast to the “resident” population, which refers to people who reside in 
a given area and are typically present during the evening and nighttime hours. Since this 
number is calculated based on commuting (Journey to Work) data collected by the census 
bureau, it only reflects the daily influx of workers into the County. Figure 3.5.17: Commuter-
Adjusted Population shows that for 2021 2015, Charleston County’s daytime population 
of 497,429 432,545 is 20  nearly 16 percent higher than the “resident population”, likely a 
reflection of the County’s role as a major employment center for the region.   For example, Tthe 
Charleston Regional Development Agency’s 2020-2021 2016 Regional Economic 
Scorecard found that more than 80 percent of commuters to the area travel alone, resulting in 
increased traffic and stress on transportation infrastructure.  notes a significant increase in 
STEM-intensive (Science Technology Engineering Mathematics) Advanced Industries 
occupations, with these technical jobs encompassing aerospace and automotive 
manufacturing, healthcare services and technologies, and information technology.

Figure 3.5.17: Commuter-Adjusted Population,2021 2015  

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2021 2011-2015
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In addition to the daytime population increase, Charleston County also has a large transient 
population. It is both a major tourist destination and home to many public and private higher 
education institutions. With regard to tourism, according to the College of Charleston Office of 
Tourism Analysis (2021), "Charleston tourism largely rebounded from the impacts of the COVID-
19 pandemic particularly following the vaccine rollout in the spring,. . . the total economic 
impact of tourism reached an all time high, surpassing $10 billion for the first time, and hotel 
rates also reached record highs."  In 2021, the Charleston area welcomed an estimated 7.23 
million visitors, an increase over the 5.15 million visitors in 2015. “In 2015, the Charleston area 
welcomed an estimated 5.15 million visitors.” These visitors, whether here for recreation or 
business, spent an average of $962 211 per trip for each adult   visitor per day in 2015, resulting 
in a total economic impact of over $10.6 3.7 billion. Charleston County not only hosts 
vacationers and businesspersons, but students from all over the world attend school at the 
more than two dozen college and university campuses in the Charleston region. These 
important statistics based on commuter-adjusted and transient populations are useful for 
transportation planning, emergency planning, and other policy-making.

3.5.3: POPULATION ELEMENT GOAL
 

Population Element Needs

Population Element needs include, 
but are not limited to, the following:

 Monitoring population and 
cultural shifts and national 
trends;

 Developing policies to meet the 
needs of the County’s population; and

 Encouraging diversity within communities.

3.5.4: POPULATION ELEMENT STRATEGIES AND TIME FRAMES
 

A socioeconomically diverse and growing 
population will be accommodated by 
Charleston County in an environmentally 
and fiscally sustainable manner with 
particular attention to low to moderate 
income residents.
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The County should undertake the following strategic actions in support of the Vision and Goals of this 
Plan. These implementation strategies will be reviewed a minimum of every five years and updated 
every ten years from the date of adoption of this Plan.
 
P1. Continue to Mmonitor population growth trends and demographic shifts to guide future 

updates to the Comprehensive Plan.

P2. Develop land use strategies and implementation measures for more resilient communities.

P3. Continue to Ssupport a diverse population through land development regulations that 
accommodate a range of housing, transportation, and employment opportunities.

P4. Adopt innovative planning and zoning techniques such as Form-Based Zoning and Multiple Use 
Overlay Zoning District regulations that encourage diverse communities and respect culture 
and history.

P5. Continue to identify new mechanisms (such as social media outlets and innovative community 
workshops) to engage the citizens in the community planning process.
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the 
April 10, 2023 Planning Commission meeting –  

Public Input Survey Comments 
 

 

 

 

Ch. 3.5 Population Element 
   Public Comments 

 
Legend: 

▪ Text shaded in grey: Indicates comments that are already addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan/Five-Year Review (the location(s) of where the comments 

are addressed are included in bold, italic text); 

▪ Text shaded in yellow: Indicates comments that are for Planning Commission 

consideration; 

▪ Text shaded in pink: Indicates other comments such as those that are not 

applicable to the Comprehensive Plan; 

▪ Green Text = Suggested amendments resulting from the public input survey; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 
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Population Element: Are the goals and strategies appropriate for the next five years? 

69%

31%

Yes No
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Already Addressed in the Comprehensive Plan/Five‐Year Review Location Addressed

Again, cut down the growth and focus on improving the lot of middle and low income folks already living here, many of whom have lived here for generations.     ED9
All of this would be great if roads were better.  Improving road conditions isn't anywhere.      LU4, T6, and T7
Charleston County will prioritize a healthy, diverse and growing population with particular attention to the housing, transportation and employment needs of low 
to moderate income residents.     H4, H7, T17, T18, and P3

create historic district communities or settlement communities to be listed on the National Register via SHPO for tax benefits.  CR2, CR3, and CR10
goal must include investment in affordable housing in order to support the citizens who are needed to be able to live, work and play in the county. H1, H2, H4, H7, and H8

Good goal, but needs a specific reference to affordable, accessible homes, and schools and health facilities for the residents. H1, H2, H6, H7, CF10, and CF11

I believe this element of the plan should mention working on keeping housing affordable while the population of the city is rapidly increasing. H1, H2, H4, H7, and H8

If the region's housing costs remain high, it will continue to be difficult for the County's residents to afford to rent or buy homes. Figure 3.5.16: Poverty Levels by 
Geographic Area compares the percentage of individuals and families with incomes below the poverty level in Charleston County to both the state and nation. As 
illustrated, Charleston County has slightly fewer families with incomes below poverty level than South Carolina as a whole; however, poverty levels are higher for 
all individuals in Charleston County than the United States. This section is so important. More and more people are moving to Charleston from other states 
pushing out people that have lived here their entire lives. I have friends who skip meals, live on futons, have four jobs to try and live in this area. I know for a fact I 
will never be able to own a home in Charleston County or ever have children in Charleston County. I cannot afford it and most low income folks can't.

H1, H2, H4, H7, and H8

Must tackle road issue head on ‐ you can not serve a growing population with our road congestion and poor planning ‐ you are 25 years behind. LU4, T6, and T7
Need better infrastructure. LU4, T6, and T7

P‐3, the transportation infrastructure element has been largely ignored. Substantial residential devilment is underway while transportation infrastructure remains 
in the planning phase. The cart is before the horse!

T6 and T7

The statement sounds good, but that is not what is happening. The development of John's Island is too much and too fast. No more should be done until the 
roads and bikeways are put in place.    

LU4, LU7, T6, T7, T14 and T18

Agree with statement but concerned regarding implementation.  More large developments don't necessarily address lower income groups and efforts to develop 
healthy, diverse neighborhoods.  Population increases need good roads and thoughtful transportation options particularly in rural areas .

LU7, T6, and T14

Considering adding an Population element to extrapolate / model the population growth as a leading driver of many of the other drivers (Ie. more traffic,  more 
retail visits, etc).

LU4, P1, P2, and P3

My concern is not necessarily the element goal, but rather The Complete Population Element as a whole. I think The County is viewing its role in a way that is not 
much different than a municipality within it; however, its role should be much more in developing cooperation internally between its municipalities and externally 
with other counties. The County should not be concerned with those densities that should be reserved for cities, but should be concerned in orchestrating these 
goals be met within the municipalities which reside within the County. 

LU14

Only allowing single family residential to be built is not fiscally responsible.  Single family owned property does not generate enough tax income to cover it's 
expenses provided by the City and County.  We are providing massive subsidies to single family homeowners and wrecking our future prosperity in the process. P3 and H3

Plan does not address working with community based organizations or other non‐profit organizations, reference learning or grants for communities  H1

This statement is not nearly strong enough. Much more must be done to help low socioeconomic‐economic families afford housing.  H1, H2, H6, H7, and H8

Public Survey Comments ‐ Population Element 
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For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action

All people should be considered not just low income.  (5 comments received regarding changing "with particular attention to low to moderate income 
residents" to "all people/incomes considered" in the Population goal statement)

It is not just low to moderate income who are struggling with housing affordability. It is also those at median and even above median income who are struggling 
to pay rent or buy a home. 

Particular favoritism should not be given to any income levels.  And there need to be population density limits.  A socioeconomically diverse and growing 
population shall be accommodated by Charleston County in an environmentally and fiscally sustainable manner. 

Prioritize low and moderate income.  The city and future building approvals already have overemphasized housing for the wealthy.

Change to:  A socioeconomically diverse and growing population shall be accommodated by Charleston County in an environmentally and fiscally sustainable 
manner with particular attention to resident who earn less than 120% of the  Area Median Income.  (Received 8 separate comments)

The term "accommodated" doesn't come across as this being important for the county. Diversity has been shown to lead to better results in various applications 
in business contexts. I could see a better goal here not just to "accommodate" but strive to make diversity and inclusion and key goal to be put to use for various 
goals of the county and in how it operates.

Growth needs to match the available resources and we are already being stretched way too thin to keep up with only "monitoring population trends". Something 
needs to be done to ensure that we can meet the needs of the current population before we continue allowing unsustainable growth that will deplete our natural 
resources and beauty. 

Amend Strategy P1 as follows: Continue to monitor population growth trends and 
demographic shifts to guide future updates to the Comprehensive Plan  and to ensure the 

needs of the current population are being met.

Focus on home ownership and population retention  high prices and a job market saturated with out‐of‐state relocated workers means young people grow up 
here and leave, taking valuable talent and community connections with them.   (Received 3 separate comments)

Would love to see something to make sure that people who are from here, especially from rural areas of the county, are able to achieve educational, housing and 
income goals without needing to leave the area and be replaced by richer folks from elsewhere. 

Need ti focus on people who live here not visitors.  Need to maintain residential  atmosphere. 

Require all residential developers to include 15% for low income and moderately priced Units. 
Add a new Housing Element strategy as follows: Investigate the feasibility of requiring new 

developments to provide affordable and workforce housing.

Amend the goal statement as follows: Charleston County will strive to accommodate a A 
socioeconomically diverse and growing population will be accommodated by Charleston 

County in an environmentally and fiscally sustainable manner with particular attention to  low 
to moderate income residents who earn less than 120% of the Area Median Income.

Other Comments

"Support a diverse population through land development regulations that accommodate a range of housing, transportation, and employment opportunities." Is this actually happening? What housing is accommodating a full range of the diverse population? 
A moratorium on growth should be instituted immediately.
Again, it may be in the plan but it is not being actualized.
Again, no specific plan for the achievement of these goals. 

Charleston has to commit itself to limiting the population so it does not negatively affect the quality of life of its residents. 
delete the entire element.
Destroy the culture of Charleston with hundreds of thousands of new residents. 

Add a new Population Element Strategy as follows: Identify and implement initiatives to 
retain residents and employees including, but not limited to, ensuring diverse housing options 
that are affordable to residents and providing training and other workforce development 

opportunities.
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Please see earlier comments regarding definable goals and measurable metrics being necessary for achieving success.

Slow down the growth, unless you want "to kill the goose that laid the golden egg", which in some estimates of long time residents has already been done. 
Y j t "N " t d l d b d lib t

Only care about the almighty $$.

Well this isn't happening so it should be stated more strongely.

we have too many people already.
Again, I don't think it's in the county's best interest ‐‐ or at least not in the best interest of county residents ‐‐ that the county "accommodate" a growing population. Our leaders at the county level need to do their best to proactively manage this increase in 
population. This is not a case of mere semantics. When you accommodate, you essentially make room for. Well, in many cases, there just isn't any more room and accommodations can't be made. I realize limiting population increase for the county will be a 
difficult decision, but surely county commissioners understand that when they run for office. 
Change "accommodated" to "welcomed".
Education is mentioned that Charleston is top in the state but nationally below average. This is important and could easily be solved with pay raises for educators. 
Growth in the Charleston County area is getting out of control. Steps need to be taken to dissuade growth from ruining the place we all love. Preventing development from occurring in flood/surge‐prone areas could be the strategy to accomplish this ‐ would 
mean determining those districts within the ZLDR. They will be underwater in the not too distant future!

The Population element should correspond to the maximum densities allowed by the current zoning and be maintained that way in the future.    

Stop building.

The population description is bullshit talk. Another contradiction is constrained by the availability of funds that is a function of priority. Moderate and affordable income housing is not a priority, especially to the developer cadre funding local elections. Define 
where the population should go. Hopefully, it is not where the water is designated to go. The bulk of county residents is in the towns within the urban growth ring that the county ignores. No stormwater, no roads with road segments that provide alternate 
routes, nothing to the places it gives rise to as it sucks money out of the purses of every resident. The county falsely lives in some imaginary unincorporated place failing to address its past errors. There are no real genuine plans to address the scale of the need. 
Tokenism and symbolic acts lacking real sustenance prevail.

The population is overgrown. Way too many people.

Over building.

Population growth, at all socioeconomic levels, must be strictly controlled. More is not better all the time.

Population growth should be stopped.  No natural resources should be sacrificed for more population.  The road infra‐structure should be rapidly improved to where it should have been 25 years ago.

Population growth in all areas of Charleston County needs to be strictly controlled through whatever means possible. 

Same as answer re Urban Growth.  That coupled with potential flooding threats, etc. we need to control population growth. There are insufficient resources now for the population of Johns Island‐especially for low income residents. Don't increase population 
until there is sufficient low‐income housing, jobs and educational facilities.

I don't think there is any more room to build condos and apartments.  I am appalled at whatt has already happened to James and Johns Islands.
If you cannot afford to live in an area you should look else where. I'd love to live in a multi‐million dollar neighborhood. However, I don't make that kind of money. So I choose to live where I can afford.
Its great to "keep an eye on" population growth, but again there is no information in here at all about the curb it. We literally cannot, nor should be expected to, sustain any additional growth.
Just remember who pays the taxes!

Like in the previous sections, the goal setting is flawed.  A solid Goal includes plans and actionable items to achieve the Goal, not just hopeful items to "monitor" or "support".  Please refer to the SMART Goals or other academic formats as a starting point.

There is no CLEAR method or policy on population control. 

this is a garbage statement...A socioeconomically diverse and growing population will be accommodated by Charleston County in an environmentally and fiscally sustainable manner with particular attention to low to moderate income residents. 

No Slab‐On‐Grade ordinance needed for 500 year flood plain. 
P3 should not be a loophole for developers to impact existing developments with dense affordable housing that doesn't fit the existing development.
Population in general is this serious problem that is being shoved down our throats.

Focus needs to also include those that make the area viable through their economic success. Focusing on low/moderate incomes is inappropriate as they will get more than they contribute.

Diversity is weakness.   

Do not try to play Soviet planner tinkering with substrates of the population to reach your desired goals of what you see as preferred population. You will fail and mess everything up. Look at California and you will see that every time you try to help only one 
group, like low socioeconomic classification, you will hurt them and everyone else. They have been "helped" so much by planning activities like you are envisioning that they cannot afford to live there anymore. Stick to the basics: actions on land use, taxes and 
business development that will help EVERYONE. 
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CHAPTER 3.6 HOUSING ELEMENT
 

Contents:
3.6.1: OVERVIEW
3.6.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.6.3: HOUSING ELEMENT GOAL
3.6.4: HOUSING ELEMENT STRATEGIES AND TIME FRAMES

3.6.1: OVERVIEW
 

Housing is included in the 
Comprehensive Plan to ensure 
policies are in place to promote safe 
and affordable housing in the County 
and provide housing options for 
residents of various demographic 
and economic backgrounds. As a desirable place to live, the demand for housing is high in 
Charleston County. The County’s population increased 18 13 percent (62, 815 40,240 residents) 
from 350,209 309,969 residents in 2010 2000 to 413,024 350,209 residents in 2021 2010. 
By 2035 2030, the South Carolina Department of Revenue and Fiscal Affairs predicts that the 
County will reach a population of 448,125 396,700. This growth will require additional housing 
units that are diverse in type, size, and affordability.

Purpose and Intent

Charleston County includes the housing element in the Comprehensive Plan to comply with South 
Carolina State Law. Furthermore, the intent of this chapter is to promote a sufficient, diverse supply of 
housing with access to facilities and services and promote housing alternatives for low and moderate 
income households. The strategies for housing are meant to preserve existing housing stock and 
encourage community revitalization, while promoting a supply of safe and structurally sound homes. To 
further enhance the quality of life of County residents, the strategies encourage attractive land uses that 
promote community identity and support a wide range of housing needs with particular emphasis on 
promoting diverse and affordable housing opportunities.

3.6.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
 

Quality housing that is affordable will be encouraged for 
people of all ages, incomes, and  physical abilities.
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The primary role of the County in the provision of affordable and safe housing is guided by 
South Carolina State Law, which endows the County with certain regulatory powers over 
development activity.  The County Government does not have a housing department dedicated 
to directly providing affordable housing opportunities; however, The Charleston County 
Community Development Department works to fund affordable housing and community 
revitalization projects through Federal Community Development Block Grants, Federal HOME 
funding, and other funding sources. This Department prepares the Five-Year Consolidated Plan, 
which outlines the County’s priorities for housing and community development projects. In 
creating the Consolidated Plan, the County consults with agencies and organizations actively 
involved in public assisted housing, affordable housing development, and homelessness. In 
2016, $206,424 was allocated for the creation of two affordable rental housing units in the 
Town of Hollywood and $76,141 was allocated for the rehabilitation of two rental units in the 
City of North Charleston. $85,000 was allocated for emergency repairs of 14 housing units in 
various parts of the County. The majority of funding ($466,214) was allocated to the Charleston 
County Well, Septic, and Infrastructure Program to improve 40 housing units; these upgrades 
allowed families to remain in safe, affordable housing.

In 2021, Charleston County established the Housing and Neighborhood Revitalization 
Department, which  administers a range of programs and services with the objective of 
investing in affordable home opportunities and promoting the stability of Charleston County 
neighborhoods.  The Department is currently working on the Housing our Future plan, which is 
Charleston County's first comprehensive plan for housing attainability. The plan includes 
months of research, analysis, and community conversations focused on capacity building, 
housing creation and preservation, housing stability, and homeownership. It also provides a 
clear understanding of the needs and challenges facing Charleston County. The plan provides a 
set of policies, programs, and capacity-building measures designed to help meet housing needs 
for years to come.

In addition to creating and implementing the Housing our Future Plan and Consolidated Plan, 
the County provides regulatory incentives for the provision of affordable units and monitors 
building standards and quality through the Building Code and the Beautification Section of the 
Charleston County Code of Ordinances (Ordinance #1227). The County also periodically reviews 
the development process for any hindrances to the provision of affordable housing and seeks 
out ways to streamline processes. Furthermore, the recommendations of this Comprehensive 
Plan, including the Future Land Use Plan, promote mixed-use growth with a variety of housing 
types, including the provision of affordable housing units in the County.

The County can also increase the supply of affordable housing through coordination with other 
agencies, such as the South Carolina Community Loan Fund (CLF). CLF is a non-profit 
organization established to provide a dedicated ongoing source of funding for affordable 
housing, as well as healthy food retail, community facilities, and community businesses. 
Charleston County has long partnered with CLF to promote the implementation of policies that 
reduce unnecessary barriers to affordable housing.
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In May 2013, CLF hosted the first annual Tri-County Housing Summit. The County Planning 
Commission’s Affordable Housing Committee, along with partners from other jurisdictions and 
non-profits, were instrumental in the planning of the event. This day-long conference brought 
together professionals from the private, public, and non-profit sectors to discuss housing trends 
and issues, how housing matters to various fields from banking to education to government, 
and focused on identifying possible solutions to housing problems in the region. Since 2013, 
housing summits have been held annually; in March 2017, a statewide housing summit was 
held in Columbia, SC.

Regional and County Housing Initiatives

In 2011, County Council requested that the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Council of 
Governments (BCDCOG) conduct a regional housing needs report to: identify current and 
emerging housing needs and trends in the region; generate a greater understanding of local 
housing issues; and provide direction for addressing housing-related issues. In 2014, County 
Council, along with all the other jurisdictions in the region, adopted the Regional Housing Needs 
Assessment, the goals of which included:

 Increasing the proportions of both owner- and renter-occupied housing in the region that 
are affordable to households earning below 120% of the median household income; and

 Increasing the average hourly wages and salaries in the region paid by existing industries, 
encourage the recruitment of businesses and industries that pay the wages necessary to 
afford housing, and train residents to obtain higher paying jobs through coordination with 
the Charleston Regional Development Alliance (CRDA) and local Economic Development 
Departments.

In 2017, County Council established a Special Housing Committee to study, review, and 
evaluate housing matters and report to County Council. address housing affordability issues in 
Charleston County. This Committee is, in part, utilizing the findings and strategies contain ed in 
the BCDCOG Housing Needs Assessment to address this complex issue. In 2018, the Special 
Housing Committee created an Affordable Housing Task Force to make actionable and 
sustainable recommendations to the Special Housing Committee regarding affordable housing 
for those households with incomes at or below 120 percent of the Area Median Income. The 
Task Force members included representatives from  hospital systems, the finance and 
employment sector, non-profit housing development and funding organizations, for profit 
housing groups, real estate, community development and faith based organizations, and 
regional coordination agencies. The Task Force met eight times between January 15, 2019 and 
the June 13, 2019 final report.  The final recommendations of the Task Force were presented to 
the Special Housing Committee and were to be placed on a future Finance Committee meeting 
agenda.

The Task Force identified three key issues: 

1. Scale of the need is huge: Affordability of housing in the County includes residents paying 
more than 30 percent of their incomes towards housing. 

2. The overall supply of housing units must be increased to meet demand: 

- 78,000 units are needed between now and 2030;

- 5,200 net new housing units per year; 2,600 of those should be affordable based on 
income level; and 
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- Also need to focus on maintaining, preserving, and rehabilitating existing affordable 
units. 

3. One or more sustained sources of funding paired with policy changes will be needed to be 
successful. 

The goal recommended by the Task Force was for the County to lead by example in addressing 
the affordability of housing through public investment, policy framework, and increased 
housing supply.  The three strategies identified by the Task Force included:

 Greater sustained public investment in affordable housing;
 A policy framework that allows for affordable housing; and
 An increase in the supply of housing to meet the demand.

To implement these objectives, the Task Force recommended increasing property taxes by one 
mill beginning in Fiscal Year 2021, which would generate approximately $3.7 million annually, 
and dedicating $750,000 of this funding each year to grants for owner-occupied rehabilitation 
of affordable units in the form of in-house grants.  The remainder of the funding was 
recommended to be granted to the South Carolina Community Loan Fund to use in their 
revolving loan fund program that funds new construction and rehabilitation of affordable units. 
The Task Force also recommended working with the Chamber of Commerce and CRDA to 
approach municipalities, the private sector, academic institutions, and existing businesses to 
contribute funds.  The Task Force's recommendation included policy recommendations, as well.

On August 11, 2020, County Council voted to approve funding resolution referendum questions 
proposing a two-mill tax levy for 20 years to fund a Local Housing Trust Fund and proposing the 
issuance of general obligation bonds payable from the two-mill levy maturing over 20 years.  
Both questions on the referendum failed by small margins. 

Since 2020, Charleston County has created the Housing and Neighborhood Revitalization 
Department as described above. The County has also implemented the policy 
recommendations of the Task Force by adopting amendments to the Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations Ordinance (ZLDR) and Fee Ordinance to incentivize development of 
affordable and workforce housing and remove zoning-related regulatory barriers to the 
development of such units. 

Regional Housing Needs

In 2011, County Council requested that the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Council of 
Governments (BCDCOG) conduct a regional housing needs report to: identify current and 
emerging housing needs and trends in the region; generate a greater understanding of local 
housing issues; and provide direction for addressing housing-related issues. The BCDCOG report 
consists of three sections:

 Community Profile;
 Housing Market Analysis; and
 Issues and Trends.

The Community Profile highlights the region’s demographics. The Housing Market Analysis 
includes data on the existing housing inventory, housing market, future needs, and housing 
issues. Analysis of these two sections, as well as national and state demographic trends, was 
utilized to create the Issues and Trends section, which highlights the top five most pressing 
issues facing the region.
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Two groups an Advisory Committee and a Focus Group oversaw the creation of the report. 
Stakeholders from the private, public, and non-profit sectors partnered to provide valuable 
feedback in identifying the top issues, as well as the goals and strategies to address the issues.⁋

Housing in Charleston County

There were 36,088 housing units built in Charleston County between 2010 and 2021. This 
accounts for 56 percent of the region's  development. In 2015, Charleston County contained 57 
percent (175,607 housing units) of the total 309,113 housing units in the region. While the 
majority of the regional housing stock is in the County, development also has occurredalso has 
occurred  in Berkeley and Dorchester Counties. Figure 3.6.1 indicates the growing number of 
housing units in the tri-county region.

Figure 3.6.1: Total Housing Units by County, 20001990-2021 1990-2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990-2000; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimates, 2007-2011 and 2011-2015; 
American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021
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Figure 3.6.2: Housing Type, 2021 15

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015; American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

Understanding the existing housing conditions in the County is crucial to planning for the needs 
of current and future residents. The following sections closely examine the existing housing 
stock by assessing housing characteristics, tenure, and costs.

Like many other communities, the majority of the housing units in Charleston County (60  59 
percent or 102,669 123,289 homes) is in the form of single-family detached homes. As shown in 
Figure 3.6.2, Charleston County has a slightly more diverse housing stock than South Carolina, 
with  22 25 percent of the housing units in the form of apartments and 13 nine percent of units 
in the form of townhouses, rowhouses, or duplexes. The housing stock in Charleston County is 
fairly comparable to that of the nation.

Figure 3.6.3 demonstrates the changing housing tenure in Charleston County. Between 1990 
and 2021 2015, the percentage of owner-occupied housing units increased by 16 percent, with 
the majority of this growth occurring within the last 10 years, when the County experienced a 
15 percent increase.  remained relatively constant; however, Tthe percent of renter-occupied 
housing units decreased slightly over the same period of time and the percent of vacant units, 
which include seasonal homes (second homes and vacation rentals), has 

increased by five percent slightly since 1990.
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Figure 3.6.4 compares the County’s housing tenure to state and national trends. Since 2015, 
Charleston County has maintained a lower average percentage of owner-occupied units than 
both South Carolina and the United States. The percentage of vacant units is higher in the 
County than the state and nation, by four and eight percent, respectively.  This could be due to 
the number of seasonal/vacation homes in the County.  The percent of renter-occupied units in 
the County is higher than the state, but lower than the nation. Renter- occupancy in the County 
is higher than both the state and country. In 2015, Charleston County had a lower percentage 
of owner-occupied units than both South Carolina and the United States, but the percentages 
of both renter-occupied units and vacant units were higher in Charleston County than either 
the state or nation.

The age of the local housing stock can be used as an indicator of local housing quality. Data 
from the American Community Survey 2021 One-Year Estimates 2011-2015 Five-Year Estimates 
indicates that 66 56 percent (135,263 97,705 units) of the housing stock in Charleston County 
was built after 1980, which means that the majority of the housing stock is relatively new. 
While this information provides some indication of the quality and age of housing, the true 
measure of quality is dependent on more factors than are reported in Census data. The 
County’s Building Code and the Beautification Section of the Charleston County Code of 
Ordinances (Ordinance #1227, as amended) help sustain quality housing in the County.

Figure 3.6.3: Housing Tenure in Charleston County, 1990 - 2021 1990-2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 1990-2000; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 20072011 and 2011-2015; American 
Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021
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Figure 3.6.4: Housing Tenure, 2021 15

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate 2011-2015; American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

Home values and median gross rent both tend to be higher in Charleston County, when 
compared to state and national figures. In 2021 2015, the median home value of owner-
occupied homes in the County (as reported to the Census) was $398,600 243,200. This is much 
higher than the state median ($213,500 139,900) and national median ($281,400 178,600). 
Map 3.6.1 demonstrates the median home value by Census block group for Charleston County 
in 2021  11 (which is the most recent spatial data available). The map demonstrates median 
home value in two categories: homes that are affordable* to households earning up to 120 
percent of the Median Household Income ($72,147 60,159) and homes that are not affordable 
to the same households. As demonstrated, many areas in the County were unaffordable to 
households earning less than $72,147 60,159 in 2021 11. This remains an issue as home prices 
have continued to grow at a much faster pace than the median household income. In 202115, 
median gross rent in Charleston County was $1,346 992, again higher than the state median 
($976 790) and national median ($1,191 928).

Housing Affordability
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Housing affordability is a critical 
issue in the region as housing costs 
are consistently higher than 
surrounding areas and comparable 
metros; this is a particular concern 
for service workers, low- to 
moderate-income earners, seniors, 
and entry-level professionals. Figure 
3.6.5 demonstrates the annual 
household income needed to afford 
to purchase a single-family 
detached home in Charleston 
County ($132,000 81,067) 
compared to the actual median 
household incomes of all residents, 
homeowners, and renters in 
Charleston County ($72,147, 
$90,152 and $45,369 $53,437, 
$71,353, and $33,938, respectively). As illustrated, the income necessary to afford to purchase 
a single-family detached home in Charleston County is 83 35 percent ($59,853 27,630) higher 
than the median household income earned in 2021 15. According to Census data, renter-
occupied households earn significantly less than owner-occupied households, which indicates a 
greater affordability issue for the renting population.

In 2021 15, more than 50 percent of renters and about one-third of homeowners, slightly more 
than one-third of homeowners and one-half of renters in Charleston County, a total of 49,702 
50,890 households, were paying more than 30 percent of income on housing costs (see Figure 
3.6.6). In the region, a total of 81,665 85,438 households reported that they spend more than 
30 percent of income on housing costs in 202115.

Figure 3.6.5: Household Income Relative to Median Home Value, 2021 15

Note: Home Price is based on the Median Home Value in Charleston County is $243,200. Source: American Community Survey 
Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015; American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

*Affordable Housing means in the case of dwelling 
units for sale, housing in which mortgage, 
amortization, taxes, insurance, and condominium or 
association fees, if any, constitute no more than 28 
percent of the annual household income for a 
household earning no more than 80 percent of the 
area median income, by household size, for the 
metropolitan statistical area as published from time to 
time by the US Department of Housing and Urban 
Community Development (HUD) and , in the case of 
dwelling units for rent, housing for which the rent and 
utilities constitute no more than 30 percent of the 
annual household income for a household earning no 
more than 80 percent of the area median income, by 
household size for the metropolitan statistical area as 
published from time to time by HUD. (SC Priority 
Investment Act, Section 4)
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Map 3.6.1: Median Home Value by Block Group in Charleston County, 202211

Note: $60,159 is 120% of the median household income in Charleston County in 2011. Source: American Community 
Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2021 2007-2011 Map dated January 27, 2023

As shown in Figure 3.6.7, Charleston 
County consistently had the highest 
median sales prices of homes in the 
region between 2011 and 2021 
2016, based on data from the 
Charleston Trident Association of 
Realtors (CTAR).

Table 3.6.1 demonstrates the 
average sales prices of homes in the 
region in 2021 12, according to 
CTAR data. To account for possible outliers in the data, Charleston County was assessed with 
and without home sales in the beach communities, where home prices are very high. Berkeley 
County was also assessed with and without home sales on Daniel Island, where home prices are 
also very high. The income necessary to afford the average-priced home in any area of the 
region is higher than both the regional median household income in 2011 ($51,332) and the 
median household income in Charleston County in 2011 ($50,133). It should be noted that 
Table 3.6.1 compares average sales data to median household income data because neither 
median sales data nor average household income was available for comparison.

Housing Issues and Trends

1. Lack of affordability
2. Housing located far from employment centers and 

public facilities
3. Lack of diverse housing options
4. Regulatory barriers
5. Lack of an active partnership
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As stated in the 2016 Economic Scorecard, published by the Charleston Regional Development 
Alliance (CRDA), while average wages in the Charleston region have continued to grow since 
2005, the region’s average wages are only 85 percent of the national average. Figure 
3.6.8 A and B provides an example of how residents employed as firefighters, teachers, and 
service workers are not earning enough to afford housing in the region.

Figure 3.6.6: Proportion of Homeowners and Renters Spending More Than 30% of Monthly 
Income on Housing Costs by County, 2021 15

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015; American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

Figure 3.6.7: Median Home Sales Prices by County, 2011-2016 2011-2021

Source: Charleston-Trident Housing Market Annual Reports, Charleston Trident Association of Realtors

Location of Housing that is Affordable
 

Much of the most affordably-priced housing is located in rural parts of the County, far from 
employment centers. This results in some residents driving further to find housing they can 
afford, which can increase living expenses by 15 percent or more depending on your location 
(according to the Center for Neighborhood Technology or CNT), increase traffic congestion, 
excessively burden transportation infrastructure, and negatively impact economic development 
and the quality of the environment.
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CNT created the Housing + Transportation (H+T) Affordability Index, which analyzes 
transportation costs and factors them into overall housing costs. In suburban and rural 
communities located outside of expensive metro centers, housing prices are often lower; 
however, the transportation costs are higher, reducing, and sometimes even eliminating, the 
savings made possible by lower housing prices. In Charleston County, transportation costs are 
estimated to cost households approximately 21 4 percent of their annual income, by CNT. The 
BCDCOG report looked at public transportation accessibility in the region and found that Oonly 
31 percent of residents (206,745 residents) in 2010 lived within one-quarter mile of a public 
transit stop (see Figure 3.6.9). When residents live further than one-quarter mile from public 
transit, they are much less likely to utilize the service, which means that nearly 70 percent of 
residents in the region are not likely to use public transportation. Looking at commuting 
patterns as reported by the Census, it is even more evident that public transportation is 
severely underutilized in the Charleston area only two percent of the County’s population 
reported using public transportation to commute to and from work. Nearly six percent of 
workers reported that they either walked or biked to work. The dependency on automobiles in 
the region is resulting in sprawling development, traffic congestion, and high costs for local 
governments and taxpayers to maintain the extensive road infrastructure system.

Housing that is affordable to residents should be encouraged in the Urban/ Suburban Area of 
Charleston County where public infrastructure, facilities, and employment exist. Encouraging 
infill development will increase the concentration of residents near existing public 
transportation stops, which could increase utilization of the routes and decrease reliance on 
automobiles.⁋

Figure 3.6.8 A: Annual Income Needed Versus Actual Annual Income Wage Versus Home 
Price Comparison

Source: Graphic made using Paycheck to Paycheck calculator by National Housing Conference, 2023 (Income needed for 
homeownership) Graphic published in 2013 Economic Scorecard, Charleston Regional Development Alliance (CRDA).
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Figure 3.6.8 B: Annual Income Needed Versus Actual Annual Income Wage Versus Home 
Price Comparison

Source: Graphic made using Paycheck to Paycheck calculator by National Housing Conference, 
2023 (Income needed to afford rental) 

Table 3.6.1: Income Necessary to Afford Average-Priced Homes, 2021 2012

Average Sales 
Price

Income 
Necessary to 

Afford

Necessary 
Income as % 

of MHI

Region $355,333 
265,806

$118,444 
88,804 173% of MHI

Berkeley County $329,000 
214,334

$109,667 
71,351 139% of MHI

Berkeley County (without Daniel Island) $173,000 $58,005 113% of MHI

Charleston County $440,000 
314,207

$132,000 
04,717 204% of MHI

Charleston County (without Beach 
Communities) $278,003 $92,911 181% of MHI

Dorchester County $297,000 
176,931 $99,000 59,032 115% of MHI
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Figure 3.6.9: Public Transportation Accessibility in Region, 2010

Source: ESRI Business Analyst via U.S. Census Bureau, 2010

Diverse Housing Options

Changing demographics and lifestyle preferences are resulting in changing housing preferences. 
Nationally, household sizes have been decreasing for years, and Charleston County is no 
different. From 2015 to 2021 1990 to 2015, the average number of persons per household 
decreased from 2.61 to 2.44 to 2.34 in the County. Additionally, the number of single-person 
households increased from 2015 to 2021 2000 to 2010, as shown in Figure 3.6.10, although the 
number of single-person households in the County in 2021 was lower than in 2010. In 2021 10, 
single-person households in Charleston County comprised 31 9 percent (56,035 52,721 
households) of the total households.; however, surprisingly, Tthis number fell to rose from 
47,217 households in 2015 (32 percent). As reported in 2015, Additionally, almost a third 
of  single person households those households were individuals over 65 years of age. Current 
census data shows that individuals who are 64 years of age or younger now make up the 
majority of householders living alone. The number of single-person households is expected to 
increase in future years. By 2025, nationally, single-person households are expected to equal 
family households; by 2050, single-person households are expected to exceed family 
households.

Decreasing household sizes will impact the types of housing units that need to be provided. As 
mentioned previously, in 2021 15, the majority (60 59 percent) of the housing stock in the 
County was in the form of single-family detached units. Figure 3.6.11 demonstrates the size of 
existing homes in the County, South Carolina, and United States based on the number of 
bedrooms. In the County, 65 2 percent of housing units have three or more bedrooms. The 
existing housing stock and size of units might not be compatible for current and future 
residents in the County as household sizes continues to decrease and more people live alone.
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Figure 3.6.10: Single-Person Households by County, 2000-2021  2015

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000, 2010; American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015; American Community 
Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

Lifestyle changes are also already impacting local housing markets. Two generations, the 
Millennials (Born between 1981 to 1996) and Baby Boomers (Born between 1946 to 1964), 
have very distinct needs and preferences when choosing where and how they want to live. 
Baby Boomers have traditionally lived in large, single-family detached homes, often in suburban 
settings; however, as they age, they may prefer smaller homes located closer to services. Some 
may not want the onus that comes with home maintenance and as they stop driving, walkable 
environments with access to public transportation could be important.

Millennials, the largest generation in the United States at around  72 86 million people in 2021, 
have very different preferences than the generations before them. Millennials tend to move 
more, desire more urban or dense suburban settings with access to public transportation, are 
less likely to marry at a young age, and are better educated. Renting is often more prevalent in 
this generation. The mobility afforded by renting is attractive to many Millennials and changes 
to mortgage lending practices combined with large amounts of student loan debt may make 
homeownership unattainable for many.
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Figure 3.6.11: Housing Size by Bedroom Count,2021 2015

Source: American Community Survey Five-Year Estimate, 2011-2015; American Community Survey One-Year Estimates 2021

Overall, people of all ages are finding 
renting more appealing than 
homeownership. In recent years, the 
perception of renting has changed 
(see Reference Box 3.6.1). According 
to the American Community Survey 
2021 One-Year estimates  2011-2015 
Five-Year Estimates, 
approximately 28 39 percent of the 
housing units in Charleston County 
(57,055 58,268 units) are renter-
occupied, which is higher than the 
proportions of renters in both South 
Carolina (24  31 percent) and the 
United States (36 percent).

Public Housing Programs

For households earning Low to 
Moderate Income (LMI), which is 
between 30-50 percent of the area 
median income (less than 
$41,050 33,000 for a family of four), 
public housing and housing vouchers 
are available through local housing 
authorities and funded by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The 
Charleston County Housing Our Future Plan states that there are currently 11,000 units 
dedicated for affordable housing. Howerver, the report estimates that only one in five eligible 

Reference Box 3.6.1: How Housing Matters: Americans’ 
Attitudes Transformed by the Housing Crisis & Changing
Lifestyles (2013)

Conducted on behalf of The MacArthur Foundation

A national survey was conducted among adults from 
November 2012 to March 2013 that focused on the role 
of housing and changing preferences. Overall, the 
appeal of renting versus owning is changing. Fifty-seven 
(57) percent of adults believe that “buying has become 
less appealing”, while nearly the same amount (54 
percent) believe “renting has become more appealing.” 
However, the study did find that many Americans still 
aspire to one day own their home (greater than seven in 
ten renters aspired to own one day).

The perception of renting is changing due to both 
lifestyle changes and less apparent benefits of 
homeownership. Finally, the survey pointed out that as 
a nation, we are becoming more mobile, increasing the 
appeal of renting.
To read the full report, visit 
www.macfound.org/programs/howhousing-matters/.
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households actually receive the needed support. are eligible for these 
programs    In 2015, 4,588 public housing units existed in Charleston County. Three primary 
agencies, the City of Charleston Housing Authority, City of North Charleston Housing Authority, 
and Charleston County Housing and Redevelopment Authority, manage these units. Despite the 
number of units in existence, the waiting lists for these units and housing vouchers are very 
long, with each agency having hundreds of citizens on their waiting lists.

Affordable and Workforce Housing

Households earning between 30 percent and 80 percent of the AMI (less than $65,700 52,800 
for a family of four) may qualify for affordable housing assistance, while households earning 
between 80 percent and 120 percent of the AMI (less than $98,520 79,200 for a family of four) 
may qualify for Workforce Housing. Affordable and Workforce Housing is often provided from 
funding through the Community Development Block Grant and HOME programs administered 
by HUD or non-profit organizations, such as the South Carolina Community Loan Fund and 
Habitat for Humanity. City and county ordinances can also be instrumental in encouraging 
affordable and workforce housing development. As of 2016, 1,262 affordable or workforce 
units existed in Charleston County, with the majority of units located in the City of Charleston, 
Town of Mount Pleasant, and City of North Charleston.

Impacts on the Housing Market

Trends unique to the Charleston area are impacting the local housing market. As Charleston 
continues to be a major tourist destination, short-term rentals have proliferated in all parts of 
the County. As property investors continue to acquire properties for conversion into short-term 
rentals, local governments will have to ensure the existing housing market is sustained and that 
the rentals do not negatively impact the quality of life for existing residents and neighborhoods. 
The City of Charleston and Charleston County are both studying the short-term rental market 
and working to draft regulations. Charleston County adopted a Short-Term Rental Ordinance in 
July of 2018. These regulations aim to protect the quality of life and character of residential 
neighborhoods. 

Another trend is the increased development of multifamily units. Most of the multi-family 
development is occurring in the City of Charleston and Town of Mount Pleasant. The County 
should continue to promote denser development within the Urban/Suburban Area, where 
infrastructure and services exist; however, the impacts of these developments should be 
considered, and infrastructure should be improved as necessary. Much of the multi-family 
development is being driven by the high cost of homeownership, growing population of 
students enrolled in higher education institutions, as well as the growing number of young 
professionals coming to the Charleston area.

Group Quarters
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Not all residents live in individual privately-owned or rented homes. A small proportion of the 
County’s population (2 3 percent or 9,339 12,067 residents) resided in group quarters 
in 2021 2015, which can be categorized into two general groups institutional and non-
institutional. The institutionalized group quarters population includes but is not limited to 
people living in adult correctional facilities, juvenile facilities, nursing facilities/skilled nursing 
facilities, in-patient hospice facilities, residential schools for people with disabilities, and 
hospitals with patients who have no usual home elsewhere. The non-institutionalized group 
quarters population includes people living in college/university student housing, military 
barracks, emergency and transitional shelters, and group homes. Residents living in group 
quarters will most likely increase as the population ages and as the educational institutions in 
the region expand. The types of group quarters, such as assisted living facilities, nursing homes, 
and dormitories, may need to be expanded to accommodate these groups of residents.

Regulatory Barriers to Affordable Housing

The BCDCOG report identified regulatory barriers as a prominent housing issue. Most 
specifically, Llocal zoning regulations can often unintentionally encourage low-density, single 
family/single lot development, resulting in higher priced housing and environments where 
residents are forced to drive to services, offices, employment centers, and parks. Local zoning 
regulations should, instead, encourage a variety of housing types and sizes, as well as offer 
bonus densities and other incentives to encourage the development of affordable or workforce 
housing located near employment centers, services and public transportation.  As noted above, 
in October of 2021, the County adopted amendments to the Zoning and Land Development 
Regulations Ordinance (ZLDR) and Fee Ordinance to incentivize development of affordable and 
workforce housing and remove zoning-related regulatory barriers to the development of such 
units. Building code, stormwater, and state and fFederal regulations can also unintentionally 
create hardships to housing affordability. Most recently, the Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance 
Reform Act of 2012 has the potential to negatively impact housing affordability in Charleston 
County. As a coastal community, changes to FEMA and the National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP) will result in increased rates for many homes located in flood zones.

Lack of Active, Collaborative Housing Partnership

The final housing issue that was identified in the BCDCOG report is the lack of an active 
partnership among regional stakeholders. Several separate organizations with some stake in 
housing exist throughout the region; however, there is little collaboration occurring. One of the 
goals of the annual Housing Summits is to create an active partnership to address housing and 
related issues.

Addressing Housing Issues

The BCDCOG report suggests the following goals to address housing issues in the region:

1. Increase the proportions of both owner and renter-occupied homes in the region that 
are affordable to households earning below 120 percent of the regional median 
household income ($61,598) and are located in close proximity to employment centers 
and existing public infrastructure by at least ten percent by 2020. Diverse housing types 
should be encouraged.

2. Increase the average hourly wages and salaries in the region paid by existing industries, 
encourage the recruitment of businesses and industries that pay the wages necessary to 
afford housing ($32.37/hour), and train residents to obtain higher paying jobs through 
coordination with the Charleston Regional Development Alliance (CRDA) and local 
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Economic Development departments. This will also require collaboration with local 
Chambers of Commerce.

Several strategies are included within the BCDCOG report to begin working towards 
accomplishing the above goals. The County should continue to participate in regional Housing 
Summits and continue to serve on the regional housing task force.

3.6.3: HOUSING ELEMENT GOAL
 

Housing Element Needs

Housing Element needs include, but 
are not limited to, the following:

 Meeting the projected demand 
for a growing and diverse population;

 Promoting housing that is affordable to all residents; and
 Ensuring that all homes are safe and structurally sound.

3.6.4: HOUSING ELEMENT STRATEGIES AND TIME FRAMES
 

Quality housing that is affordable will be 
encouraged for people of all ages, 
incomes, and physical abilities.
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The County should undertake the following action strategies in support of the Housing Goal and the 
other elements of this Plan. These implementation strategies will be reviewed a minimum of every 
five years and updated every ten years from the date of adoption of this Plan.
 
H1. Continue to Ccoordinate with adjacent jurisdictions, the SC Community Loan Fund, and other 

affordable housing agencies in pursuit of supplying housing that is affordable to all residents.

H2. Continue to support funding for affordable and workforce housing agencies such as the SC 
Community Loan Fund and local housing authorities.

H3. Continue to Mmaintain and develop incentives in the Zoning and Land Development 
Regulations Ordinance, such as density bonuses, transfers of density, accessory dwelling units, 
and mixed-use development provisions to promote diverse housing options that are 
affordable to all residents and are located within walking distance to services, retail, 
employment opportunities, and public transportation.

H4. Continue to Ssupport existing communities by maintaining the existing housing stock and 
ensuring that infill development preserves and enhances the character of communities.

H5. Continue to enforce the Building Code and Beautification Section of the Charleston County 
Code of Ordinances (Ordinance #1227) and coordinate with other jurisdictions to maintain 
housing stock in a safe and habitable condition that meet all Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) requirements.

H6. Adopt innovative planning and zoning techniques such as Form-Based Zoning District 
regulations to encourage mixed-use developments with diverse housing options in walking 
distance to services, retail, and employment opportunities.

H7. Continue to encourage provision of housing that is affordable to all residents and meets the 
needs of the diversifying population (e.g., rental apartments, townhouses, duplexes, and first 
time home buyer initiatives).

H8. Charleston County should be proactive in promoting housing that is affordable to all residents 
through incentives and removal of regulatory barriers.

H9. Support the findings of local and regional housing studies and implement applicable strategies 
by adopting amendments to the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance and 
coordinating with other County departments, outside agencies, non-profit organizations, and 
private businesses/industries.

H10. Implement the recommendations of the Charleston County Housing our Future Plan, when 
adopted.
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the 
April 10, 2023 Planning Commission meeting –  

Public Input Survey Comments 
 

 

 

 

Ch. 3.6 Housing Element 
   Public Comments 

 
Legend: 

▪ Text shaded in grey: Indicates comments that are already addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan/Five-Year Review (the location(s) of where the comments 

are addressed are included in bold, italic text); 

▪ Text shaded in yellow: Indicates comments that are for Planning Commission 

consideration; 

▪ Text shaded in pink: Indicates other comments such as those that are not 

applicable to the Comprehensive Plan; 

▪ Green Text = Suggested amendments resulting from the public input survey; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 
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Housing Element: Are the goals and strategies appropriate for the next five years? 

66%

34%

Yes No
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Already Addressed in the Comprehensive Plan/Five‐Year Review Location Addressed
"Maintain and develop incentives in the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance, such as density bonuses, transfers of density, accessory dwelling units, and 
mixed‐use development provisions to promote diverse housing options that are affordable to all residents and are located within walking distance to services, retail, 
employment opportunities, and public transportation" Developers do not build new communities that are "Affordable"  HWY 78, from the Dorchester County line to 
fairgrounds, has no sidewalks, no public transportation and not many of the other items. County should be proactive PRIOR to large developments are approved. Sidewalks 
should be added to the public areas. County should do data collection at various roads at least 1 x per year to have correct info on the needs and the current use. PDs being put 
through now, use data from 2019 and 2021 and use a 3% increase each year. The county must do it and stay on it.

T3 and T6

Agree with statement but implementation a challenge.  Take advantage of creative options for disadvantaged groups_ little houses with appropriate resources for select 
populations like homeless veterans, foster kids aging out of the system.  Some of this has been tried elsewhere with initial success.

H1

Clear cut developments should reduced. Developers should be held responsible for conserving native trees and improving stormwater design to limit the impact impervious 
surfaces pose on the watersheds of Charleston County NR1, NR2, and NR3

County needs to create a funding mechanism for affordable/attainable housing within the UGB to ensure sprawl is not encouraged into the rural lands. If housing within the 
UGB continues to climb for prices then the only relief for the existing population will be to move further out.  H2

Ensure that affordable housing is not threatened by climate change impacts such as sea level rise and increased intensity rain events.  H5
I'm just a broken record when it comes to vagueness. Safety here is key. I've lived in absolute garbage fire of apartments in the Charleston area that are not safe. As in¦.falling 
through the floor to a bottom apartment, not have central AC (in Charleston like come on?), and homes that had so much mold in it my brain was rotting. I don't even count 
those as bad experiences when I see people squatting in abandoned homes downtown. These homes need to be invested in! There's valuable resources there. H4 and H5

Largely appropriate statement but focus not only on affordability but on roads and other infrastructure such that housing stock does not outpace services and the ability to 
deliver them. 

T6

Similar theme, the housing must come simultaneously, concurrently with more and better roads, schools, sewage, utilities, medical facilities. T6

For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action

Change "encouraged" to "supported and leveraged"

Change Goal to: Quality housing that is affordable will be encouraged for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities with special emphasis for those earning less than 
120% of the Area Median Income (AMI). (Received 11 separate comments)

CURRENT: "....Quality housing that is affordable will be encouraged for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities."
CHANGE TO: "...will be made a priority in our county for...." 
For the goal, could stronger language than encouraged be used?

Public Survey Comments ‐ Housing Element

Amend goal statement as follows: Quality housing that is 
affordable will be encouraged Charleston County will 

prioritize the development of quality, diverse housing with 
efficient transit connectivity that is affordable  for people of 

all ages, incomes, and physical abilities with special 
emphasis for those earning less than 120% of the Area 

Median Income (AMI).
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Encourage is a weak word.

Charleston County will prioritize the development of quality housing with efficient transit connectivity that is affordable for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities.

This goal must state that not only must Housing be affordable, but significant services must be easily available and/ or provided so that people can get to work, to school, to 
church and to shop for supplies. These have to be included in any plans for housing and should be paid for by the developer.

We are experiencing increased housing costs due to self‐inflicted scarcity.  Housing is only scarce because we only allow single family homes to be built.  We need to build far 
more housing at all price points.  Please upzone single family homes in almost all areas except downtown Charleston so more housing types like small apartment buildings and 
town homes can be built there without  variances or expensive processes.  Rezone areas near transit including, the Neck, Navy Yard,  Charleston Farms and Walyn 
neighborhoods for much higher densities than they are currently.  I have seen so many property owners heartbroken when the plans they have for their property are denied by 
a few fellow residents.  
should be a much stronger emphasis on diversity of housing types/forms/values. Without a robust diversification of housing opportunities, the area will be gridlocked, with 
diminished QOL with business closings due to lack of staffing. 

Under strategies: Establish and provide funding for a Regional Housing Trust Fund to provide financial incentives to the private sector for adding more affordable housing in the 
County.

The county does not define, set milestones, nor specify the supporting measures to know if a goal is achieved and how far it has come and needs to go. This is true of all the 
plans but housing is measurable and necessary to have a working economy.  So is the housing loss at 5, 10, and 15% of surge to know that the flood defenses are protecting 
residents. The county does not want affordable housing.

The county needs to take stronger action than just encouraging affordable housing. Generate funding and create affordable housing supply. 

The County should take an active role in providing affordable housing for the population that needs it.  Encouragement is not enough!

The County's disastrous track record for  real estate and investment decisions disqualifies it from playing any role in management of workplace/affordable housing projects.  
Offer tax incentives and land sales on favorable terms to private developers (with appropriate requirements) and stay out of the way. 

Further emphasis on Community Land Trusts would help to accomplish affordable housing as well as promote cultural and minority populations. SC is one of the few states that 
alow it. We have just not used it as others have in states like Deleware. The use of set asides for affordable housing seems like a temporary solution while building in an upward 
pressure of housing costs. 

Needs to be stronger, perhaps by requiring developers/ owners of housing blocks to include or donate towards TRULY affordable housing, which currently is almost 
unattainable in Charleston County.

Add a new Housing Element strategy as follows: Investigate 
the feasibility of requiring new developments to provide 

affordable and workforce housing.

Add an new Housing Element strategy as follows: Identify 
and implement partnerships and initiatives that provide 
financial incentives for the development of affordable and 

workforce housing.

No answer.
No more housing, until the roads can handle the traffic.

Other Comments
Affordable housing creates slums.
Failed.
I don't think that y'all have a qualified and reputable plan for the way you are approaching this with Johns Island.
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Stop building.

Is "affordable" the correct word? I'm not sure.

Currently, no density bonuses are available on Edisto Island ‐ as a result of historic Land Plans ‐ this should be stated.
Elaborate on the word "quality".

Charleston is increasing in population much more quickly than could have reasonably been predicted and as a result, is meeting a great housing shortfall for people that would like to buy and own property.

County resources should be focused less on encouraging development of private resort communities and more on maintenance of affordable housing and quality services for middle and lower income residents. The divide between 
increasingly affluent communities and lower income areas needs to be bridged to provide economic stability for all residents.

Consider removing "age" from the goal, as I feel that this is being included out of habit. The high cost of housing and a lack of accessible dwellings are definitely issues. I'm not sure that age discrimination in housing is an issue.

Current Housing Goal: Quality housing that is affordable will be provided for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities.  
Current plan allows for too much development and dense population.  New neighborhoods should require larger lots and more green space.  Government should hold developers accountable when they claim to be creating "affordable 
housing".  Too many developers are allowed to build apartments and other population dense housing options in the name of "affordability", but then charge $1200+ for studio apartments because the "development costs prohibit lower 
rents".  They are not being held accountable by local governments and are contributing to scarcity of affordable housing units.

See previous question comments. 

Please see earlier comments regarding definable goals and measurable metrics being necessary for achieving success.
Once again, if you can't afford or there isn't a place that meets your needs, you should look for an area that has those needs.

Price everyone out of their current multi‐generational houses and lands. 
Same as previous answers re urban business and population control.

Affordable housing will be created in regulation with an updated AMI according to the current population. Affordable/accessible housing will be defined by income to accommodate and properly create housing opportunities/ownership for 
individuals in the middle and lower class/income. Incentives to create first‐time homebuyer opportunities will be created in zoning regulations to meet comp plan recommendations.   
Again, my concern is not necessarily with the element goal, but rather the complete housing element. The County must play a different role from the municipalities. If interests between the municipalities and the County are not clear or 
overlap, the greater needs of the community will be neglected. For example, if the role of the County is to facilitate inter‐municipality travel but it is appropriating more funding to housing, it can not succeed in its main function. However, if 
the role of the municipality is clear that it should be primarily concerned with housing, the County will be freed to succeed in one of its primary functions and will, therefore, benefit the community as a whole. 

All of the strategies are admirable and acceptable; however, it should be added/pointed out that housing densities should not exceed the allowable densities, as currently zoned.  

See previous responses.

There should be a moritorium on housing development until road infrastructure is addressed.
We need no new housing developments.
"Quality housing" should mean "green" housing and site planning.
Affordable housing is great but often tends to be more houses in a small space which or roads can't handle. 

Must not force diversity in all locations.  There are some higher end property areas  that should not be forced into co‐mingling with lower end housing therefore bringing values down. 

Maybe you need to add another element ‐ Interlock Element  that tests/joins/aligns the other relevant elements together around specific milestones,  metrics or cause/effect.     You would start with a top‐down Interlock cross‐walk to find 
the areas that need to be interwoven and then manage via this overlay or Interlock element.   

low income housing needs to be addressed by existing residents.

No density bonuses.
No quality senior housing .

Our area is rapidly becoming out of reach for middle class citizens. As a semi‐retired teacher, myself and many others couldn't afford to buy in today's prices where we currently live. That market includes buyers and renters.
There has been much talk of reduced rate housing for First responders, teachers, military, etc. but progress in that area has been very slow. They all deserve better. 

Out of control building !! Without any concern for utilities roads or environmental elements. 

Planning & Zoning is not going to address affordable housing in the region. The county has to take a proactive role in developing affordable housing.
Provide for public transportation when developing affordable housing. Use as a pilot the corner of Maybank and River in John's island. Hundreds of new apartments and units. No public transportation off the island to downtown. Add that 
developers must provide stops or round abouts  for Stops. Perhaps this is in transportation. 
Quality house in locations that are desirable and allow people to find employment near them. 
Quality housing that is affordable is essential for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities.  
See prior responses. A community full of subdivisions is a spotty approach to development. 
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The housing you are providing does not favor traditional African American residents and in no case are you providing the roads to accomodate the bulging population.

The need for affordable housing is great, the make up of the neighborhoods is severely lacking.there is no interconnection, we are still building on the strip models.all dumping out onto one main and congested roadways.we have NO 
sidewalks or bus service on Johns Island!

The ship on affordable housing has sailed long ago... Thanks Conde Nast.  I live in Colleton County now because Chas Co is too expensive but I still own land in Chas.  

This entire document is based on data from a minimum of 7‐11 years ago. I think we need to start with current data under current economic conditions to even make this document a useful or valid argument for any actionable item.

The bulk of large industry and businesses are in North Charleston ‐other than MUSC. Affordable housing is important, but for now, should be geared toward single or more mobile individuals who work for service or retail businesses. 
Families want to live in a more stable or long term situation such as a neighborhood. 

The County should NOT be in the real estate business period! And losing the recent director hired to work on affordable housing is just another example of the ineptness particularly after the Naval Hospital debacle.

The Element Goal "Quality housing that encouraged for people of physical abilities" makes no sense. it must be reworded.

You should add race in your requirements also.

While I agree with this statement, it seems rather unspecific. 

What are you trying to do to us? This is a terrible plan. We don't need more mixed‐use developments, density bonuses and amendments to the zoning regulations. You are pushing the population off of their land by encouraging such 
unsustainable growth. 

We are top heavy with apartments. We must provide a bigger percentage of affordable single family dwellings.  

Using the term "encouraged" in this goal is vague.  What do you really mean in this context?  Will it be subsidies/grants/tax relief/rebates/etc. to home owners, new buyers, banks/lenders, real estate agencies, etc.?
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CHAPTER 3.9 PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND 
COORDINATION ELEMENT
 

Contents:
3.9.1: OVERVIEW
3.9.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.9.3: PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COORDINATION ELEMENT GOAL
3.9.4: PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND COORDINATION STRATEGIES AND 
TIME FRAMES
3.9.5: IMPLEMENTATION INITIATIVES
3.9.6. IMPLEMENTATION TOOLBOX

3.9.1: OVERVIEW
 

In 2007, the South Carolina Priority 
Investment Act (The Act) was passed 
by The General Assembly to address 
affordable housing and 
transportation issues and to create a 
formal process for interjurisdictional 
coordination. The Act requires two 
new elements be included in Comprehensive Plans, Transportation and Priority Investment. It 
also expands the Housing Element to require counties (1) to analyze regulatory barriers that 
may impede the provision of affordable housing; and (2) to utilize market-based incentives to 
encourage development of affordable housing. The primary intent of the Priority Investment 
Act is to better coordinate the funding of necessary public facilities with available resources and 
adjacent jurisdictions through implementation strategies. The significant challenge in meeting 
the requirements of The Act is the multi-jurisdictional nature of planning and public service 
provision in the County. As detailed throughout this Plan, many jurisdictions and agencies are 
involved in the provision of services and growth management in Charleston County. The 
multitude of service entities operating in the County requires extensive coordination.

Public infrastructure and planning projects will be 
prioritized through coordination with adjacent and 
relevant jurisdictions and agencies.
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Since its adoption in 1999, the 
Charleston County Comprehensive 
Plan has included an 
Intergovernmental Coordination 
Element with the goal of promoting 
regional cooperation and 
coordination in areas of mutual 
concern for Charleston County, 
internal municipalities, and its 
neighbors. The Intergovernmental 
Coordination Element has been 
expanded to be the Priority 
Investment, Implementation, and 
Coordination Element. The approach 
to priority investment in Charleston 
County includes:

1. Strategies for ongoing 
coordination with adjacent 
jurisdictions, service 
providers, and other agencies;

2. Four major implementation initiatives: (1) Major Planning Efforts and Projects, (2) 
Capital Improvement Plan, Fiscal Impact Assessment, and Funding Options, (3) 
Interjurisdictional Coordination; and (4) Rural Preservation; and

3. An implementation toolbox.

The four major initiatives for implementing this Plan prioritize the actions the County will take 
in an effort to coordinate land use, transportation, community facilities, and economic 
development. The primary components of these initiatives include the development of a 
Capital Improvements Plan and the coordinated provision of public services and facilities. The 
Priority Investment, Implementation, and Coordination Element will be an ongoing annual 
endeavor directed by County Council with adequate resources. As resources permit, the 
implementation should include a work program for land planning/growth management projects 
with a focus on coordinating with appropriate agencies and departments and adjacent 
jurisdictions, when applicable, strategies to consolidate services where appropriate, and 
maintenance strategies for County-provided services that protect the general health, safety, 
and welfare of the public such as 9-1-1 dispatch, EMS, fire, sheriff, detention center, drainage, 
stormwater, roads, and mosquito abatement.

3.9.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING 
CONDITIONS
 

Purpose and Intent
The Priority Investment, Implementation, and 
Coordination Element prioritizes the implementation 
actions for the County over the next ten years through 
strategies, implementation initiatives and an 
implementation toolbox. This Element provides guidance 
for implementation of strategies contained in the other 
Plan Elements by analyzing the potential federal, state, 
and local funds available for public infrastructure and 
facilities during the next ten years and prioritizing 
projects recommended for that funding. The strategies 
and implementation measures contained in this element: 
identify service providers, organizations and 
municipalities with which the County should coordinate 
provision of services; reference elements of this Plan to 
identify locations for improvements to public facilities; 
support the prioritization of County funds; lay 
groundwork for intergovernmental coordination; and 
provide the implementation tools to accomplish the 
strategies of the Plan elements.
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The elements of this Comprehensive Plan identify where and how growth in Charleston County 
should take place over the next ten years. The strategies contained in those elements are 
carried forward through the Priority Investment, Implementation, and Coordination Element. 
The County intends to continue to maintain the public facilities and services that are in place 
today. Likely federal, state, and local funds available for public infrastructure and facilities 
during the next ten years include, but are not limited to:

 The Charleston County General Fund;
 The Half-Cent Sales Tax Transportation Program;
 The Half-Cent Sales Tax Greenbelt Program;
 The Charleston County Community Development Department (Community Development 

Block Grants); and
 The Charleston Area Transportation Study (CHATS) Program (federal and state 

transportation funding).; and
 The American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA).

The strategies and implementation measures contained in this element are intended to work in 
concert with and support current County initiatives, such as the Half Cent Sales Tax 
Transportation Program, the Greenbelt Program, and Consolidated Dispatch to ensure that 
these efforts continue in the future. Summaries of the main focuses of the other Plan elements 
are listed to the right.

1. Land Use Element Contains specific recommendations on the location, type, form, and 
intensity of growth which should occur in the County and coordinates these 
recommendations with the Urban Growth Boundary which delineates the Urban/ 
Suburban Area and the Rural Area of the County. Strategies encourage preservation of 
the Rural Area and suggest that intensification and infill development is more 
appropriate for the Urban/Suburban Area, due to the high levels of public facilities and 
services available. The prioritization of investment in the Urban/Suburban Area should 
be focused on ensuring that the capacity of roads, water and sewer service, public 
safety services, open space and recreational areas, and other community facilities meet 
the needs of the existing population and that appropriate levels of service are planned 
for future residents. Strategies also support community planning efforts at all levels.

2. Economic Development Element Includes strategies to balance business and 
employment growth with population growth.

3. Natural Resources and Cultural Resources Elements Focus on strategies to preserve, 
protect, and enhance the County’s significant natural and cultural resources that 
contribute to the quality of life of its residents.

4. Population Element Identifies demographic trends to help guide policy decisions that 
will meet the needs of current and future residents.

5. Housing Element Includes strategies to ensure a sufficient supply of diverse, safe, and 
affordable housing types.

6. Transportation Element Describes the agencies charged with building and maintaining 
the transportation networks within Charleston County, as well as the funding sources 
for transportation improvements. Strategies focus on improving the multi-modal 
transportation network in Charleston County and coordinating transportation planning 
with land use recommendations.
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7. Community Facilities Element Focuses on strategies to balance land use planning with 
the availability of public facilities and services.

8. Energy and Sustainability Element Identifies strategies to promote the use of 
alternative energy sources and energy conservation measures that benefit our 
communities.

9. Resilience Element identifies strategies to make the County more resilient.

3.9.3: PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND 
COORDINATION ELEMENT GOAL
 

Priority Investment, 
Implementation, and Coordination 
Element Needs

Priority Investment, Implementation, 
and Coordination Element needs 
include, but are not limited to, the 
following:

 Interjurisdictional coordination including reinforcing the location of the Urban Growth 
Boundary through a mutually agreed-to process and criteria for amending the Urban 
Growth Boundary; •

 Annual planning work program for implementation of this Plan;
 Capital Improvements Programming, Fiscal Impact Assessment, and funding options;
 Encouraging intensification and infill within the Urban/Suburban Area while maintaining 

the character of the Rural Area; and
 Responding to changes by authorizing alternatives to conventional land use and 

development patterns.

3.9.4: PRIORITY INVESTMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, AND 
COORDINATION STRATEGIES AND TIME FRAMES
 

The Priority Investment, Implementation, and Coordination Element prioritizes the actions for 
the County over the next ten years. The strategies contained in this Element together with the 
implementation initiatives that follow, are intended to lay the groundwork to meet the goals of 
this Plan. All of the strategies contain elements of the implementation initiatives. Those 
initiatives are explained in detail following the strategies listed below. Some of the strategies 
come from other elements of this Plan to be carried forward through implementation actions 
described in this element. Other strategies are aimed at interjurisdictional coordination and 
cooperation, which is another implementation action the County will take to meet the goals of 
this Comprehensive Plan. Additional tools the County can use to carry out the strategies of this 
Plan are included in the implementation toolbox, which is located in the appendix to the 
Comprehensive Plan. These implementation strategies will be reviewed a minimum of every five 
years and updated every ten years from the date of adoption of this Plan.

Public infrastructure and planning 
projects will be prioritized through 
coordination with adjacent and relevant 
jurisdictions and agencies.
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PI 1. Prepare a Fiscal Impact Analysis to evaluate the cost of providing public services and 
infrastructure to serve new growth in the unincorporated County and across jurisdictions 
where the County is a major service provider.

PI 2. Prepare and update a five to ten year Capital Improvement Plan that includes funding options 
and coordinates with the Land Use, Community Facilities, and Transportation Elements of the 
Comprehensive Plan.

PI 3. Continue to Rregularly review and update the Zoning and Land Development Regulations 
Ordinance to ensure these regulations reflect the recommendations of the Comprehensive 
Plan.

PI 4. Address specific planning issues involving Charleston County so that:
• Land use plans, overlay zoning districts, and architectural standards are consistent among 

adjacent jurisdictions;

• The goals and strategies contained in the Berkeley-Charleston-Dorchester Housing Needs 
Assessment and Charleston County Housing Our Future Plan are implemented; and

• Transportation plans and projects are coordinated There are transportation alternatives 
among jurisdictions.

PI 5. Seek agreements with water providers, Designated Wastewater Management Agencies, and 
agencies providing wastewater treatment that will:
• Establish service area limits in support of the regional land use pattern adopted in the 

Charleston County Comprehensive Plan; and

• Require that any wastewater treatment systems other than individual on-site systems in 
the Rural Area be approved by County Council as a Comprehensive Plan amendment and 
be approved by the BCDCOG as an amendment to the Section 208 Water Quality 
Management Plan. Wastewater treatment systems that are approved as part of Planned 
Development or Form-Based Zoning Districts, or Development Agreements do not require 
amendments to the Comprehensive Plan; however, they may require amendments to the 
208 Water Quality Management Plan.

PI 6. Reinforce the location of the Urban Growth Boundary and establish criteria to change its 
location through coordination with the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, the Towns 
of Mount Pleasant, Kiawah Island and Seabrook Island, and service providers.

PI 7. Continue the Comprehensive Plan implementation initiatives included in this Element and 
adopted by County Council.

PI 8. Coordinate with municipalities in the County to address mutually agreed-upon regional 
issues.

PI 9. Continue regional coordination with Berkeley County, Dorchester County, and Colleton 
County to plan concurrently and compatibly, with particular attention to the regional 
implications of decisions regarding transportation system improvements, emergency 
planning, solid waste disposal, detention centers, and the extension of public sewer and 
water services.

PI 10. Advocate for coordinated public facilities and services necessary to support the regional land 
use pattern adopted in Charleston County.
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PI 11. Continue coordinating with SCDOT and BCDCOG to support transportation PLANNING IN 
CHARLESTON COUNTY that is consistent with the goals of the Charleston County 
Comprehensive Plan, focused on the following:
• Identification of roadway improvements in future updates of the CHATS Plan and the Five-

Year Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP);

• Long-term planning for state highways;

• Design of state highways; and

• Funding implementation of the adopted CHATS Plan Actions to enhance transit use and 
funding implementation of the CHATS Long-Range Public Transportation Plan.

PI 12. Continue to Ccoordinate land use planning with Charleston County School District.

PI 13. Continue efforts to develop a regional database sharing Geographic Information System (GIS) 
data among municipalities, counties, the BCDCOG, state and federal resource management 
agencies, and other relevant stakeholders.

PI 14. Continue to Aaddress resilience and sustainability in the Zoning and Land Development 
Regulations Ordinance.

PI 15. Encourage long-term public-private partnerships in land use, housing, economic 
development, and infrastructure planning.

PI 16. Continue to work with residents and stakeholders to implement corridor and community 
plans adopted as part of this Plan.

3.9.5: IMPLEMENTATION INITIATIVES
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The following are the four Major Implementation 
Initiatives for the County to carry out some of the 
strategies recommended in this Plan. These 
specific work tasks should be reviewed annually 
and, based on available resources, County 
Council should create an annual work plan for 
implementing the Comprehensive Plan through 
these initiatives. These recommendations include 
the general tasks to be completed and an 
overview of what would be required. A full 
description, including case studies, is included in 
the appendix document titled The Charleston 
County Comprehensive Plan Implementation 
Toolbox. The four initiatives are:

A. Major Planning Efforts and Projects;
B. Capital Improvement Plan, Fiscal Impact 

Assessment, and Funding Options;
C. Interjurisdictional Coordination; and
D. Rural Preservation.

A. Major Planning Efforts and Projects

During each Five-Year Review and Ten-Year 
Update of the Comprehensive Plan, major 
planning efforts and projects are identified and 
prioritized by County Council. Table 3.9.1 lists the 
projects identified during the 2013-20142023 
Five-Year Review. Updates on those projects are 
also included in the table. as priority 
recommendations/major planning efforts to be 
undertaken in the next five years.  This table 
includes the recommended time frame, 
intergovernmental coordination required, and 
status of each project.  More detailed 
information on each project is included in the paragraphs following Table 3.9.1.  Map 3.9.1 
demonstrates where the projects are located geographically, if applicable.

As part of the 2018 Ten-Year Update, the major planning efforts and projects that were not 
completed from the Five-Year Review Priority Recommendations, along with new projects 
added by County Council, comprise the 2018-2023 Priority Recommendations. Table 3.9.2 lists 
these projects, recommended time frames, and intergovernmental coordination. In the 
paragraphs to follow, the projects are described in greater detail. Map 3.9.1 demonstrates 
where the projects are located geographically, if applicable.

The Priority Recommendations are a strategic component to implement the Comprehensive 
Plan. County Council should review these and establish an Annual Work Plan and direct the 
Planning Department to undertake projects, based on available resources.
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Major Planning Efforts and Projects

The intent of the County in identifying major planning efforts and projects is to establish a 
process by which multi-jurisdictional agreements can be made to ensure coordinated land use 
planning and provision of public services. To achieve coordination, the County may enlist a third 
party to facilitate the process, which would involve extensive participation of the public. The 
following paragraphs describe all of the projects included in the 2018-20232023-2028 Priority 
Recommendations. County Council should review the Priority Recommendations each year and 
prioritize projects in an Annual Work Plan.

Table 3.9.1: Project Statuses for 2013-2014 Five-Year Review Priority 
Recommendations

Project Intergovernmental 
Coordination Project Status

Proposed Spring Grove 
Development (formerly East 
Edisto)

Towns of Hollywood, 
Meggett, and Ravenel

Development 
Agreement, 
Development of 
County 
Significance, and 
Form-Based 
Zoning District 
Adopted in 2015; 
Project 
development 
plan review will 
continue 
throughout the 
50-year life of the 
Development 
Agreement

Historic Resources Survey 
Update

State Historic Preservation 
Office

Completed in 
2016

West Ashley Consistency 
Review City of Charleston

Completed 
DUPont | 
Wappoo 
Community Plan 
and Overlay 
Zoning District in 
2016; 
participating in 
City of Charleston 
West Ashley 
Master Plan 
project

Rural Area Cultural 
Community Protection 
Overlay Zoning Districts 
(Parkers Ferry Area)

Applicable jurisdictions and 
service providers

Completed in 
2017 
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Table 3.9.1: Project Statuses for 2013-2014 Five-Year Review Priority 
Recommendations

Project Intergovernmental 
Coordination Project Status

ReThink Folly Road 
Implementation

City of Charleston, Town of 
James Island, City of Folly 
Beach, and service providers

Plan adopted in 
2016; 
implementation 
included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan

ZLDR Comprehensive 
Review

All municipalities and 
service providers within 
Charleston County

Began in 2017; 
included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan 
as it is a multi-
year project

Urban/Suburban Area 
Cultural Community 
Protection Overlay Zoning 
Districts for Historic African-
American Communities, as 
identified in the 2016 
Charleston County Historic 
Resources Survey Update 
(e.g. Phillips, Snowden, Ten 
Mile, Grimball Farm, etc.)

Applicable jurisdictions and 
service providers

Completed Sol 
Legare 
Community Plan 
and Overlay 
Zoning District in 
2018; other 
communities 
included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan. 
Staff is currently 
working with the 
Ten-Mile 
Community to 
develop an 
Overlay district. 
Community 
Plans/ Overlay 
Zoning 
Districts/Historic 
Districts for other 
communities to 
be completed as 
requested by 
each community. 

Implementation of 
Urban/Suburban Future 
Land Use Designation

All municipalities within the 
Urban Growth Boundary

Included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan 
as part of the 
ZLDR 
Comprehensive 
Review Project
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Table 3.9.1: Project Statuses for 2013-2014 Five-Year Review Priority 
Recommendations

Project Intergovernmental 
Coordination Project Status

Implementation of the Rural 
Residential Future Land Use 
Designation

City of Charleston and Town 
of Mount Pleasant

Included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan 
as part of the 
ZLDR 
Comprehensive 
Review Project

Maybank Highway Corridor 
Overlay Zoning District 
(consistency review with the 
Johns Island Plan and 
extension onto James 
Island)

City of Charleston Completed in 
2021

Main Road (River Road to 
Maybank Highway, including 
Kitford Road Area)

City of Charleston Completed in 
2020

Mount Pleasant Overlay 
Zoning District – Sweetgrass 
Basket Stand Special 
Consideration Area

Town of Mount Pleasant

Included in 2018-
2023 Work 
Plan County staff 
is currently 
working with 
Town staff to 
update the 
Mount Pleasant 
Overlay Zoning 
District. 

Reinforce the location of the 
Urban Growth Boundary

City of Charleston, City of 
North Charleston, Town of 
Mount Pleasant, and 
relevant service providers

Included in 2018-
2023 Work Plan

Voluntary Agricultural and 
Forestal Areas Ordinance Applicable jurisdictions Included in 2018-

2023 Work Plan
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Table 3.9.2: 2018-2023 Priority Recommendations

Project Recommended 
Time Frame*

Intergovernmental 
Coordination

1 ZLDR Comprehensive Review 2-3 Years

All municipalities and 
service providers 
within Charleston 
County

2
Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District – 
Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special 
Consideration Area

1-2 Years Town of Mount 
Pleasant

3

Urban/Suburban Area Cultural 
Community Protection Overlay Zoning 
Districts for Historic African-American 
Communities, as identified in the 2016 
Charleston County Historic Resources 
Survey Update (e.g. Phillips, Snowden, 
Ten Mile, Grimball Farm, etc.)

ongoing 2-3 
Years

Applicable 
jurisdictions and 
service providers

4 Reinforce the location of the Urban 
Growth Boundary 1-2 Years

City of Charleston, 
City of North 
Charleston, Town of 
Mount Pleasant, and 
relevant service 
providers

5

Coordinate with Charleston County 
Economic Development Department to 
identify economic development 
opportunities in the Western area of 
Charleston County

1-2 Years
Towns of Hollywood, 
Meggett, and 
Ravenel

6 Future Land Use Consistency Review in 
Highway 78 Area 2-3 Years  

Town of Lincolnville, 
City of North 
Charleston, and 
Berkeley County

7 Voluntary Agricultural and Forestal Areas 
Ordinance 1-2 Years Applicable 

jurisdictions

8 Editso Island SLDR/Comprehensive Plan 
Amendments 2-3 Years

9
Implementation of adopted Community 
Plans (e.g. DuPont | Wappoo, Parkers 
Ferry, Sol Legare)

Ongoing Applicable 
jurisdictions

10 ReThink Folly Road Implementation Ongoing

City of Charleston, 
Town of James 
Island, City of Folly 
Beach, and service 
providers
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Table 3.9.2: 2018-2023 Priority Recommendations

Project Recommended 
Time Frame*

Intergovernmental 
Coordination

11
2016 Charelston County Historic 
Resources Survey Update 
Implementation

Ongoing

Applicable 
jurisdictions and 
State Historic 
Preservation Office

Table 3.9.1, Priority Recommendations 2023 - 2028
*Time frame based on availability of adequate resources, to be directed and reviewed 

annually by County Council.

Project 
 Intergovernmenta

l
Coordination

 Recommende
d

Time Frame 
Project Status 

 
1

Reinforce the location of the 
Urban Growth Boundary

City of Charleston, 
City of North 
Charleston, Towns of 
Mount Pleasant, 
Kiawah Island and 
Seabrook Island, and 
relevant service 
providers

 1 - 2 Years  This project has 
not begun. 

 
2

 Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning 
District - including Sweetgrass 
Basket Stand Special 
Consideration Area Update

 Town of Mount 
Pleasant  1 - 2 Years 

County staff is 
currently 
working with 
Town staff to 
update the 
Mount Pleasant 
Overlay Zoning 
District and 
Sweetgrass 
Basket Stand 
Special 
Consideration 
Area.
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Table 3.9.1, Priority Recommendations 2023 - 2028
*Time frame based on availability of adequate resources, to be directed and reviewed 

annually by County Council.

Project 
 Intergovernmenta

l
Coordination

 Recommende
d

Time Frame 
Project Status 

 
3

Urban/Suburban Area Cultural 
Community Protection Overlay 
Zoning Districts and Historic 
Districts for Historic African-
American Communities, as 
identified in the 2016 
Charleston County Historic 
Resources Survey Update (e.g. 
Phillips, Snowden, Ten Mile, 
Grimball Farm, etc.)

 Applicable 
jurisdictions and 
service providers

 Ongoing

Completed the 
Sol Legare 
Community Plan 
and Overlay 
Zoning District in 
2018. Staff is 
currently 
working with the 
Ten-Mile 
Community to 
develop an 
Overlay Zoning 
District. 
Community 
Plans/Overlay 
Zoning 
Districts/Historic 
Districts for 
other 
communities to 
be completed as 
requested by 
each 
community.

 
4

 Rural Area Cultural Community 
Protection Overlay Zoning 
Districts and Historic Districts

 Applicable 
jurisdictions and 
service providers 

 Ongoing 

 Ongoing/ as 
requested by 
residents of 
each 
community 

 
5

 Future Land Use Consistency 
Review in Highway 78 Area

Town of Lincolnville, 
City of North 
Charleston, and 
Berkeley County

 2 - 3 Years  This project has 
not begun.

6

Funding Tools and Programs to 
Implement the Strategies of the 
Comprehensive Plan (e.g., 
impact fees, transfer of 
development rights, purchase 
of development rights and 
similar programs)

Applicable 
jurisdictions and 
service providers

2 - 3 Years This project has 
not begun.
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Map 3.9.1: Major Planning Efforts

Map dated March 29, 2023

Comprehensive Review of the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance

As a general implementation strategy, the County should review the Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations Ordinance (ZLDR) to ensure conformance with the Comprehensive 
Plan goals and strategies. The current ZLDR was adopted in 2001, and while it has been 
reviewed and amended several times over the last 17 years, a comprehensive review of the 
regulations has not been done. Since the Comprehensive Plan has undergone several 
modifications due to mandated reviews and updates during this time frame, a comprehensive 
review of the ZLDR, focusing on design standards and zoning regulations to support the 
character of the Rural Area and Urban/Suburban Area, is necessary. This project was identified 
during the 2013-2014 Five-Year Review, and as a result, the Planning Department sent a 
Request for Proposals (RFP) in late 2016 to solicit responses from qualified planning consultants 
with planning and related legal expertise. In Spring 2017, a consultant was hired to assist in the 
comprehensive review process, which is programmed to occur in three phases.

Phase 1, which began in the spring of 2017, includes: a strategic assessment of the entire ZLDR, 
including recommendations for amendments; development of a Short-Term Rental Ordinance; 
amendments to the existing Historic Preservation Ordinance; and a new interactive, web-based 
platform for the ZLDR.

Phase 2 includes a review and update of the land use matrix, base zoning districts, development 
review procedures, overlay zoning districts, land development and subdivision regulations, 
definitions, and affordable housing provisions/incentives.
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Phase 3 includes: reviewing and updating permitting procedures, temporary and accessory 
uses, and Planned Development Zoning Districts requirements and processes; and addressing 
urban agriculture and open space requirements.

Maybank Highway Corridor and Main Road Corridor Overlay Zoning Districts 

Map 3.1.8, Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District in the Land Use Element 
illustrates the existing Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District located on Johns 
Island. This overlay zoning district was developed in coordination with the residents of Johns 
Island and the City of Charleston in the late 1980s/early 1990s. Since that time, many changes 
affecting this corridor have taken place, including:

The recommended implementation strategy is to review this overlay zoning district in light of 
the changes described above, work with the public and the City of Charleston to make revisions 
as appropriate, and extend the overlay zoning district along Maybank Highway on James Island. 
Planning staff has been coordinating with City of Charleston staff, and this project is scheduled 
to begin in Spring 2018.

Land uses along Main Road, also located on Johns Island, vary from rural and agricultural 
residential uses to intensive commercial and industrial development. The recommended 
strategy to ensure a cohesive land use pattern for this area is to work with the public and the 
City of Charleston to create an overlay zoning district along Main Road from its intersection 
with River Road to Maybank Highway, including Kitford Road.

Reinforce the Location of the Urban Growth Boundary

As discussed in the Land Use Element, the Urban Growth Boundary is a growth management 
tool that is used by the County to create a regional approach to growth. For the Urban Growth 
Boundary to be effective, jurisdictions such as the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, 
the Town of Mount Pleasant, and relevant service providers must collaborate regarding the 
location of the Urban Growth Boundary and the criteria and process to change its location.

The City of North Charleston has not adopted an Urban Growth Boundary; however, the City of 
Charleston and Town of Mount Pleasant have adopted Urban Growth Boundaries. During the 
2013-2014 Five-Year Review of the County’s Plan, the County reviewed the location of its Urban 
Growth Boundary relative to the locations of those adopted by the City of Charleston and Town 
of Mount Pleasant. The County’s Urban Growth Boundary was revised in specific locations to 
match those adopted by the other jurisdictions, as appropriate.  The Urban Growth Boundaries 
adopted by the Town of Mount Pleasant and Charleston County are consistent with one 
another. However, the City of Charleston's Urban Growth Boundary varies slightly from the 
location of the Urban Growth Boundary adopted by Charleston County as it places a portion of 
James Island in the Rural Area while the County places all of James Island in the 
Urban/Suburban Area.

Charleston County should approach the City of North Charleston and Towns of Kiawah Island 
and Seabrook Island, and other applicable jurisdictions and service providers about adopting an 
Urban Growth Boundary consistent with the County’s Urban Growth Boundary to ensure that 
annexations do not allow development that is inconsistent with the County’s future land use 
recommendations and zoning. Charleston County should also coordinate with all applicable 
jurisdictions to draft and adopt the criteria and process to move the Urban Growth Boundary. 
Charleston County and adjacent jurisdictions should approach service providers regarding 
provision of services such as public water and sewer outside the Urban Growth Boundary.

Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District/Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special Consideration Area 
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In 2007, Charleston County worked with the public, the Coastal Communities Foundation, and 
the Town of Mount Pleasant to incorporate the Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special Consideration 
Area into the Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District. The purpose of the Sweetgrass Basket 
Stand Special Consideration Area is to implement cohesive land use patterns, zoning, and site 
design requirements. Since that time, Highway 17 North has been widened, Hungry Neck 
Boulevard has been extended, and the Town of Mount Pleasant has amended their overlay 
zoning district for this area. Additionally, there are plans to re-align Long Point Road with Old 
Georgetown Road at its intersection with Highway 17 North. The improvements in the Old 
Georgetown Road area, known as the “Old Georgetown Office Loop,” have increased 
development pressure in recent years. Several property owners in this area, along with the 
Seven Mile Community Action Group for Encouragement (CAGE), have requested the County to 
review the Special Consideration Area and Office Loop area specifically, as they feel the zoning 
and land development regulations are too restrictive and limit the redevelopment potential of 
these properties.

The 2016 Charleston County Historic Resources Survey Update highlighted the significance of 
the African American settlement Ccommunities in the East Cooper area, specifically in the 
Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special Consideration Area and surrounding neighborhoods. In 2020, 
the Town of Mount Pleasant Town Council established a Settlement Communities Task Force to 
disucss issues affecting the various Historic African-American Communities within or adjacent 
to Town boundaries.  County staff provided support as many of the Communities are located in 
the unincorporated County.  The Task Force met for over a year and made recommendations 
regarding infrastructure, economic disparity, cultural integrity, planning and zoning decisions, 
and property ownership, all of which are included in the final Settlement Community Task Force 
Report and Recommendations report.   

Recognizing that the historic African-American Communities, these communities (Six Mile, 
Seven Mile, Snowden, Phillips, etc.), along with the existing agricultural resources (Hamlin 
Farms and Boone Hall) and cultural resources (Charles Pinckney Historic Site, Palmetto Fort, 
etc.) are a core feature of the history of both the County and the Town of Mount Pleasant and 
should be preserved, Charleston County should work with residents, community groups, and 
the Town to implement the recommendations of the Settlement Communities Task Force, 
update the Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District and Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special 
Consideration Area accordingly, and work with communities to develop overlay zoning districts 
and historic districts as requested by each community.  create a community plan for the Mount 
Pleasant area that would encourage  neighborhood preservation, cohesive land use patterns, 
and transportation issues, among other community development needs. Once the community 
plan is created, the Town and County should work with residents to implement the plan, 
beginning with significant revisions to the Mount Pleasant Overlay Zoning District and 
Sweetgrass Basket Stand Special Consideration Area overlay.

Urban/Suburban Area Cultural Community Protection Overlay Zoning Districts and Historic 
Districts
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As part of the 2013-2014 Five-Year Review, the former Residential/Special Management Future 
Land Use designation was replaced with the Urban/Suburban Area Cultural Community 
Protection (USCCP) Future Land Use designation. This future land use category is intended to 
protect and promote the culture and unique development patterns of historic African-American 
Ccommunities in the Urban/Suburban Area, many of which were recognized as historically and 
culturally significant in the 2016 Charleston County Historic Resources Survey Update (Survey 
Update). Four communities, Phillips, Snowden, Sol Legare, and Scanlonville, were identified as 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion A (contribution to the 
broad patterns of history) for their African-American ethnic heritage. Several other 
communities, including Grimball Farm, Ten Mile, Red Top, and several others, were identified 
as needing further research to determine NRHP eligibility. These communities are each very 
unique but share commonalities that relate to strong social values around land ownership, 
familial ties, and religion that descend from the Gullah Geechee heritage. The historic and 
cultural value of each community is evident through observing subdivision patterns and lot 
design, site layout characteristics, and vernacular architecture.

To implement the USCCP and findings from the 2016 Survey Update, changes are necessary to 
the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance. The County completed the first 
implementation of this future land use designation in 2018 with the adoption of the Sol Legare 
Community Plan and Overlay Zoning District.  In addition, Planning staff assisted the Phillips 
Community, Beefield Community, and Ten Mile Community in achieving Historic District status 
and is currently working with the Ten Mile Community to create an overlay zoning district that 
meets their needs. The recommended strategy is to continue to work with the residents of 
these communities and relevant jurisdictions and service providers to create overlay zoning 
districts and/or historic districts that meet the needs of each individual community. Planning 
staff has been working with the Sol Legare community on James Island since 2013 to create a 
Community Plan and Overlay Zoning District. The project culminated in Spring 2018, with both 
documents being adopted. Citizens of the African-American communities in the East Cooper 
area, namely the Phillips, Snowden, Scanlonville, and Cainhoy-Huger communities, have 
established the African American Settlement Communities Historic Commission, Inc. to focus on 
protecting their communities and managing the type of growth that occurs. It is recommended 
that the Planning staff continue to work with this newly formed group when implementing the 
USCCP in the East Cooper area, as well as with the Grimball Farm and Ten Mile communities.

Reinforce the Location of the Urban Growth Boundary

As discussed in the Land Use Element, the Urban Growth Boundary is a growth management 
tool that is used by the County to create a regional approach to growth. For the Urban Growth 
Boundary to be effective, jurisdictions such as the Cities of Charleston and North Charleston, 
the Town of Mount Pleasant, and relevant service providers must collaborate regarding the 
location of the Urban Growth Boundary and the criteria and process to change its location.

The City of North Charleston has not adopted an Urban Growth Boundary; however, the City of 
Charleston and Town of Mount Pleasant have adopted Urban Growth Boundaries. During the 
2013-2014 Five-Year Review of the County’s Plan, the County reviewed the location of its Urban 
Growth Boundary relative to the locations of those adopted by the City of Charleston and Town 
of Mount Pleasant. The County’s Urban Growth Boundary was revised in specific locations to 
match those adopted by the other jurisdictions, as appropriate; however, there are still slight 
variations. These variations should be rectified and the necessary adjustments adopted by each 
jurisdiction.
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Charleston County should approach the City of North Charleston about adopting an Urban 
Growth Boundary consistent with the County’s Urban Growth Boundary to ensure that 
annexations by the City of North Charleston do not allow development that is inconsistent with 
the County’s future land use recommendations and zoning. Charleston County should also 
coordinate with all applicable jurisdictions to draft and adopt the criteria and process to move 
the Urban Growth Boundary. Charleston County and adjacent jurisdictions should approach 
service providers regarding provision of services such as public water and sewer outside the 
Urban Growth Boundary.

 

Rural Area Cultural Community Protection Overlay Zoning Districts and Historic Districts

The Rural Cultural Community Protection future land use designation is intended to protect and 
promote the culture and unique development patterns of existing communities in the Rural 
Area of the County and sustain their strong sense of community. These communities are 
typically less developed than other areas due to the lack of off-site water and sewer utilities. 
Much of the development is single-family residential with many churches. Historically, many 
small neighborhood businesses existed in these communities; however, there are very few 
neighborhood businesses existing today.  The 2016 Charleston County Historic Resources Survey 
Update (Survey Update) recognized many of these communities (Fifteen Mile, South Santee, 
Germantown, Buck Hall, and Tibwin) as historically and culturally significant, but in need of 
further research to determine NRHP eligibility. These communities are each very unique but 
share commonalities that relate to strong social values around land ownership, familial ties, and 
religion that descend from the Gullah Geechee heritage. The historic and cultural value of each 
community is evident through observing subdivision patterns and lot design, site layout 
characteristics, and vernacular architecture. To implement the Rural Area Cultural Commmunity 
Protection future land use designation and findings from the 2016 Survey Update, changes are 
necessary to the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance. In 2017, the County 
completed the first implementation of this future land use designation with the adoption of the 
Parkers Ferry Community Plan and Overlay Zoning District.  The recommended strategy is to 
continue to work with the residents of these communities and relevant jurisdictions and service 
providers to create overlay zoning districts and/or historic districts that meet the needs of each 
individual community.

Future Land Use Consistency Review in Highway 78 Area

In 2016, zoning map amendment applications submitted for properties near the intersection of 
Pinewood Avenue and Highway 78 in the North Area of the County drew attention to 
inconsistencies between the Future Land Use designations, zoning designations, and existing 
land uses in the area. As a result, County Council directed Planning staff to review the Future 
Land Use designations in the area. The recommended strategy is to work with residents, the 
Town of Lincolnville, City of North Charleston, and Berkeley County to review the Future Land 
Use Plan in the area and amend, as necessary.

Funding Tools and Programs to Implement the Strategies of the Comprehensive Plan
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Fiscal responsibility is one of the overarching themes of this Plan.  Chapter 1.1, Introduction, 
states, "New development needs to generate revenue equal to the cost of providing new 
services and infrastructure so that existing residents and businesses do not pay a 
disproportionate share of the cost of growth."  Many of the strategies contained in the Plan 
echo this theme and also recommend that infrastructure be in place prior to development 
approvals.  For example, Land Use Element Strategy 7 states "Ensure developers contribute a 
fair share to the costs of services associated with development," Transportation Element 
Strategy 6 states "Mandate that adequate transportation infrastructure be in place prior to, or 
concurrent with, additional development," Community Facilities Element Strategy 2 states 
"Ensure that new development contributes its fair share to the costs of community facilities 
and services," and Community Facilities Element Strategy 3 states "Create a stronger link 
between capital improvements programming and land use planning." The recommended 
strategy is for the County to investigate and enact funding tools to implement these strategies 
such as adequate public facilities ordinances, impact fees, transfer of development rights 
programs, and purchase of development rights programs.  Information on many of these tools 
can be found in  Appendix A, Charleston County Implementation Toolbox, of this Plan.

Creation of a Community Resiliency Element for Comprehensive Plan

Public input submitted through the 2018 Ten-Year Update requested that the County consider 
adding a new Element to the Comprehensive Plan to address high water impacts and 
community resiliency. Recent flooding events that result from tidal influence and extreme 
weather have demonstrated the need for the County and municipalities to review current 
policies and practices to attempt to adapt existing and future development. The City of 
Charleston has taken the lead in the region by adopting a Sea Level Rise Strategy, while the 
Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) has also established a coalition of 
public and private partners called the Charleston Resilience Network (CRN) to address resiliency 
throughout the region. The recommended strategy to improve County resiliency is to establish 
a subcommittee of Planning Commission, comprised of Planning Commission members, County 
staff, subject matter experts, and community stakeholders (including representatives from 
municipalities and service providers) to create a new Element focused on community resiliency. 
This new Element might supplement or replace the Energy Element, and it would support the 
existing goals, needs, and strategies of the Comprehensive Plan that intend to promote rural 
preservation.

Voluntary Agricultural and Forestal Areas Ordinance

One of the primary goals of the Comprehensive Plan is rural and agriculture preservation. 
County Council established an Agricultural Issues Advisory Committee to complement the 
strategies contained in this Plan and identify new strategies. The Committee has coordinated 
with conservation groups in the County to advocate for a Voluntary Agricultural and Forestal 
Areas (VAFA) ordinance to conserve, protect, and maintain Charleston County’s agribusiness 
land and facilities for the production of food and other agricultural products; reduce the loss of 
agribusiness resources by limiting the circumstances under which agricultural and forestry 
facilities and operations may be considered; and prevent the loss of agribusiness caused by 
common law nuisance actions resulting from nonagricultural land uses expanding into rural and 
agricultural areas. The recommended strategy is to continue with the Committee’s work and 
adopt a VAFA ordinance, in coordination with municipalities in the Rural Area.

Wadmalaw Island Community Plan
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Prior to the adoption of this Plan in 1999, the Wadmalaw Island Land Planning Committee 
created a planned development for the island to guide future development and ensure 
preservation of the island, which was adopted by County Council. This document guided many 
of the current recommendations in the Comprehensive Plan in regards to Wadmalaw Island, 
and subsequently, the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance implements these 
recommendations. A review of the future land use designations and zoning regulations for 
Wadmalaw Island has not been conducted in recent years. As a result, the recommended 
strategy is to work with residents and the Wadmalaw Island Land Planning Committee to 
review the future land use designations and zoning regulations and make adjustments as 
applicable.

Edisto Island Consistency Review

As a result of the recently approved Spring Grove Form-Based Development of County 
Significance and Development Agreement, residents on Edisto Island, through the Edisto Island 
Preservation Alliance, requested that Planning staff review the future land use designations and 
zoning regulations on the island. County Council added this project to the 2016-2017 Annual 
Work Plan. In mid-2017, the Edisto Island Preservation Alliance submitted a letter to Planning 
Commission, explaining that they do not foresee any changes being necessary to the 
recommendations in the Comprehensive Plan or the zoning regulations for Edisto Island; 
however, it is recommended that Planning staff work with residents to review the commercial 
zoning and future land use recommendations in the Comprehensive Plan to ensure these areas 
are still desirable for commercial growth.

Community Plan Implementation

As County Council adopts Community Plans to implement the goals, needs, and strategies of 
this Comprehensive Plan and address the specific needs of communities, the recommended 
strategy is to continue implementation initiatives outlined in adopted Community Plans 
through coordination with County departments, applicable jurisdictions, public and private 
community organizations, and local residents. As of the date of the adoption of this 2018 Ten-
Year Update, County Council has adopted the following Community Plans: DuPont | Wappoo, 
Parkers Ferry, and Sol Legare. These plans can be viewed by visiting 
www.charlestoncounty.org/departments/zoning-planning/index.php under the “Projects” tab.

ReThink Folly Road Implementation

Planning staff coordinated with members of the public, City of Charleston, Town of James 
Island, and City of Folly Beach to review and update the Folly Road Corridor Overlay Zoning 
District in 2014. Building on the success of this project, a Complete Streets Study was 
completed by the BCDCOG, in coordination with the City of Charleston, Town of James Island, 
City of Folly Beach, Charleston County, CARTA, and SCDOT. As part of the study, multiple public 
workshops were held to gather input on the future of the Folly Road corridor. The study was 
adopted by all participating jurisdictions, and a Memorandum of Understanding was signed in 
2016. A Steering Committee has been formed to implement the findings of the study, and the 
recommended strategy is to continue to participate in the Steering Committee and coordinate 
with adjacent jurisdictions and service providers on projects in the area.

2016 Charleston County Historic Resources Survey Update Implementation
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In September 2016, Charleston County completed the Historic Resources Survey Update, which 
implements the goal and strategies identified in the Cultural Resources Element. The Survey 
Update contains several strategies to continue implementation of this Element, including 
amending the historic preservation ordinance, establishing a local inventory for historic 
resources, educating and collaborating with the public on historic preservation projects, and 
becoming a Certified Local Government. In 2017, Planning staff began working with the Historic 
Preservation Committee of Planning Commission to create a new historic preservation 
ordinance, which would clarify development requirements for historic sites and establish a 
Historic Preservation Commission and a process for a local historic inventory. The 
recommended strategy is to continue to implement the Survey Update recommendations, in 
partnership with the Historic Preservation Committee of Planning Commission and/or the 
Historic Preservation Commission, State Historic Preservation Office/South Carolina 
Department of Archives and History, and public/private historic preservation organizations.

 The City of Charleston revised their Maybank Highway Corridor Overlay Zoning District, 
adopting land use, density, and site design standards that differ from those adopted by 
Charleston County;

 Charleston County Council approved the construction of significant transportation 
improvements in the area, including widening Maybank Highway and incorporating bicycle 
and pedestrian ways, creating a pitchfork road design network north and south of 
Maybank Highway on the eastern side of River Road to manage traffic coming onto the 
island from James Island, and the final leg of Interstate 526 from West Ashley, across Johns 
Island, and onto James Island; and

 Properties located along the James Island portion of Maybank Highway that were formerly 
part of the previous Town of James Island are now in the unincorporated County. The land 
use plan for these properties has not been addressed in several years due to their 
incorporation in the previous Town.

B. Capital Improvement Plan, Fiscal Impact Assessment, and Funding Options

A Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) is a five- to six-year schedule of capital projects for public 
facilities including funding options which will be used to finance improvements. A strong CIP 
directs where development and redevelopment could be supported through infrastructure 
improvements. The types of public facilities in a CIP for Charleston County might include 
transportation, parks, public safety, and public buildings. A properly funded CIP is a fiscal 
business plan to meet the needs of the County. It takes stock of current levels of service for the 
included facilities, identifies deficiencies, and makes recommendations for needed 
improvements. To be successful, the CIP should take cues from the land use and development 
goals and strategies contained in this Plan that direct where and how growth should occur.

In addition to the creation of a CIP, the County should conduct a Fiscal Impact Assessment to 
determine the cost of providing services and infrastructure to new development. A Fiscal 
Impact Assessment evaluates the revenue and costs associated with new development either 
on a per unit basis or as a marginal increase to the County’s overall operations. A Fiscal Impact 
Assessment can help the County in the preparation of a CIP by determining the costs of 
additional facilities to service housing and business growth. It will also allow the County to 
prepare funding to ensure high levels of service are maintained and keep pace with growth. 
Understanding the fiscal impact is the first step in ensuring that new growth will contribute its 
fair share to the costs with which it is associated. Funding options that may be used to fund 
capital improvements include:
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 Impact Fees - a one-time fee based on the cost associated with providing capital 
improvements to new homes or businesses. This fee is a per unit exaction paid at the time 
property is developed or purchased.

 Property Tax - a tax collected by the County based on the appraised value of a real asset.
 Capital Project Sales Tax - a sales tax collected for the express purpose of funding capital 

projects. The County is currently using a one-half cent sales tax to fund road, transit, 
drainage, and open space projects.

In considering any funding option, the following items should be addressed:

1. Identify the needed capital improvement(s);
2. Identify the costs of the capital improvement(s); and
3. Identify funding support for the improvement(s).

Any approval of a plan for development and/or application for services, whether within or 
without the unincorporated areas of the County, that relies on the use of County services or 
County capital improvements, should have a financial mitigation plan.

C. Interjurisdictional Coordination

The unique circumstances of the jurisdictional boundaries and service provision in the 
Charleston region make coordination necessary in order to have successful implementation of 
this Plan. Interjurisdictional coordination can be informal such as regular meetings between 
staff and open sharing of information, or formal, when an official contract, such as a 
Memorandum of Agreement, is enacted between jurisdictions. There are many topics in the 
Comprehensive Plan that would benefit from increased coordination including:

1. Formalize the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB)
• Coordinate the location of the UGB with municipalities in the County; and
• Work with municipalities to develop a mutually agreed-to process and criteria for 

amending the UGB including interjurisdictional communication and justification 
regarding proposed changes.

2. Continue the County’s role as a Designated Management Agency under the Section 
208 Water Quality Management Plan administered by the BCDCOG. The benefits of 
being a Designated Management Agency include:
• Provides the County with a seat at the decision-making table;
• Gives the County a critical role in determining how wastewater disposal needs are 

addressed in the unincorporated areas of the County;
• Provides greater assurance of compliance with the County’s Comprehensive Plan 

and overall goals and objectives;
• Encourages development review process to look at wastewater treatment first;
• Provides a means for coordination with the County’s National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II stormwater management planning and 
implementation;

• Allows the County to determine its level of participation in water quality planning.
3. Coordinate County policy governing County services regarding developments that do 

not comply with the Comprehensive Plan, whether they are located in the 
unincorporated area of the County or within a municipality that relies on County 
services.
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4. Continue to coordinate with adjacent jurisdictions to achieve consensus on local and 
regional issues and strategies in an effort to ensure long-term consistency and 
compatibility between County and municipal plans.

5. Consider increasing property tax incentives for lands used for bona fide agricultural 
and/or forestry and rehabilitated historic buildings as defined by State Law.

D. Rural Preservation

Preservation of the natural and cultivated rural character of the Lowcountry landscape is 
among one of the highest priorities of this Plan, particularly in regard to its contribution to the 
character and quality of life for residents of the County and region. The unique Lowcountry 
rural landscape and the historic properties and landmarks benefit the local economy through 
their contributions to production, tourism, and recreation. In order to effectively protect the 
Rural Area, the County should continue to undertake efforts to promote traditional rural uses, 
preserve natural resources, and maintain the Lowcountry landscapes. The County should 
institute programs to support the preservation of rural character. The County has already taken 
many steps in this direction by having a future land use plan and zoning regulations that protect 
the Rural Area  and creating  a rural industrial district to provide services and employment 
opportunities for rural residents. and creating the County Council Agricultural Issues Advisory 
Committee, which is focused on fostering agri-business in Charleston County and South 
Carolina. This Plan carries forward the Rural Area designation and strengthens the strategies to 
protect and preserve the unique features of the Lowcountry rural landscape. Further efforts the 
County may explore to build on past successes include:

1. Formalizing the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB):
• Coordinate the location of the UGB with municipalities in the County; and
• Work with municipalities to develop a mutually agreed to process and criteria for 

amending the UGB including interjurisdictional communication and justification 
regarding proposed changes.

2. Continuing to explore Exploring ways, through zoning, to encourage and allow rural 
and agricultural businesses to prosper through farm and agricultural related activities. 
Such methods could include:
• Expanding agriculture and agricultural uses in districts; and
• Allowing niche farming, agri-tourism, and agri-tainment uses such as hay rides and 

corn mazes.; and
• Creating a rural industrial district to provide services and employment 

opportunities for rural residents.
3. Providing for conservation subdivisions as a development option to preserve open 

space; and
4. Exploring programs that promote local food production and consumption.

3.9.6. IMPLEMENTATION TOOLBOX
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The following list includes additional tools the County can use to carry out the goals and 
strategies of this Plan. Some of these tools are already utilized by Charleston County, such as 
the Charleston County Greenbelt Program and the Zoning and Land Development Regulations 
Ordinance. Some of these tools have been mentioned previously in this document, while others 
are listed to ensure their inclusion should the County decide to use them. Each of these tools is 
explained in more detail including case studies and technical information in the appendix 
document Charleston County Implementation Toolbox.

 The Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations 
Ordinance;

 The Charleston County Greenbelt 
Plan;

 Planned Development Zoning 
District;

 Design Standards;
 Conservation Subdivisions;
 Property Maintenance 

Standards;
 Solid Waste Management Plan;
 Stormwater Program;
 Public Private Partnerships;
 Capital Improvement Plans;
 Fiscal Impact Analysis;
 Development Agreements;
 Intergovernmental/Interjurisdicti

onal Agreements;
 Impact Assessment Studies;
 Adequate Public Facilities 

Program;
 Transfer of Development 

Rights/Purchase of Development Rights;
 Funding Options;
 Impact Fees;
 Property Tax;
 Capital Project Sales Tax;
 Transportation Authority Sales Tax;
 Real Estate Transfer Fee;
 Local Option Gas Tax; and
 Tax Increment Finance District.

A collaborative planning effort to preserve the cultural and 
natural resources of the historic Parkers Ferry community

DuPont | Wappoo Community Plan
A collaborative planning effort of the residents of 
the DuPont | Wappoo Community, area business 
owners, stakeholders, the City of Charleston, and 

Charleston County
Draft – April 22, 2016 - Draft
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Comprehensive Plan Five-Year Review for the 
April 10, 2023 Planning Commission meeting –  

Public Input Survey Comments 
 

 

 

 

Ch. 3.9 Priority Investment, 

Implementation, and 

Coordination Element 
   Public Comments 

 
Legend: 

▪ Text shaded in grey: Indicates comments that are already addressed in the 

Comprehensive Plan/Five-Year Review (the location(s) of where the comments 

are addressed are included in bold, italic text); 

▪ Text shaded in yellow: Indicates comments that are for Planning Commission 

consideration; 

▪ Text shaded in pink: Indicates other comments such as those that are not 

applicable to the Comprehensive Plan; 

▪ Green Text = Suggested amendments resulting from the public input survey; and 

▪ Strikethrough Text = Text proposed to be deleted. 
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Priority Investment Element: Are the goals and strategies appropriate for the next five years? 

68%

32%

Yes No
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Already Addressed in the Comprehensive Plan/Five‐Year Review Location Addressed
1st priority should be to consider sea level rise and storm mitigation  RE1 and RE2
design of state highways should produce impact studies of historic communities, intentionality should be place to avoid displacement concerning 
traditional African American communities and minority/people of color communities

CR1, CR3, CR9

Flood mitigation implementation. P14, RE1, and RE2
Focus on providing affordable housing. PI4 and Chapter 3.6, Housing Element

Invest more funding into the Greenbelt Program so that conservation organizations and municipalities are better able to preserve greenspace, 
ecosystem services, limit inappropriate development, and slow infrastructure strain in a future of ballooning interstate immigration, skyrocketing 
property values, and rampant speculative residential development and real‐estate investments.

NR5

Prioritize preservation of the Rural Area. Preserve Edisto Island's unique undeveloped/natural/unspoiled beauty ‐ it is an incalculable asset to Charleston 
County ‐ that will be lost forever if not protected!

LU3

The five‐year planning horizon is insufficient to address the multiple threats to our communities. The half‐cent sales tax find remains uncommitted, used 
as a council piggy bank, and confounds the needed planning commitments. The current council needs to specify a concrete 20‐year vision that lays out 
the strategy for addressing transportation, downpour flooding, and groundwater flooding (rising water table , sunny day) to drive the capital plan. What 
is in place is piecemeal lacking the value suggested by having a comp. plan translated into the capital plan. Again the lack of tracking actual 
accomplishments/ implementation means the comp. plan is an idea of what could be as opposed to where the county is being driven towards.

P2, RE1, and RE2

The infrastructure needs to be in place before. Not playing catch up years after like is being done now. P10

This would be great if the county was actually filling this. The idea is great but it's not being done. Please stop saving for pie in the sky projects like the 
completion of 526 at the detriment of completing smaller projects that would actually help now. I understand our state loves keeping prices low and 
taxes low which I love but you have to do a better job of balancing. You have all these people coming in and no infrastructure to handle it and you're not 
charging any of them user fees. In the meantime it's driving prices up on this like housing for locals that now can't afford living near their jobs.

P10

Why doesn't  ‐ PI 4. address preservation of natural resources of give them consideration LU1, LU2, and NR1 through NR5

For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action
Public infrastructure and planning projects shall be prioritized through active and open coordination with the community and with adjacent and relevant 
jurisdictions and agencies.
Change Goal to:  Public infrastructure and planning projects shall be prioritized through active and open coordination with the community as well as 
with adjacent and relevant jurisdictions and agencies. (Received 15 separate comments)
Priority investments not only need to be prioritized and coordinated, but most importantly, implemented.  That is not explicitly stated in this goal 
statement.
Projects shall be prioritized through coordination with the local community being impacted.
Public projects must have input from the local community as well as continued input from experts across all areas that are affected by growth 
(naturalists, historians, etc).  This should be included in the goal.
What about being coordinated with the citizens of Charleston County?

Amend the goal statement as follows: Public infrastructure and 
planning projects will shall  be prioritized and implemented 

through active and open  coordination with the community as 
well as with  adjacent and relevant jurisdictions and agencies.

Public Survey Comments ‐ Priority Investment, Implementation and Coordination Element

Other Comments

Again you have been talking about this forever.just do it and stop pontificating
I have seven years of higher education and I don't get anything informative out of this statement. Vague bureaucraticspeak.
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Plan to transition smaller state roads to the county for more localized maintenance. 
Please see earlier comments regarding definable goals and measurable metrics being necessary for achieving success.

Just go back and look at all the 'priority investment' work that has gone into the I526 Extension over the past 30 years and figure out what went wrong. Had it been completed in 1995, many of the infrastructure issues  
on Johns Island would not be present. Learn from the mistakes, or sadly.... repeat them.

Lots of analysis but doesn't appear to be aggressive on changes.  Don't spend 5 years doing analysis.  Please make roads a priority.  
Need to add timely decisions and fiscally responsible.  Delays make changes obsolete.
Our priority investment needs to be limiting growth and focusing more on environmental conservation.
PI 1.  Should be completed before any new developments are begun. 

Include opportunities for Charleston County residents to share in the establishment of priorities and goals.   
Infrastructure should be a HIGH priority! Thr roads are terrible and there are few all purpose pathways connecting neighborhoods with commercial/retail areas.
Instead of trying to get other jurisdictions to foot the cost, why don't you prioritize based on how badly something needs to be done.
It seems that Charleston County elected officials and staff give lip service to the need for added and improved infrastructure, particularly roads, but nothing gets done.  Our schools are horrible in the sea islands and 
nothing gets done quickly enough to support our students and their families.  Charleston County is reactive, not proactive.

Joe Riley did a disservice to the city of Charleston by attracting so much tourism and business over the 40 years of his tenure, but completely ignored infrastructure.  Now it's almost too late to even try to fix the road 
and infrastructure problems.  There's so many people moving into the area and everyone in government is turning a blind eye to the problems staring them right in the face.

I have heard what they are going to do on the main and Chisolm Road intersection and also on the main and Savannah highway intersection if that happens I'll be impressed.

I think the Priority Investment element could probably list some priorities instead of just saying that "Public infrastructure and planning projects will be prioritized...". Or at the very least, provide some direction to 
County Council on how to go about prioritizing projects that reflect the most pressing needs discussed earlier in the plan.
I understand that the Priority Investment, Implementation and Coordination element is interconnected with all other elements of the comprehensive plan, but the strategies don't sound specific enough. I'm hesitant to 
just say 'yes' as the 'strategies' are sort of assumed given the name of this element. Maybe add another tier to this element, goal > strategy > specific objective for coordinating with each aspect of the comprehensive 
plan. P14, P15, and P16 seem tacked on and are too vague ‐ do we assume every knows what those initiatives are? Perhaps clarity is in 3.9.5 implementation initiatives, and would require a long study to effectively 
comment on this element. Thanks.
I would include wording with regard to agencies and organizations responsible for environmental and infrastructure considerations.
In PI6, please add a codification requirement to the UGB. 

Find best practices that improve your current one it takes way to long to get any or see any implementation of this projects underway.  Why is it a 7 or 10 year timeframe!  It does not have to be this way.
Fix our current roads and bridges and stop over building.
For instance it states they take the rural lowcountry flavor into consideration, the County's actions are contradictory to these goals and strategies.

Herein lies part of the problem.  Streamlining the permitting process with local, state, federal entities is needed.  Explore PPP as part of fiscal element.  The development process for building new homes and businesses 
is far simpler than the coordination of political jurisdictions.

I don't see a sub‐element on contractor process, management and governance that seems vital to execution of the approved projects/developments/investments using outside vendors.  Seems like a core competency 
that must be operational excellence to delivery on these complex plans.  Could also be part of the Interlock Element to provide shared services to the planning / delivery programs/projects.

Absolutely no quality infrastructure improvements...only small amts of fill here & there.
Adequate public input will be solicited as an essential element in consideration of priority Investment and Implementation.
Apparently there isn't any priority to correct the inadequate infrastructure on John's island.
Build infrastructure first.
Complete the complete pitchfork and flyover now!!

Replace county council 
See previous responses
The Plan is fine but PI11 does not happen.

We over plan and under deliver. Fire the planners and consultants and set specific short term goals. Let's set the top three problems in 2023 and fix them.

It's a scam.  The infrastructure plan gets approved but the studies and regulations stall the project until more money is needed and the process starts again.  It's a goat loop.   The engineering companies are the only 
beneficiaries.  
Please limit development of all as my previous answers state.
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This state can't get out of it's own way. Poor roads, unsafe roads, bad planning the individual towns need to have more say.

Would like to see coordination of Complete Streets implementation called out as a strategic priority.

Yes, they should be coordinated, but the County needs to stand up and make sure its needs are met, and at a top priority. 
Many times  it seems other jurisdictions take precedence at the expense of CHS County. 

You are NOT implenting the transportation quality required for sane traffic flow and not considering the amount of trees necessary for wildlife, drainage, etc.

The County will be unable to meet these goals if it proceeds with building the Mark Clark Extension/Parkway.

Safety should be addressed now, not in 5‐10 years. Slow traffic speeds and provide sidewalks and bike paths and save lives. 
Roads and infrastructure have not kept up with development. This has to be a priorty.
Road infrastructure should be priority 1A.    Gridlocking people to/from jobs and their homes and shopping will deteriorate property values and tax base.     Roads, roads, roads should be the priority.

There are way too many problems in this section to name them all but one of the biggest ones is once again allowing the Urban Growth Boundary to be altered..it must be maintained, especially here on Johns Island!

Review need for state legislative changes to improve the safety of state owned roads. Need for stop signs and new lights hampered by state rules on state run roads. Look to River road and number of accidents for an 
example. 

Reduce permitting by agencies whose sole purpose is to thwart progress.
Read the head lines issues with traffic roads building density utilities. 
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CHAPTER 3.11 RESILIENCE ELEMENT
 

Contents:
3.11.1: OVERVIEW
3.11.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
3.11.3: RESILIENCE ELEMENT GOAL
3.11.4: RESILIENCE ELEMENT STRATEGIES, ACTION ITEMS AND TIME FRAMES

3.11.1: OVERVIEW
 

Resilience is the ability of a 
community to respond, adapt, and 
thrive under changing conditions, 
including, but not limited to, 
recurrent burdens and sudden 
disasters.

In light of flooding events over the past three yearsseen over the past decade, along with 
annual hurricane threats, the existence of a major fault line, and unprecedented growth 
creating stresses on essential services, infrastructure, development, and the environment, it 
has become overwhelmingly apparent that Charleston County and surrounding areas need to 
plan and proactively approach resilience now to be prepared for changes in the future. By 
committing time, effort, and funding now we can research, assess, and implement projects to 
protect our citizens and community for future generations.

The need for a Resilience Element 
(Element) to be added to the 
Comprehensive Plan was identified 
after the 2015 flood event when the 
County's Planning Commission saw 
the need for study and action, and 
wrote a letter to County Council 
about their concerns. This need was 
further demonstrated after flood 
events in 2016 and again in 2017. 
The Planning Commission then 
determined that it would form a 
subcommittee containing different 
faces of the community so that several perspectives could sit at the same table. The end result 
is the formation of this Element, which contains goals and strategies to improve Charleston 
County's resilience, including, but not limited to, coordinated efforts with the jurisdictions 
within the County. The subcommittee worked for nine months to develop this Element, and 
then recommended it to the Planning Commission for approval. The Planning Commission 

Charleston County will prioritize resilience in all County 
plans, policies, and regulations.

Purpose and Intent
The primary purpose of the Resilience Element is to 
identify strategies to make the County more resilient. 
Although flooding is a major concern and addressed 
throughout the Element, other areas of concern are also 
discussed, and Charleston County is dedicated to taking 
an all-hazards approach to resilience planning. This 
means when planning for resilience, the County is not 
planning around specific events, but rather taking a big-
picture approach towards risk mitigation. Another 
purpose of the Resilience Element is to clarify the roles 
that government, the private sector, and individuals hold 
in regards to improving resilience.
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reviewed it and recommended it to County Council for approval on October 14, 2019, and 
County Council adopted it as part of the Comprehensive Plan on March 10, 2020.

3.11.2: BACKGROUND AND INVENTORY OF EXISTING 
CONDITIONS
 

Topography and Geography

Charleston County’s geography is first and 
foremost defined by water. Here, the Cooper 
River, Ashley River, Edisto River, Wadmalaw 
River, Stono River, and Wando River converge 
and meet the Atlantic Ocean.

In 1972, the United States Government began 
granting states funding to better manage its 
water quality. The Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act Amendments (US Public Law 92-500) 
prompted the state of South Carolina to launch 
its first watershed planning activities, and 
statewide planning activities were completed in 

the 1970s. Managed by the SC Department of Health and Environment Control (DHEC), the 
state created eight major regions, along hydrologic lines, known as river basins (Broad, 
Catawba, Edisto, Salkahatchie, Saluda, Santee, Savannah and Pee Dee). The majority of 
Charleston County falls within the Santee River Basin; however, a portion of the 
southern/western County is located in the Edisto River Basin (see Map 3.11.1).

The Santee River Basin encompasses 11 
watersheds and 1,280 square miles. The Santee 
River originates in the Upper Coastal Plain 
region, giving way to the Lower Coastal Plain and 
Coastal Zone regions. The Santee River Basin 
includes nearly one million acres. There are a 
total of 976 stream miles, 94,668 acres of lake 
waters, and 5,276 acres of estuarine areas in the 
Santee River Basin. The Santee River is formed 
from the confluence of the Congaree and 
Wateree Rivers and flows through Lake Marion. 
It is diverted in lower Lake Marion, and either 
flows out of the Santee Dam to eventually drain 
into the Atlantic Ocean via the South Santee 
River and the North Santee River, or is channeled 
along a 7.5-mile diversion canal to fill Lake 
Moultrie.

The Edisto River Basin originates in the South 
Carolina Sandhills region and flows through the Upper and Lower Coastal Plain Regions and into 
the Coastal Zone region. It encompasses 30 watersheds and some two million acres of the 
State. There are a total of 2,780 stream miles, 8,402 acres of lake waters, and 20,284 acres 
(31.7 square miles) of estuarine areas in the Edisto River Basin. The confluence of Chinquapin 

Photo: Chas County Public Information Office

Map 3.11.1: South Carolina Watersheds 
(SCDNR) River Basins

Map dated February 1, 2023⁋⁋
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Creek and Lightwood Knot Creek form the North Fork Edisto River, which is joined downstream 
by Black Creek, Bull Swamp Creek, and Caw Caw Swamp. The South Fork Edisto River accepts 
drainage from Shaw Creek, Dean Swamp Creek, Goodland Creek, and Roberts Swamp before 
merging with the North Fork Edisto River to form the Edisto River. Downstream from the 
confluence, the Edisto River is joined by Cattle Creek, Indian Field Swamp, and Four Hole 
Swamp. Prior to joining the Edisto River, Four Hole Swamp accepts drainage from Cow Castle 
Creek, Providence Swamp, Horse Range Swamp, and Dean Swamp. Downstream from the Four 
Hole Swamp, the Dawho River enters the Edisto River, and their confluence forms the South 
Edisto River and the North Edisto River, which both drain to the Atlantic Ocean.

Each of these river basins are further subdivided into specific regional watersheds, which are 
geographic areas into which the surrounding waters, sediments, and dissolved materials drain, 
and whose boundaries extend along surrounding topographic ridges. Each watershed or "unit" 
has a unique hydrologic unit code (HUC). Hydrologic unit codes are a United States Geological 
Survey (USGS) cataloging system that arranges watersheds from the largest area or region (2 
digits - 03) to the smallest (12 digits - 030502020101). Charleston County includes five HUC-8 
watersheds: Edisto River, Santee River, Cooper River, Bulls Bay, and South Carolina Coastal as 
shown on Map 3.11.2. HUC-8 maps show us the sub-basin level, which corresponds to medium-
sized river basins. These watersheds can be even further divided into HUC-10 watersheds, of 
which Charleston County has eight: Edisto River, North Edisto River, Rantowles Creek, Stono 
River, Ashley River, Cooper River, Wando River, and Bulls Bay. DHEC produces a Watershed 
Water Quality Assessment (WWQA) for each watershed every five years.

The Cooper River Basin spans 843 square miles and the Ashley River Basin covers 894 square 
miles. The Charleston Harbor Watershed, a combined area also known as the Ashley/Cooper 
River Basin, continues inland 45 miles, and incorporates three freshwater lakes: Lake Moultrie, 
Bushy Park Reservoir, and Goose Creek Reservoir. The watersheds in Charleston County have 
been greatly influenced by time and increasing human interaction. Rice cultivation changed the 
shape of tidal rivers as farmers learned to control the water. Later, the practice of filling in 
wetlands added more land area, and as industry grew, pollutants entered the watershed. In 
1939, as population and industry grew, the Santee-Cooper Hydroelectric Project formed Lake 
Moultrie, by damming the headwaters of the Cooper River. Because Lake Moultrie is connected 
to Lake Marion, on the Santee River, drainage from the Santee River Basin combined with the 
Ashley/Cooper River Basin, which increased the size of the watershed to 15,600 square miles.
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Map 3.11.2: Charleston County HUC-8 Watersheds

Map dated February 1, 2023⁋⁋

HAZARDS

Flooding

According to NOAA, flooding is an overflowing of water onto land that is normally dry. Flooding 
can be further classified, defined, and forecasted depending on several factors including cause, 
duration, and extent. Flooding is the most frequent and costly natural hazard in the United 
States. In Charleston County, the most common types of flooding are rain events, tidal flooding, 
and storm surges. Other issues that enhance the effects and extent of flooding are sea level rise 
and climate change. Because about 68% of the County lies within the floodplain, a proactive 
approach to flooding is necessary to protect the community and make it more resilient.

Sea Level Rise
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Sea level rise is the result of two major causes: the thermal expansion caused by warming of 
the ocean and increased melting of land-based ice (NOAA). The current global rate of rise is 
about one-eighth of an inch per year, but could be measured at a rate higher or lower 
depending on other factors locally. Scientists are confident that the global mean sea level will 
rise 8 inches to 6.6 feet by the year 2100 (NOAA, Climate.gov). Global sea level trends and local 
sea level trends are different measurements. Just as the surface of the Earth is not flat, the 
surface of the ocean is also not flat—in other words, the sea level is not changing at the same 
rate globally. Sea level rise at specific locations may be more or less than the global average due 
to many local factors such as land subsidence from natural processes and withdrawal of 
groundwater and fossil fuels, upstream flood control, erosion, changes in regional ocean 
currents, variations in land height, and whether the land is still rebounding from the 
compressive weight of Ice Age glaciers.

There has been a more than one foot rise in sea level in the Charleston Harbor over the past 80 
years. NOAA estimates the rate at which sea level is rising in South Carolina has been 
increasing, and is now around one inch of rise every two years. NOAA’s predictions for sea level 
rise in Charleston can be seen in Figure 3.11.1, and includes six potential scenarios. The 
intermediate scenario suggests Charleston could see a fouraround a 3.6- foot increase in sea 
level by 2100. The City of Charleston currently plans their Sea Level Rise Strategy around a 2- to 
3-foot increase in sea level over the next fifty years.

In urban settings, rising seas threaten infrastructure necessary for local jobs and regional 
industries. Roads, bridges, subways, water supplies, oil and gas wells, power plants, sewage 
treatment plants, landfills—virtually all human infrastructure—is at risk from sea level rise.
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Figure 3.11.1 NOAA Sea Level Rise Predictions [1]

[1]These projection of future sea levels were released in 2022 by a U.S. interagency task force in 
preparation for the Fifth National Climate Assessment. The figure shows the station's annual mean sea 
level since 1960 and five regionalized sea level rise scenarios plotted relative to a 1996-2014 baseline 
period, with the year 2005 as the 'zero' for the figure.

Rain Event Flooding
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Rain event flooding can be classified by severe rain events, whether associated with tropical 
weather or not, that cause major flooding in areas that may not have experienced flooding in 
prior years. Like tidal flooding, these big rain events are exacerbated by a combination of 
several factors that result in widespread flooding, including king tides, sea level rise, drainage 
issues and storm surges. Charleston County experienced flooding as a result of continual rain 
lasting several days in 2015 that caused extensive damage and shut down the County for days. 
The storm drainage systems could not handle the amount of rain that fell in the area during 
those days, and because there was no break in the rain, the drainage systems had no time to 
recover. In addition, high tides peaked which added more struggle to the already aggravated 
system.

In 2016, the area was hit by Hurricane Matthew, which made landfall near McClellanville, SC as 
a Category 1 Hurricane. The storm dumped nearly a foot of rain on parts of the County, and the 
combination of a six-foot storm surge and strong winds led to extensive damage along the 
coast, despite hitting the area during a relatively low tide. Matthew resulted in water levels 
three to five feet higher than normal astronomical tides. In 2017, Charleston County felt the 
effects of Hurricane Irma, which had weakened to a tropical storm before Charleston felt its 
effects. Tropical Storm Irma swept through Charleston during an extremely high tide, resulting 
in a peak storm tide recorded at almost 10 feet, the third highest on record in Charleston 
County. The greatest storm surge during Tropical Storm Irma was recorded at just under five 
feet. Additionally, four tornadoes were confirmed in Charleston County in association with this 
storm.

On September 14, 2018, Hurricane Florence made landfall in North Carolina before stalling and 
then traveling southwest through Charleston County as a Tropical Storm on September 15th, 
resulting in localized heavy rain and tropical storm force wind gusts, but significant widespread 
impacts were avoided. Between October 10-11, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall in 
Florida before weakening to a Tropical Storm as it moved through Georgia and ultimately 
central South Carolina. Charleston County experienced tropical storm force winds and several 
inches of rainfall, resulting in fallen trees and power outages.

Hurricane Dorian traveled along the South Carolina coastline, without making landfall in 
Charleston County, between September 4-5, 2019, while intensifying to a Category 3 hurricane 
with maximum sustained winds of 115 miles per hour. Impacts to Charleston County 
included sustained tropical storm force winds, hurricane force wind gusts, heavy rain, and some 
coastal flooding.

In August of 2020, Hurricane Isaias intensified to a Category 1 hurricane about 50 miles east of 
Charleston. The County saw minor impacts, with tropical storm force wind gusts, rainfall 
flooding, and minor coastal flooding. Two years later, in September of 2022, Hurricane Ian 
made landfall just north of Charleston County near Georgetown, SC as a Category 1 hurricane 
with sustained winds of 85 mph. The Charleston area saw heavy rainfall and significant flooding, 
which resulted in thousands of power outages due to downed trees and power lines. The 
Church Creek, in West Ashley, rose about three feet due to the extreme rainfall.

Overall, rain events that have impacted the Charleston area since 2015in the past decade have 
brought the issue of flooding to the forefront. The purpose of this Element is intended to 
address these issues and pave the way for future planning to combat the problem.
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Map 3.11.3 Charleston County Storm Surge Map

Map dated February 1, 2023⁋⁋

People at Risk

Rising population numbers exacerbate potential flooding risk; impacts can be even greater 
when social vulnerability factors (age, income, capabilities) are involved, as these citizens may 
not be able to adequately prepare and respond. 19.3% of Charleston County’s total population 
resides in low-lying areas. As is already the case in many parts of the country, these areas are 
the first to experience impacts. Charleston County is working to create additional goals. More 
natural areas (wetlands, forests, parks, dunes etc.) to absorb floodwaters and protect the 
community, and less development in flood prone areas. We are not only considering today’s 
floodplain, but also the floodplain extent projected for the future.

Hurricanes

Records dating back to the 1600s indicate there were about 43 tropical cyclones before official 
records were kept in 1851. Since then, there have been an additional 416 tropical systems (258 
hurricanes, 102 tropical storms and six tropical depressions) that have hit or affected the 
Charleston region (NOAA). The region will remain vulnerable to hurricanes and tropical weather 
and this threat may increase with climate change and warming seas. Hurricanes pose many 
threats to the area, including wind, rainfall, and storm surge. In addition, tides can also have a 
major effect on the extent of hurricane-related flooding.

Storm Surge
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Storm surge is the rise of water level that occurs as a result of high winds pushing onto the 
coast due to tropical conditions. In combination with regular tides, storm surge can cause 
significant flooding in coastal areas, and is exasperated depending on the intensity of the storm. 
Some problems that storm surges cause include inland flooding, flooding in advance of a storm, 
dangerous debris carried by waves, severe beach erosion, and significant property damage.

Advancements in mapping have provided flood inundation maps to inform citizens of potential 
flood impacts during different categories of storm events where a citizen can simply type in 
their address on a web page and have a visual reference of where flooding can occur around 
them (NOAA). These tools are very helpful when planning and preparing for an event and 
determining the amount of storm preparation that would be required in advance.

Map 3.11.3 shows storm surge projections for Charleston County. The Sea, Lake, and Overland 
Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) Model was used to generate Map 3.11.3 and estimates storm 
surge heights, considering atmospheric pressure, size, forward speed, and track data to model 
the wind field, which generates storm surge. The model was developed by the National 
Weather Service and is a computerized numerical model that can be applied to a specific 
region’s coastline. The SLOSH Model can be used to predict storm surge heights resulting from 
historical, hypothetical, or forecasted hurricanes. The SLOSH model does not include breaking 
waves/wave run-up, astronomical tide, or normal river flow and rain. However, the model does 
consider coastal reflection; overtopping of barrier systems, levees, and roads; inland 
inundation; deep passes between bodies of water; and flow through barriers, gaps, and passes. 
The SLOSH Model, like most storm surge models, is heavily reliant on the accuracy of 
meteorological input. Additionally, it is important to note that storm surge is merely one 
element of total water level rise, with tides, waves, and freshwater flow making up the other 
components.

Tidal Flooding

The beauty and character of Charleston County lies in its breadth of winding tidal creeks and 
hidden reaches of waterfront property. With this beauty comes the risks associated with tidal 
flooding, also called nuisance flooding, because of the inconveniences caused during unusually 
high tides. Many factors contribute to this “perfect storm” of problems that can shutdown 
areas of Charleston County for hours or days.

Sea level rise is one contributing problem to tidal flooding in many areas within the County. 
Rising seas means higher tides, and more frequent king tides, which are now an issue to 
formerly non-flood-prone areas. In areas like Downtown Charleston that were built centuries 
ago on fill dirt, the land has subsided over time and is simply not high enough to avoid this 
flooding. Also because it was built on fill dirt, areas have further settled over time, leaving some 
parts of the City lower, and more affected than others.

Frequent road closures, property damage, loss of 
business, and potentially hazardous conditions 
leave areas affected by tidal flooding in a state of 
uncertainty. Sea level rise will continue to be a 
more frequent issue for all coastal areas within 
the County. Time is of the essence to study and 
make modifications to alleviate some of the 
effects that sea level rise will have on 
communities in the County. This not only affects 
area residents from being able to get to and from 

Photo: Charleston County Public Information Office
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their homes, but also has a large impact on continuity of services for business operations, safety 
services, including access to area hospitals, and the general functioning of the area and its 
residents on a normal day-to-day level.

A recent example of how king tides can majorly affect Charleston occurred in November 2018 
when the County was affected by the sixth highest record tide. This resulted in several road 
closures and flooding on a perfectly sunny day. Of the top eight highest tides on record in 
Charleston, half of them have occurred in the past decade (NWS). Instances like these are 
becoming more and more common, and the County needs to plan for ways to protect and 
prepare the community.

Impacts to Groundwater

Groundwater aquifers are sponge-like, interconnected layers saturated slowly over time with 
water that comes from the surface water supply. Groundwater resources are of concern when 
considering resilience because when aquifers are depleted of groundwater, surface water sinks 
to replace it. The surface water supply is where most residents obtain drinking water, thus the 
depletion of this resource is of great concern. Additionally, due to its very dynamic nature 
beneath the earth’s surface, groundwater resources are not easily quantified, making it difficult 
to determine exactly how much groundwater exists and where it is located. The Charleston 
Aquifer runs under most of the South Carolina Coastal Plain, beginning at the boundary of the 
Piedmont and Coastal Plains (the Fall Line) and deepening and thickening as it gets closer to the 
ocean. As a result of groundwater being pumped from the Charleston Aquifer since the late 
1800s to fuel development and industry, Charleston County now experiences regional declines 
in groundwater levels. Because of these declines, Charleston, Berkeley, and Dorchester 
Counties were designated as the Trident Capacity Use Area (CUA) in August of 2002. There are 
currently four CUAs in South Carolina, each within the Coastal Plain. In these areas, 
groundwater withdrawals in excess of three million gallons per month must be permitted by 
SCDHEC. In May of 2017, the Trident Area Groundwater Management Plan was adopted by the 
SCDHEC Board. The purpose of the plan is to provide direction for future groundwater 
management and protection by: 1) ensuring sustainable development of the groundwater 
resource by management of groundwater withdrawals; 2) protecting groundwater quality from 
salt-water intrusion; and 3) monitoring groundwater quality and quantity to evaluate 
conditions.  During the year 2016, Charleston County reported a total of approximately 2.44 
billion gallons of water withdrawn from groundwater. In the County, the number one use for 
this water is for the public water supply, followed by golf course irrigation, and then industrial 
use.

Drought

Drought, the lack of precipitation over an extended period of time, is another stressor that 
Charleston County may face. South Carolina experiences significant variability in rainfall and 
this makes it hard to pinpoint the start or end of a drought. The Coastal Plain of South Carolina 
receives around 48 to 56 inches of precipitation annually, although there is some variation. 
Charleston County is at risk for a drought during any season, and it can be brought about by 
factors such as changes in pressure, storm tracks, and the jet stream, as well as extreme heat, 
wind, and evapotranspiration rates. In the 201821 Charleston County Emergency Operations 
Plan, drought was listed as a moderate probability threat for the area, and is considered a 
serious economic threat to the County because of how severely it can adversely affect 
agricultural industries.

Earthquakes
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Earthquakes regularly occur in South Carolina. An earthquake hit the City of Charleston with an 
estimated magnitude of 7.0 on August 31, 1886, and it changed the face of the City killing 
approximately 60 people.

The entire County of Charleston lies within a "high potential for liquefaction" area (South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources). This issue needs additional study and evaluation as 
it is definitely an issue of concern. The County needs to address ways to protect against 
additional damage in the event of an earthquake beyond what is regulated through building 
codes.

Liquefaction is the transformation of loosely packed sediment or cohesionless soil to a liquid 
state as a result of increased porefluid pressure and reduced effective stress. Liquefaction is 
caused by the ground shaking during an earthquake. Soil-liquefaction potential is based on the 
interpretation of thick, cohesionless material (mostly sand) combined with a high water table 
(SCDNR).

Although no major damaging earthquakes have occurred in the County since 1886, there have 
been several small scale earthquakes, mainly clustered around the Summerville area. 
Charleston County should prepare for the impacts of an earthquake now so that it can be 
ready. Because we have regularly occurring issues like flooding, earthquake resilience is often 
overlooked or set aside in order to address more regularly occurring issues, but the threat is 
imminent on a day-to-day basis.

Winter Weather

Although a rare occurrence, Charleston County can be affected by winter weather. In January 
2018, Charleston County experienced a variety of wintry precipitation including snow, sleet and 
freezing rain. The Charleston Airport measured 5.3 inches of snow, the third greatest snowfall 
on record. Due to the continued cold air in place after the storm, the snow and ice remained on 
the ground for many days, causing significant disruptions to day-to-day life throughout the 
County.

Just four years earlier in February 2014, Charleston experienced a winter storm event leaving 
about one quarter of an inch of ice throughout Charleston County. Most of Charleston County 
escaped the amount of accumulation to cause serious damage, but the surrounding counties of 
Berkeley, Dorchester and Colleton had significant damage to trees and power lines caused by 
ice. Although not as crippling as the 2018 storm, Charleston was not able to bounce back from 
this event quickly, having roads and business closures County-wide.

Because of the irregularity of winter weather in Charleston County, the area is not typically 
prepared to handle such events. There are few, if any, salt trucks and snow plows available. The 
County must rely on outside resources to assist or just wait out the weather and shut down for 
several days creating disruptions in essential services, safety concerns, and financial hardships. 
Building resilience and planning for winter weather is definitely necessary for future events to 
limit the economic impacts of future events.

Extreme Heat

Extreme heat is one of the leading causes of weather-related illness and death in the United 
States, causing more fatalities in a typical year than hurricanes, tornadoes, severe storms, and 
floods. As climate change continues to increase the likelihood of weather extremes, the impacts 
of heat on communities — especially on their most vulnerable citizens — is likely to worsen.
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Known as a silent killer, extreme heat can cause increased health risks, especially for those 
without the resources to prepare for and mitigate its effects. The climate crisis is making heat 
waves more intense and frequent, taking a toll on health across the country — sending tens of 
thousands of Americans to the emergency room, increasing risks of heart and respiratory 
problems, and especially endangering our workers, children, seniors, historically underserved 
and overburdened communities, and people with underlying health conditions.

OTHER RESILIENCE ISSUES

Transportation Infrastructure

Transportation is essential for a community to function. Flooding can interrupt or detrimentally 
affect transportation. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, over half of 
all flood-related deaths occur when a vehicle is driven into hazardous flood water. The next 
highest percentage of flood related deaths is due to walking into or near flood waters. People 
continue to drive or walk through flood waters to get to work and school, and if they are not 
able to, this indicates a need to increase the County's economic resilience, as laid out later in 
this Element. Critical infrastructure, such as bridges, roads, ports, clinics and hospitals are the 
foundation upon which the County functions, and are essential elements in getting the 
community back up and running after an event.

Considering the unique topographical nature of Charleston County, including islands, 
peninsulas, and inland property, the County is reliant on its infrastructure to tie transportation 
facilities together. Of large importance are bridges, which are something that nearly every 
citizen of Charleston County must cross on a daily basis. Since many areas of the County are 
only accessible via bridges, bridge closures can prevent many of our citizens from being able to 
get to and from their home, work, or school, potentially creating vast negative economic 
consequences. Bridge closures are not typically associated with flooding, but other influential 
impacts on the area such as ice storms and strong winds can completely shut down access to 
and from work, home, and school.

Accessibility is also key to the functionality of a community. If specific areas are not accessible 
due to flooding, the economics of that area and those working there can be affected, and also 
cause major issues in terms of safety. Rain events often flood the area around Recently during a 
rain event, the hospitals in Downtown Charleston were not accessible, creating a hazard for 
caregivers, patients, and visitors.

Health ResilienceVector-Borne Diseases

Charleston’s climate makes it susceptible to the transmission of vector-borne diseases, those 
spread by the bite of an insect such as a mosquito. The 2018 National Climate Assessment, a 
federally mandated report, asserts that climate change will modify the seasonality and 
prevalence of vector-borne diseases. Currently, Charleston’s climate is suitable for the Aedes 
aegypti mosquito, that can spread several diseases including Zika, dengue fever, and 
chikungunya, from July through September. If temperatures were to increase in Charleston 
County, that active season could potentially lengthen, leading to increased disease risk. 
Additionally, the 2018 National Climate Assessment predicts an increase in labor hours lost 
from heat-related illnesses, as climate change contributes to higher temperatures. These 
stresses would be felt strongly in the labor-intensive agricultural, timber, and manufacturing 
sectors.

COVID-19 and Related Health Resilience Issues
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With the onset of the COVID-19 Pandemic in March of 2020, Charleston County offices were 
closed to the public for 43 days. Some staff were able to work remotely, maintaining the 
essential functions of the County. Mirroring the rest of the nation, Charleston County 
experienced supply chain disruptions, business closures, and widespread health impacts. As of 
the start of 2023, just under 1.8 million cases of COVID-19 had been reported in the County and 
18,834 residents had lost their lives to the COVID-19 Pandemic. In addition, 53.8% of County 
residents had completed their COVID-19 vaccinations. The Pandemic brought about many 
changes to the workplace, and daily life in general, including more options for online services 
for citizens and remote work and flexible scheduling options for employees.

Economic Resilience

In Charleston County, we face frequent flooding and other events that impact our local 
economy by making it harder for employees to get to work, as well as affecting the County's 
ability to provide services to its citizens. In 2018, Charleston County was forced to close 
its offices were closed due to flooding, winter, and tropical storm events for six days in 2018; 
four and a half days in 2019; a half day in 2020; and three days in 2022 for several business 
days. Additionally, when there is a mandatory evacuation order for Charleston County, it adds 
to families’ financial stresses, as they budget and plan for an extended stay away from home. 
Increasing our economic resilience, therefore, must include ways to reduce the number of 
down days due to such events.

The Charleston County Emergency Operations Plan (Operations Plan) includes the County's 
Continuity of Operations Program (COOP), the purpose of which is to ensure the continuity of 
mission essential emergency functions under all circumstances. The Operations Plan also 
encourages all County agencies to have a viable COOP in place. In Charleston County, several 
departments have a COOP which instructs departments on how to function in the event of an 
emergency. FEMA provides a course in Continuity of Operations, and also has templates and 
other resources available online for businesses and government entities to begin developing 
their own COOPs. Additionally, the Charleston County Emergency Management Department 
encourages local business owners to form disaster plans and COOPs of their own, and offers 
support for those looking to develop emergency operations plans. A collection of governmental 
and private sector business and industry leaders hold an annual workshop to assist businesses 
with the formation of these emergency operations plans.

Energy Resilience

The 2018 National Climate Assessment predicts that the southeast region will experience the 
highest costs in the United States associated with meeting increased electricity demands in a 
warmer world. Therefore, energy becomes an essential consideration when creating a resilient 
community. The Energy and Sustainability Element of the Comprehensive Plan already 
addresses some issues of energy resilience. It outlines planning and zoning techniques such as 
the establishment of an Urban Growth Boundary, Infill Development, and Transit-Oriented 
Development as tools for building sustainable and resilient communities. Additionally, the 
Energy and Sustainability Element Strategies support goals for resilience including, but not 
limited to: promoting green building code standards and sustainable landscaping that aid in 
energy conservation; supporting tax incentives for properties that install/utilize alternative 
energy sources; and amending the Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance to 
encourage local renewable energy generation and green building design, and providing 
standards for solar collectors and wind generators as accessory uses.

Food
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The 2018 National Climate Assessment predicts climate change to have a negative impact on 
agricultural productivity, because changes in temperature can change the conditions for crops 
and livestock. All livestock are susceptible to heat stress, making it vital for Charleston County 
to consider new or enhanced adaptive care strategies. Additionally, climate change has the 
potential to impact local food sources, including regionally important crops. As the County 
experiences warmer temperatures during the winter months, the harvesting of corn, soybeans, 
rice, peaches, and many other crops are affected. However, for freeze-sensitive plants, 
including oranges, papayas, and mangoes, the increasing temperature has the potential to 
allow these crops to thrive in our region. An additional threat to food resilience is the impact of 
drought on crops and livestock. One of the most immediate effects of drought is a decrease in 
crop production. There are also other less obvious consequences of drought including poor soil 
quality and increased spending on feed and water for livestock, which impact our local food 
supply. These factors can all lead to higher food costs.

TOOLS AND EXISTING PROTECTIVE MEASURES

South Carolina Office of Resilience

The South Carolina Office of Resilience (SCOR) was formed in September of 2020 by SC Code 
§48-62-10. The SCOR seeks to serve the state through: 1) housing recovery following a federally 
declared disaster; 2) mitigation against future flood risks; and 3) resilience planning. Under the 
role of resilience planning, the SCOR is in the process of developing a Strategic Statewide 
Resilience and Risk Reduction Plan, which will identify major flood risks within the State, 
quantify losses that could potentially occur as a result of extreme weather events, and provide 
strategies for local governments within South Carolina to bolster resilience within their own 
communities.

Charleston County Chief Resilience Officer

An action item that was identified in the initial adoption of the Resilience Element was to 
identify a Resilience Officer. To implement this action item, the County Administrator 
appointed the first Chief Resilience Officer for the County in October of 2020. Since then, the 
Chief Resilience Officer has been working to identify strategies to make the County more 
resilient while focusing on the prevention and mitigation of climate change. 

The Chief Resilience Officer is working with NOAA and partners in Las Vegas, Phoenix, Miami, 
and Charleston on an 18-month project to help communities pinpoint local impacts of extreme 
heat. The pilot project, “Building Equitable Resilience to Extreme Heat,” will support state and 
local initiatives designed to reduce the negative health effects of extreme heat events, 
especially for disproportionately affected populations. With a fiscal year 2022 investment of 
$187,800, NOAA is supporting activities in each of the four cities. The work in each city is 
specific to local needs and includes heat monitoring; summarizing existing heat-related 
activities; planning exercises to better understand roles and responsibilities of federal and 
community stakeholders both during extreme events and to support cross-sector planning for 
increased heat on multiple time scales; and identifying heat risk reduction strategies. 
Charleston County participated in a Heat Exercise with NOAA and other jurisdictions on March 
14th and 15th, 2023.
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Additionally, the Chief Resilience Officer assisted in obtaining a grant to conduct a tree canopy 
study focusing on two key areas of the County, Johns Island and West Ashley. This study was 
conducted by the US Forestry Commission. This study used land cover maps at one meter for 
urban areas and 30 meters for rural areas. This resulted in printable area maps to calculate how 
many additional trees could be planted in specific areas. The study results stated that of the 
number of possible tree plantings, 59.68% would be large trees and 40.32% would be small 
trees. The ecosystem services the County received in this study included analysis of air quality 
benefits and carbon storage, as well as urban heat analysis. The Chief Resilience Officer 
is currently researching several options to achieve grant funding to accomplish the tree planting 
initiative.

The Chief Resilience Officer is also in the process of securing two new tools to assist with 
Resilience efforts, the Woodwell Flood Modeling Tool and FloodMapp. The Woodwell Flood 
Modeling Tool would provide the County with assessments of climate change influenced risk to 
allow for near and long-term resilience planning. The key deliverables of this effort would be a 
report, which includes a series of maps that address present and future climate-driven risk for 
selected perils, and a detailed technical and methodological appendix. Additionally, FloodMapp 
is a real-time system that analyzes certain data to help predict exactly where a flood will take 
place. This information is then sent to the Waze app, where it can be used to alert drivers if 
their travels will be taking them too close to roads that are flooded and reroute drivers away 
from impassable roads by suggesting alternative routes.

Charleston County Resilience and Sustainability Advisory Committee

On September 20, 2022, Charleston County Council approved the Resilience and Sustainability 
Advisory Committee. This committee is comprised of nine voting members and will act as an 
advisory board on all matters related to the Climate Action Plan, All-Hazard Vulnerability and 
Risk Assessment, Sustainability, and Resilience. The first meeting was held on January 25, 2023, 
and the committee will meet quarterly. 

Tri-County Task Force (Regional Resilience Officers)

The Tri-County Task Force (Regional Resilience Officers) has been created to reduce the 
duplication of efforts and together will create additional resilience initiatives to be carried out 
in a coordinated manner. This task force currently includes the City of Charleston, City of North 
Charleston, and Town of Mount Pleasant.

All-Hazards Vulnerability and Risk Assessment

In March of 2023, Charleston County entered into a contract to perform an All-Hazards 
Vulnerability and Risk Assessment using the framework from the US Climate Resilience Toolkit’s 
Steps to Resilience. A phased approach to this work will be supported by two grants, including 
FEMA BRIC and Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP). The hazards to be assessed are: 1) 
Floodplain Inundation; 2) Tidal Flooding; 3) Storm Surge; 4) Wildfires; 5) Extreme Heat 
(vulnerability to sensitive populations); 6) Earthquakes; and 7) HAZMAT Releases. 

Charleston County Zoning and Land Development Regulations Ordinance
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Strategic land use planning and zoning and land development regulations can bolster a county's 
resilience by shaping where, what, and how land can be developed. There are several 
regulations included in centered on the County’s current Zoning and Land Development 
Regulations Ordinance (ZLDR) that contribute to resilience. One item that makes the County 
stand out is the required vegetated buffers from saltwater wetlands, waterways, and Ocean 
and Coastal Resource Management (OCRM) Critical Lines. These buffers provide a visual, 
spatial, and ecological transition zone between development and the County’s saltwater 
wetlands and waterways, and to protect water quality and wildlife habitat. Additionally, 
Charleston County requires larger minimum lot sizes and widths for properties that contain or 
abut an OCRM Critical Line, in order to maintain a lower density along the waterfront. The 
Charleston County Zoning & Planning Department also works in close coordination with the 
County’s Stormwater Management Division when property is being developed or redeveloped.

After the adoption of the first Resilience Element in March 2020, the Resilience Committee met 
from April 2021 through February 2022 under the direction of the Chief Resilience Officer to 
implement the action items outlined in the Element. The Committee made recommendations 
regarding ways the ZLDR, Building and Flood Codes, and Stormwater Manual could be revised 
to address resilience issues. The final draft recommendations were separated into three 
categories of short-term, mid-term and long-term recommended changes based on staff’s 
ability to implement them and the amount of research required. Planning Staff drafted 
amendments to the ZLDR to implement the Committee’s recommendations and presented 
them to the Committee for review and feedback, culminating in the final proposed ZLDR 
amendments, which were presented to Planning Commission and County Council. Ultimately, 
the ZLDR amendments adopted by Council included the following:

 Removed freshwater wetland areas from density and lot area calculations (adopted in 
October 2021);

 Incorporated exemptions for the area under buildings used for parking from maximum 
building height calculations, up to one story, for parking areas under buildings that cover 
at least 51 percent of the building footprint, to encourage parking under buildings and 
reductions in impervious surfaces;

 Changed the maximum building coverage requirement to a maximum impervious surface 
coverage requirement in all zoning districts except non-residential zoning districts with the 
ability to increase impervious surface coverage over the maximum allowed (up to 70 
percent of the site) with mitigation as approved by the Public Works/Stormwater Division; 

 Prohibited driveways of any surface type from being located in OCRM Critical Line Buffers; 
and

 Changed the definition of “Building Height” to be measured from the Design Flood 
Elevation instead of the Base Flood Elevation.

Charleston County Stormwater Manual and Stormwater Management Plan

Charleston County developed both a manual and Charleston County Ordinance #1518 to 
protect, maintain, and enhance the water quality and the environment of the County, as well as 
to improve the short-term and long-term public health, safety, and general welfare of its 
citizens. This Manual is for stormwater management purposes only, and the requirements are 
specific to Charleston County.
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The Charleston County Stormwater Permitting Standards and Procedures Manual (Manual) 
describes the policies and procedures used by the Public Works Department to implement the 
Ordinance and the County’s Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP). These standards and 
procedures describe the requirements of construction activity applications and the approval 
process as it relates to stormwater management; convey the technical design standards to the 
engineering community, to include standards which address runoff flow rates, volumes, and 
pollutant load/concentration, as well as specific standards during construction, and post-
construction for long-term performance; provide information on avenues to improve water 
quality, prevent illicit discharges, and minimize stormwater runoff impacts due to development 
and re-development; convey other protection provisions related to stormwater discharges such 
as wetlands and watercourse conservation.⁋⁋

The Charleston County Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP), adopted originally in 2014, and 
revised most recently in March 2020, is designed to reduce the discharge of pollutants from 
Charleston County’s Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (SMS4) to the maximum 
extent practicable (MEP), to protect water quality, and to satisfy the appropriate requirements 
of the Clean Water Act.

Charleston Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan

In compliance with the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency's (FEMA) requirements to 
receive federal disaster funding, Charleston 
County, jurisdictions and community 
stakeholders and partners (i.e., Charleston 
County Parks & Recreation Commission, Roper 
St. Francis Hospital, Charleston County School 
District, individual water and sewer districts, etc.) 
have adopted a Hazard Mitigation Plan that is 
updated annually, with a full review every five 
years as required. The purpose of the Hazard 
Mitigation Plan is to continue guiding hazard 
mitigation efforts to better protect the people 
and property in the County from the effects of 

hazard events. This Hazard Mitigation Plan demonstrates the community’s commitment to 
reducing risks from hazards, and serves as a tool to help decision makers direct mitigation 
activities and resources. This Hazard Mitigation Plan was also developed to ensure Charleston 
County and participating stakeholders and partners also earns points for the National Flood 
Insurance Program’s Community Rating System (CRS), which provides for lower flood insurance 
premiums in CRS communities as described later in this Element.

Charleston County implores feedback from all jurisdictions within Charleston County and 
participation in planning the document is required. Public input is also obtained through 
surveys and open meetings. After updates, suggested edits and refocusing on the community's 
current hazard needs, the plan goes through a full adoption process every five years. Adoption 
of the plan is required for all participating jurisdictions, stakeholders, and partners. The County 
is currently working on the Charleston Regional Hazards Mitigation Plan update due in March 
2024 for FEMA approval.

Community Rating System

The Charleston Regional Hazard Mitigation Plan is 
incorporated into this Comprehensive Plan.
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Charleston County has participated in the Community Rating System (CRS) program since 1995. 
The purpose of the CRS is to support the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) by working to 
minimize flood losses nationwide. This can be accomplished by encouraging communities to 
reduce the exposure of existing building to flood damage, protect new buildings from known 
and future flood hazards, and encourage implementation of higher regulatory standards from 
the minimum NFIP requirements. It is a point-based system that once all efforts are tallied, CRS 
will issue a rating. This rating is associated with a discount that is assessed to all residents 
owning flood insurance policies within a participating jurisdiction. Properties located in 
unincorporated Charleston County are currently assessed upon a 35 percent discount in flood 
insurance premiums, a Class 3 rating classification in the Community Rating System (CRS). At 
the last audit visit in 2022, Charleston County accumulated enough points to increase its 
assessment upon a 40 percent discount in flood insurance premiums, improving its CRS to a 
Class 2 community (ranging on a scale of 1-10 with Class 1 being the highest). The audit was 
conducted by the Insurance Services Office (ISO) in partnership with FEMA. The new 40 percent 
discount in flood insurance premiums, Class 2 CRS rating, will be effective on October 1, 
2023.For those jurisdictions in Charleston County that have opted to allow the County to 
administer their floodplain management regulations, the rating they are currently assessed 
upon is a 305 percent% discount in flood insurance premiums. This 305 percent% means that 
Charleston County has accumulated enough points to be rated as a Class 43 community 
(ranging on a scale of 1-10 with Class 1 being the highest). Several County departments work 
with Building Inspection Services to either provide information for the required documentation 
or they work to implement higher regulatory standards. Although the County currently covers 
many of the sections in the CRS manual, there are a few sections that could be covered to 
implemented to make the community more resilient.

The Community Rating System program consists of nineteen creditable activities under four 
categories, including public information, mapping and regulations, flood damage reduction, and 
warning and response activities. The County participates in all four categories and most of the 
creditable activities contained within the categories. Some examples of the County activities 
include: raising the freeboard (the required height at which buildings must be built) from one 
foot above base flood elevation to two feet above; digitizing and providing complimentary 
review and public access to elevation certificates; providing a Public Information Plan 
characterized by the County’s activities to provide flood protection information to the public; 
designating and mapping open space preservation areas; assessing and mapping repetitive loss 
properties; providing notification of special flood hazard area information; pursuing feasible 
flood mitigation grant opportunities; and participating in annual drills, among many others. In 
January of 2021, the County adopted higher regulatory building standards for Coastal A flood 
zones, which increased protection to structures in flood zone AE located in high hazard areas. 
Coastal A flood zones are affected by 1.5-foot or greater breaking waves during a 1-percent-
annual flood event (wave wash) as determined by FEMA. The Coastal A flood zone is delineated 
by the Limit of Moderate Wave Action (LiMWA) line and shown in the Charleston County Flood 
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). Other activities that the County can potentially participate in to 
increase its CRS rating arewill be detailed in the Strategies section of this element.

Beachfront Management Plan
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The State of South Carolina requires that ocean beachfront counties and municipalities prepare 
local comprehensive beach management plans in coordination with the Department of Health 
and Environmental Control, Office of Coastal Resource Management (DHEC-OCRM). The plan 
must include a minimum of ten elements, be adopted by the community, and then submitted 
to DHEC for review and state approval. These plans provide guidance to state and federal 
agencies on local policies, regulations, and procedures related to beachfront management 
plans. Similar to the County's Comprehensive Plan, the Beachfront Management Plan must be 
reviewed every five years and updated every ten years.

The required elements include the following:

1. Inventory of beach profile data and historic erosion rate data for each standard erosion 
zone and inlet erosion zone under the local jurisdiction;

2. Inventory of public beach accesses along with a plan for enhancing public access and 
parking;

3. Inventory of all structures located in the area seaward of the setback line;
4. Inventory of turtle nesting and important habitats of the beach/dune system and a 

protection and restoration plan if necessary;
5. A conventional zoning and land use plan consistent with the purposes of the Act for the 

area seaward of the setback line;
6. Analysis of beach erosion control alternatives, including re-nourishment of the beach 

under the local government's jurisdiction;
7. Drainage plan for the area seaward of the setback zone;
8. Post disaster plan, including plans for cleanup, maintaining essential services, protecting 

public health, emergency building ordinances, and the establishment of priorities, all of 
which must be consistent with the Act;

9. Detailed strategy for achieving the goals of this chapter by the end of the forty-year 
retreat period. Consideration must be given to relocating buildings, removal of erosion 
control structures, and relocation of utilities; and

10. Detailed strategy for achieving the goals of preservation of existing public access and 
the enhancement of public access to assure full enjoyment of the beach by all residents 
of this state.

The Charleston County Beachfront Management Plan is prepared in coordination with several 
departments including the Deputy Administrator for General Services, Building Inspection 
Services, Zoning & Planning, GIS/Technology Services, Stormwater/Public Works, and 
Emergency Management. It has been adopted as a part of the Comprehensive Plan and is due 
for a ten-year update in 20205. Because the next update is in the near future, this is a great 
opportunity to collaborate and work on strategies to support this Beachfront Management 
Plan.

Emergency Management Accreditation Program (EMAP)
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The Charleston County Emergency Management Department maintains extensive emergency 
management plans and strategies, accreditations and resources that can be utilized in planning 
for a resilient community. The Department's vision is “to be recognized as an accomplished and 
innovative leader in emergency management that is known as ready, relevant, resilient and 
responsible.” The County is recognized as being the only EMAP accredited community in the 
state of South Carolina. EMAP, the voluntary standards, assessment, and accreditation process 
for disaster preparedness programs throughout the country, fosters excellence and 
accountability in emergency management and homeland security programs, by establishing 
credible standards applied in a peer-review accreditation process. EMAP was created by a 
group of national organizations to foster continuous improvement in emergency management 
capabilities. It provides emergency management programs the opportunity to be recognized for 
compliance with industry standards, to demonstrate accountability, and to focus attention on 
areas and issues where resources are needed. 

Strategic Plan

Charleston County’s Emergency Management Department utilizes strategic planning in an 
effort to maximize team members' ability to provide measurable projects and programs 
through preparedness, prevention, response, recovery, and mitigation. During the strategic 
planning process, goals and objectives are determined based on community need and the on-
going changes in the field of emergency management. This Plan serves as the Strategic Plan for 
the entire Charleston County Emergency Management Program to include all municipalities and 
public services districts. As a result, the Emergency Management Department developed a 
comprehensive three-year plan to enhance the way Charleston County manages major events.

In collaboration with public, private, faith-based, and non-profit organizations; goals and 
objectives were developed that enhance the “whole community” approach to emergency 
management. The development of goals and objectives derives from strengths, opportunities 
for improvement, lessons learned, and best practices gathered from disaster events across the 
world. The 2016-2019 Strategic Plan aims to facilitate accountability of necessary goals and 
objectives by assigning action items and completion dates to measure achievements for the 
team throughout the planning process. The Emergency Management Department helps to 
coordinate the response among public, private, non-profit, and community organizations in 
order for Charleston County to remain resilient during major events. The Emergency 
Management Department is currently in the process of updating their Strategic Plan.

The Emergency Management Department looks for opportunities to curb the trends of 
dwindling budgets, staffing shortages, availability of grants, and the overall decreasing 
volunteerism in order to build a resilient emergency management program. The team members 
seek new ways to better utilize existing resources and enhance their capability to respond and 
recover from large-scale events. The Emergency Management Department focuses on building 
community partnerships to help leverage the gaps analyzed as a result of the strategic plan. In 
doing so, organizations engage in exercises, trainings, and community meetings that promote a 
culture of preparedness. Research has shown that communities that train together, across all 
disciplines and jurisdictions, will ultimately build the resiliency needed to recover quickly from 
even the worst disaster to impact the community. These vital partnerships within our 
community allow Charleston County to maximize the utility of resources available to citizens 
after a major event.
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The Emergency Management Department has several additional resources including the 
Redbook, the Emergency Operations Plan, and the Lowcountry CERT Program, among other 
training opportunities to keep County staff and volunteers current on training and 
documentation to prepare for most situations.

Charleston County Building Ordinance and International Building Code Series

The Charleston County Building Inspection Services Department administers the County's 
Building Ordinance, which adopts the International Building Code (as required by the State of 
South Carolina), and sets out any additional standards above the minimum building code 
requirements that must be met to, and in the interest of, public health, safety, and welfare. 
There are several flood-related standards identified in the International Building Code, but the 
Code points to the FEMA regulatory standards when referencing requirements. The Charleston 
County Building Ordinance addresses all concerns regarding buildings, except flood 
requirements, which are found in the Charleston County Flood Damage and Prevention 
Ordinance.

The State of South Carolina requires governing local entities to adopt, by ordinance, the state-
approved versions of the International Building Code series. Currently the State approved 
Building Code in South Carolina is the 2021 International Building Code (IBC) with modifications, 
and the 2009 Energy Code. The 2021 International Building Code has been adopted and 
implemented by the local governing entities since January 1, 2023.Currently the State approved 
Building Code in South Carolina is the 2015 International Building Code (IBC), and the 2009 
Energy Code. The 2021 International Building Code was adopted by the State in October of 
2021 and is required to be implemented in local jurisdictions by January 1, 2023.  The 2018 
International Building Code is currently under review by the State, and will be required to be 
adopted by the local governing entities within six months after receiving notification of the 
approval.

The International Building Code series provides best practices to protect the public health, 
safety, and general welfare by regulating and controlling the design, construction, quality of 
materials, use and occupancy, location and maintenance of all buildings, structures, and certain 
equipment. In Charleston County, a series of processes are in place that require a building plan 
review in order to check for compliance with the applicable building codes in effect. In addition, 
during this review, plans are reviewed for compliance with the local flood ordinance and FEMA 
standards for buildings located within the Special Flood Hazard Area, such as freeboard 
requirements, venting requirements and systems, and wet or dry floodproofing, among 
others.In addition, during this review, plans are also reviewed for compliance with FEMA 
standards for buildings located within the Special Flood Hazard Area, such as freeboard 
requirements, venting requirements and systems, wet or dry floodproofing, among others.

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM)
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The Federal Government requires the adoption and maintenance of Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRM) by communities in order to participate in the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 
These maps are tools for communities to not only identify the area's flood zones, but also 
provide information to citizens in evaluating their risks. These maps are updated periodically by 
either the introduction of new technology or due to the needs of a community. The process of 
updating these maps can be very costly, and for a community the size of Charleston, it is a 
lengthy process. After a private consultant prepares new map updates, the community is 
provided with a period of time to review the maps and submit any comments or appeals. The 
appeals can come from citizens or jurisdictions. If appeals are submitted, they are reviewed and 
will be further processed if the claim is based on quantifiable data. It is the responsibility of the 
property owner to either provide a survey or an engineering analysis if the claim is stating that 
the new data is inaccurate. After FEMA completes its review, the jurisdiction will receive a 
Letter of Final Determination, and is then required to adopt the new maps within six months to 
maintain the community's NFIP status. Charleston County went through a process of updating 
the FIRM maps beginning in September of 2016. FEMA received comments and appeals from 
the community and reviewed the data in collaboration with the engineer that produced the 
maps. Charleston County adopted the new FEMA FIRM maps on January 29, 2021.Charleston 
County has been in the process of updating the maps since September 2016. FEMA received 
comments and appeals, and has since been reviewing the data and working with the engineer 
that produced the maps. The County will likely adopt the new maps sometime in 2019.

Map 3.11.4 illustrates the County's flood zones according to the currently adopted 2021 maps. 
More than half of the County lies within a Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA); however, the 
buildable portions of the SFHA cover 45 percent of the County's total land area as of the 2021 
FEMA map update.Map 3.11.4 illustrates the County's flood zones according to the currently 
adopted 2004 maps. Most of the County lies within a flood zone, or about 68 % of the land 
area. It is imperative that Charleston County as a whole works with other departments and 
jurisdictions to make floodplain management a collaborative effort so that systems and 
strategies compliment and support one another. Flood zones know no boundaries and by 
joining forces, the County can best serve its citizens. In addition, because a property is located 
in an X Flood Zone does not mean that the property does not have a risk of flooding because 
the flood zone designation is only associated with a potential for an annual chance of a flood. 
For example, properties located within the AE Flood Zone are identified as having a one-percent 
annual chance of flooding. X Zones are still considered to be areas of "moderate" risks as 
opposed to "high risk," therefore still have the potential to flood, just not as high of a chance as 
those zones within the Special Flood Hazard Areas. Public education is essential to inform 
citizens about what flood zones mean and how they can be affected by varying factors.

The Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) is the area that will be inundated by the flood event 
having a one-percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year. This is also 
referred to as the "base flood" or "100-year flood." SFHA's are labeled as Zone A, AO, AH, A1-
A30, AE, A99, AR, AR/AE, AR/AO, AR/A1-A30, AR/A, V, VE, and V2-V30. These are considered to 
be high hazard areas, and have additional building code and flood requirements. Moderate 
flood hazard areas are labeled B or Shaded X, and have a 0.2 percent annual chance of flood or 
also known as the 500-year flood. The area of minimal flood hazard, called Zone X, or C, are 
outside the SFHA and have a higher elevation than the 0.2 percent annual chance flood area.

Charleston County Flood Damage and Prevention Ordinance
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One major step in ensuring compliance with FEMA flood regulations is in the adoption of a 
flood ordinance by local jurisdictions. It is required for communities to participate in the 
National Flood Insurance Program. The purposes of this Ordinance, also called the "Flood" 
Ordinance, is to promote the public health, safety and general welfare, and to minimize public 
and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas. These provisions are designed to 
restrict or prohibit uses which are potentially in danger and vulnerable to water or erosion 
hazards, or which result in damaging increases in erosion or in flood heights and velocities. This 
ordinance also requires that structures vulnerable to flooding be protected against flood 
damage. Some examples of how the Ordinance can accomplish this is by implementing a 
minimum freeboard at which a building must be elevated or protected above the base flood 
elevation; requiring hydrostatic venting systems, dry or wet floodproofing techniques on 
commercial building, among several others.

Some ways that the Flood Ordinance ensures building protection against flood damage is by 
requiring building plans be reviewed for compliance with the Flood Ordinance prior to building 
permits being issued. During this review, the Department is looking for things such as 
breakaway wall certification from a design professional, elevation of mechanical systems, and 
reviewing the height at which the lowest floor is designed.
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Map 3.11.4 Charleston County FEMA Flood Hazard Areas

⁋Map dated January 27, 2023

After a permit is issued and construction has begun, building inspectors will inspect the building 
to ensure that the requirements approved on the plans are also actually implemented during 
construction. All of the requirements must be met or corrected before a Certificate of 
Occupancy is issued.

Additional objectives of the ordinance help to minimize the expenditure of public money for 
costly flood control projects, minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with 
flooding, minimize prolonged business interruptions, and to help maintain a stable tax base by 
providing for the sound use and development of flood prone areas in such manner as to 
minimize flood blight areas. And finally, to ensure that potential homebuyers are notified that 
property is in a flood zone.
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Just as the Building Ordinance requires some additional standards above those outlined in the 
International Building Code, the Flood Ordinance provides an avenue for the County to legally 
require flood protection measures above and beyond minimum standards as set forth by FEMA 
regulations. The County's Flood Ordinance, adopted on November 23, 2004, is where any 
existing higher regulatory standards can be found, as well as where any additional regulations 
can be implemented; such as requiring an increased minimum freeboard, requiring minimum 
flood standards for properties located in the X Flood Zone, requiring additional site plan review, 
etc. The Flood Ordinance was recently updated to reflect 2021 FEMA flood maps and to clarify 
code requirements.The Flood Ordinance is expected to be updated next when the new FEMA 
flood maps go into effect sometime within the next year.

Resilient Roads

In April 2021, Charleston County Public Works completed a pilot project utilizing a pavement 
preservation treatment, PlusTi (Titanium Dioxide), on 37,000 square yards of roadway in the 
Rosemont and Union Heights communities. The U.S. Department of Transportation has 
designated this neighborhood as a “Historically Disadvantaged Community” that is split by I-26 
corridor and located directly adjacent to US-78 and US-52. According to data from the 
Environmental Protection Agency, residents from the neighborhood represent the five percent 
of Americans at the greatest risk from air toxins and respiratory hazards. This risk contributed 
to this neighborhood ranking in the bottom five percent of average life expectancy nationwide. 
With increased traffic and construction along this interstate, the environmental concerns have 
received local and national political attention.

This combination of rejuvenator and titanium dioxide helps to not only keep roads in good 
condition, but has the potential to significantly improve the environment around the roadway. 
Road cores were sent to the Texas A&M Transportation Institute for testing. This product 
includes an air quality component that improves the air by facilitating the oxidation of airborne 
emissions produced by vehicle exhaust. The road cores were found to be able to reduce 
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by 38 percent. Thus, when vehicular exhaust travels across the 
roadway, it oxidizes and removes 38 percent of these harmful emissions. Further, the product 
provides an increased solar reflectance that will aid in heat island reduction. The cores showed 
that the treated surface is four times as heat energy displacing than the untreated sections of 
road. Finally, the road has the ability to eliminate nearly all road associated microplastics such 
as tire and brake-pad wear. Although Charleston County has been using rejuvenator for nearly a 
decade.  It was one of the first agencies to use titanium dioxide to help improve air quality and 
aid in heat island reduction. Based on the success of the pilot program, Charleston County 
Public Works has incorporated titanium dioxide as apart of its annual pavement preservation 
plan. Roads that receive this treatment include those that have been resurfaced within the last 
two to three years and are located in areas with high levels of traffic, population, and heat 
island impacts.

Charleston County Public Works has installed 1.56 miles of pervious pavement across the 
County, seen in Table 3.11.1. This has allowed the County to pave roads with a smaller 
disturbed area, minimizing stormwater design, avoiding utility relocation, and avoiding right-of-
way impacts. With the large number of earth roads located within Charleston County, there is a 
great opportunity to improve access to citizens with less impacts.
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  Table 3.11.1, Pervious Pavement Installation

 Road Miles 

 Trexler Avenue 0.434 

 Lemontree Lane 0.117 

 Judge Road 0.08 

 Joseph White Road 0.402 

 Jeffrey Drive 0.212 

 Ben Road 0.066 

 Victory Lane 0.249 

Total 1.56

Source: Charleston County Public Works
Table dated March 2023

Repetitive Loss Properties

Repetitive loss properties are classified by FEMA as any insurable building for which two or 
more flood insurance claims of more than $1,000 were paid by the National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP) within any rolling ten-year time period, since 1978. The property may or may 
not be currently insured by the NFIP. Structures that flood frequently strain the National Flood 
Insurance Fund, draining the funds needed to prepare for catastrophic events. The primary 
objective of the Repetitive Loss identification program is to eliminate or reduce the damage to 
property and the disruption to life caused by repeated flooding of the same properties. There 
have been a number of efforts aimed at reducing the risks, one of which is providing the FEMA 
post-disaster Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) projects, which has funded the 
mitigation of nearly 3,000 properties nationwide. Also the Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) 
Program offers monetary assistance to homeowners that mitigate their properties to reduce 
the impacts of flooding. Once mitigation efforts have been completed, the property owner may 
request for the property to be removed from the list.

Severe repetitive loss properties are classified as properties having four or more claims of more 
than $5,000 each or two or more separate claims where the total dollar amount of the 
payments exceeds the current value of the property. Both situations must have occurred within 
a ten-year period. Similar to the grants mentioned above, there are additional funding options 
for property owners to alleviate some of the mitigation costs.

Due to privacy restrictions, these lists are not available to the public and there are currently no 
requirements regarding disclosure when such properties are for sale to inform potential buyers 
of the known risks.

As of May 2018September 2022, there were 15229 properties on the Repetitive Loss list in 
Unincorporated Charleston County and the following jurisdictions: Town of Awendaw, Town of 
Hollywood, Town of James Island, Town of Lincolnville, Town of Meggett, Town of Ravenel and 
Town of Seabrook Island. These jurisdictions are currently served by the County's floodplain 
management program through intergovernmental agreements. FEMA confirmed that one 
property was successfully mitigated via structure elevation completed in 2022.
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CONCLUSION

The scope of resilience goes far beyond the 
topics covered in this Element, and the County 
will continue to work to introduce additional 
areas of concern, causes, and potential solutions 
over time to help create a more resilient 
Charleston County. The topic of resilience is 
incorporated covered in other Elements of this 
Comprehensive Plan, as well, and during the next 
scheduled review of the Comprehensive Plan in its entirety, these topics will be consolidated 
and evaluated.

 

3.11.3: RESILIENCE ELEMENT GOAL
 

Charleston County will prioritize resilience in all County plans, policies, and 
regulations.

Resilience Element Needs

Resilience Element needs include, but are not 
limited to, the following:

 Improving the County’s ability to handle and 
recover from sudden emergencies, as well 
as more persistent issues.

 Determining areas that are of the highest 
risk, evaluating development intensity 
regulations for these areas, and prioritizing 
projects in these areas.

 Strengthening partnerships with 
surrounding jurisdictions to combat issues 
that cross jurisdictional boundaries.

 Educating the public about their role in 
building resilience and how to recover.

 Continuing to reviewReview and consolidate 
resilience-related efforts detailed in other 
Elements of this Plan during subsequent reviews and updatesthe next five-year update, 
which may include, but not be limited to, advanced study and audit of existing facilities 
and programs.

 

3.11.4: RESILIENCE ELEMENT STRATEGIES, ACTION 
ITEMS AND TIME FRAMES
 

Photo: Charleston County Public Information Office

Photo: Charleston County Public Information Office
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The County should undertake the following strategic actions in support of the Vision and Goals 
of this Plan. These implementation strategies and action items will be reviewed a minimum of 
every five years and updated every ten years from the date of adoption of this Plan.

RE.1 Coordinate resilience-related efforts within the County and across jurisdictional boundaries.

ACTION ITEM: Identify aUnder the expertise of 
the Resilience Officer, continue to identify and 
resources to implement strategies, administer 
programs, pursue funding opportunities, and 
provide standards to coordinate resilience-
related efforts of County Departments, 
municipalities and adjacent jurisdictions, 
applicable regulatory agencies, and regional 
partners.
ACTION ITEM: Continue to iIdentify and pursue 
amendments to existing County policies and 
regulations including, but not limited to, the 
Floodplain Management Program, Hazard 
Mitigation Plan, Stormwater Ordinance, 
Building Ordinance, and Zoning and Land 
Development Regulations Ordinance, to 
improve the County’s resilience towards long-
term stresses and acute disasters, using the 
best data available to inform decisions.
ACTION ITEM: Amend applicable County 
ordinances to address the Community Rating 
System (CRS) standards not currently 
addressed by the County, including, but not 
limited to:

• Requiring low-impact development design 
Best Management Practices such as non-
structural flood protection techniques that 
can mimic natural hydrologic runoff 
characteristics and minimize the impact of 
land development on water resources in 
applicable areas;

• Increasing the freeboard in Special Flood 
Hazard Areas;

• Implementing freeboard requirements in 
X Zones;

• Increasing minimum lot size requirements 
in low density zoning districts (in the Rural 
Area);

• Prohibiting filling of land where 
determined to create or exacerbate 
flooding, whether the land is in a flood 
zone or not;

• Increasing OCRM Critical Line buffer 
requirements;

• Requiring additional review of flood 

ACTION ITEM: Work with adjacent jurisdictions 
to secure funding to perform a regional 
vulnerability, risk, and resilience assessment 
and watershed assessment, both of which 
should includeand implementation strategies.
ACTION ITEM: Continue to aAmend County 
regulations and policies to implement the 
strategies of the regional vulnerability and 
watershed assessments.
ACTION ITEM: Continue to create, implement, 
maintain and assist in public information 
programs in order to educate citizens about 
resilience practices including, but not limited 
to, assisting business owners with developing 
Continuity of Operations Plans; educating the 
public, including children, about contributing 
factors related to flood risks, sea level rise, and 
ways to reduce environmental impacts; 
creating targeted messaging that is understood 
at all educational levels, ages and nationalities, 
so that the public can be better informed; and 
incorporating K-12 educational efforts to 
promote resilience, mitigation and disaster 
preparedness at the school-aged level.
ACTION ITEM: Continually monitor local, state, 
federal, and private initiatives and 
recommendations regarding resilience.
ACTION ITEM: Continue to coordinate with 
municipalities to reduce waste and duplication 
of efforts, and investigate diversion strategies 
in order to limit impacts on the environment.
ACTION ITEM: Utilize the knowledge gained 
from the COVID-19 Pandemic to maintain and 
enhance resilience towards health-related 
disasters. 
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hazards during the Site Plan Review 
process;

• Enacting transfer and/or purchase of 
development rights programs through 
Intergovernmental Agreements with other 
jurisdictions to provide incentives for low 
levels of development within the Special 
Flood Hazard Areas; and

• Requiring compensatory storage of 
stormwater in new development/re-
development, where applicable.

RE.2 Develop, adopt, and implement a Drainage Master Plan and sea level rise strategies that 
are coordinated with adjacent jurisdictions through the All-Hazards Vulnerability and Risk 
Assessment.

ACTION ITEM: Create anContinually monitor 
the County's asset management plan to 
identify existing drainage easements and 
structures, including ownership, and ensure 
their maintenance and longevity.
ACTION ITEM: Identify additional Best 
Management Practices to be utilized in areas as 
specified by the Drainage Master Plan.
 

ACTION ITEM: Identify where drainage 
easements and/or structures are needed and 
coordinate with property owners and/or 
jurisdictions to obtain the easements, 
construct the improvements, and maintain the 
improvements.
ACTION ITEM: Develop, adopt, and implement 
resilience strategies for capital expenditures 
for existing and new infrastructure.
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Resilience Element: Are the goals and strategies appropriate for the next five years? 

75%

25%

Yes No
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Already Addressed in the Comprehensive Plan/Five‐Year Review Location Addressed
You should explain what "resilience" is, as far as the County is concerned. I suspect many of us have competing definitions. 

Define "resilience" ‐ the plan itself is encouraging.
Define "resilience" in the statement.

I did not see a sub‐element on communications resiliency (emergency,  voice, data and satellite).  I would also like to see sub‐element on CERT alignment. Included in Ch. 3.8, Community Facilities Element

Increase freeboard/require elevation for new construction, residential and commercial.  Require pervious parking areas and driveways.  Stricter controls 
on clearcutting of both grand and minor vegetation.

RE1 and RE2

Increase the capacity of the Greenbelt Program to provide funding to acquire, protect, and restore properties critical to ecosystem services, climate 
corridors for wildlife, and marsh migration space. NR5

The County will also prioritize resilience when making zoning decisions.  This should be stated explicitly.  RE1

For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action
Change to:  Charleston County shall ensure resilience to stormwater events and rising sea levels is included in all County plans, policies, and regulations to 
ensure the long‐term survival of the community. (13 separate requests received)
Change to: Charleston County will ensure resilience in all County plans, policies, and regulations, with careful attention regarding integrated water 
management, urban and rural development, and infrastructure. 
Prioritize resilience in all County plans, policies, and regulations, with particular focus on protecting nature's defenses, such as wetlands, woodlands, and 
floodplains.

Resilience must tale into account the recommendation from the City's Dutch Dialogues.  Any development undertaken without long term study of  sea 
level rise, frequent flooding, and more severe storms will lead to disastrous results. There should be very limited development in areas most prone to 
flooding, and leaders must look long‐term rather than short‐term when evaluating potential development.

The BCD counties need to specify where to put the water and residents need to know how high is their protection so they can decide accordingly.  Building 
in the floodplain implies it is safe as respoinsible officials would not have approved to plan if it were not safe. How high is that safety? Put it in the deed 
document. resilience has not been developed and there is no intent to achieve this.
We need to take a lead from the City's data‐driven Dutch Dialogues and City Plan to identify those areas of the county that are most prone to water events 
and ensure there is either no development or limited, highly‐resilient development in those areas. 
Why on earth did Charleston County choose to not be involved with the Dutch Dialogues as the city did??? The county is permitting and allowing fill and 
build...extremely short sighted! We will in the future see the devastating effects that this will cause! The rules pertaining to the OCRM are just flapping in 
the wind now. it can be and has been moved recently to accommodate development!

Add an action item in Strategy RE1 as follows: Investigate the 
feasibility of limiting development in areas prone to flooding.

another garbage statement.  what does this even mean and who constructed this survey?
Doesn't go far enough. 
Don't believe County even knows what resilience is.

Public Survey Comments ‐ Resilience Element

Other Comments
A lot of good talk lacking progress that can be seen. 
Add a review in planning and zoning to make sure that developers are using the most energy efficient appliances and practices. 
Again, the goals are fine ... the implementation is decidedly not fiine.

Defined in Sec. 3.11.1 as the ability of a community to respond, 
adapt, and thrive under changing conditions, including, but not 

limited to, recurrent burdens and sudden disasters.

Amend the goal statement to: Charleston County will prioritize 
resilience, including resilience to stormwater events and rising sea 

levels and protection of natural defenses such as wetlands, 
woodlands, and floodplains,  in all County plans, policies, and 
regulations to ensure the long‐term survival of the community.
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This section is really heavy on resilience to hazards.  I like the content in the section "OTHER RESILIENCE ISSUES", but feel like the title isn't appropriate, almost like these items are after thoughts.  Maybe it makes more sense to 
title a section  "Resilience to Hazards" and list each hazard under it, and eliminate OTHER RESILIENCE ISSUES.  Energy resilience is just as important as resilience to hazards.  Under health resilience, you could also expand upon 
sustainable construction materials and techniques and how they affect health.  i.e. some wall insulation is really bad for human lungs and causes allergies and long term breathing challenges, vs. using sustainable clean 
insulation allows for healthy breathing in your home leading to a healthier life.   

Take action on resilience plan, incorporate into all new building and NOT just talk about it

Reduction of red tape and reformation of laws to prevent frivolous lawsuits in infrastructure to move forward expeditiously in lieu of taking decades of lawsuits and permitting to start projects.

Resilence is a buzz word and not a priority.   Preserving charleston quality,  character and culture with the rapid growth is the biggest issue we face.

No answer.

I have no specific recommendation to improve this virtually meaningless statement.
Joke.

meaningless vague statement.

Not sure exactly what that means but I wish you luck on getting something right.
Resilience to what?   Just don't build in a flood plane or backfill swamp.  Don't allow over development on rural roads unless the builder pays to improve the infrastructure.  
See previous responses.

Again, not necessarily critical of the goal, but rather the complete element. I understand these action items in 3.11.4 are not concrete yet, but certain items could have potentially negative consequences. What stands out most 
are potentially recommending freeboard and restricting fill outside of flood zones (x‐flood). This would have the potential of making construction much more expensive, which would have the effect of either driving less 
wealthy people out of the county or increasing their reliance on government subsidy; both outcomes being negative.
All of the issues, and I cannot emphasize "all" enough, can be mitigated by slowing growth. It's just that simple, yet not talked about at all in this entire document.
I agree but would like more explicit language on what is meant by "resilience" and what it entails. 
If resilience means continuing to try and develop in the face of facts that say it's not good for the land or other natural resources then no. Resilience is not good. 

Since there is no "general comment / feedback" section at the end here .. I'll fit a few things in under resilience. The resilience of this plan will hinge on three factors IMO: 1) Effective broad communication that demonstrates 
how key decisions support the plan,
and where they may appear to be unsupportive; why or where the counterbalance is in some other area; 2) Honest policy decisions that "walk the talk" on adherence to the plan; 3) continuity in decision making. Final thought: 
we are sooo past reasonable traffic demand vs current road infrastructure on Johns island. It is not safe, it does not support moving forward on most any areas of this plan. it must be the number one priority to fix PRIOR to 
ANY additional or potEntial traffic lost being added. It should be an embarrassment to past council or anyone who has more that 5 years in allowing this evolution. As I vote it will remain my number one issue.

I'm just concerned that old practices will continue.

In general, your goals are admirable but I am disappointed in the implementation of them.  Infrastructure is terrible and not keeping pace with the influx of people,  There should be a hold on all building.  Both James and Johns 
Island have way too many apartments and condos for the size of the islands.  STOP the BUILDING....
Its Time to set aside areas that will be subject to the perils of sea‐level rise/storm surge ‐ as undevelopable.

Maybe the only way to make this goal more generic would be to say, "We're going to do some resilience." The strategies appropriately highlight flooding/stormwater as issues. Consider also highlighting extreme heat as an 
issue. 

No Slab‐On‐Grade Ordinance for 500 year flood plain.

Resilience strategy may be at the top.  Embedded in other environmental and economic goals, the ability for Charleston to prepare for and have a plan for now inevitable catastrophic events is mandatory.

Not sure we need a Resilience Officer if we have competent and properly paid folks do everything else in this plan.
Please see earlier comments regarding definable goals and measurable metrics being necessary for achieving success.
Preserve our trees. Change the grand tree preservation from 24" at breast height to 8". 24" is not preserving and trees. 
You have expressed thoughtful and pertinent intention in all elements.  They won't mean anything if not carried out with intent and commitment. 
Slab construction should no longer be allowed.

Stop building.
The format on this needs some work. 
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Vision Statement: Is this vision statement appropriate for the next 5 years? 

39%

61%

No Yes
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For Planning Commission Consideration Potential Action

1. re. this line: "and always respecting the rights of the individual, including private property rights."  OMIT.

2. re. this line: "These features contribute to the quality of life; therefore, the County should ensure that they are not lost." CHANGE TO: "ensure they are 
preserved and protected"

3. re. this line: "The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage diversification and growth." CHANGE TO "economic 
growth"

I would like growth, in terms of population and what that entails (increased housing/building, roadways) to be strictly monitored and scaled back. Too many 
trees, green spaces, wetlands  are being destroyed in the name of progress. We have unprecedented housing rates, flooding, traffic, litter, infrastructure 
issues as a result of a too rapid population growth. This is affecting the quality of life for those of us who have lived here for years.

Improving roads should be before growth.  Growth with the infrastructure as it is just continues to make this a deadly place rather than accommodating 
growth.

1.  The vision statement is good, needs focus beyond coordination and cooperation to a more deliberate, holistic plan to include infrastructure needs along 
with the massive development of homes and businesses.  Infrastructure for roads, schools, power/utilities, internet service.

As a community we should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment, and that restricts the growth to inside the Urban Growth 
Boundary

Expand on what is meant by “traditional lifestyles” and “traditional values” or remove those terms, as they have become political and exclusionary.

As a community, we should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment and restricts growth inside the Urban Growth Boundary. 

As is, the vision statement you have is much too long.  Vision statements must be quickly grasped, memorable and easy to repeat to someone else.  One 
paragraph, with 2‐3 sentences at most.  You can certainly augment that paragraph with additional supporting bullet points ‐ but you want the actual vision 
statement to be something every Charleston County employee and every Charleston County resident is able to recall and repeat ‐ an "elevator" speech so to 
speak.  You have a lot of historical and explanatory verbiage in the current vision statement.  Shorten it up.  Have it describe what the vision truly is for the 
county.  Then augment it with your rationale separately.

I always thought vision statement was 1 or 2 sentences. 
Decrease focus on tourism. Tourism seems to put money in a few peoples pockets, while decreasing quality of life issues for those living here. Note ownership 
of downtown historical property. Owners use for vacation homes only. Charleston is becoming owned by people who don’t live here.
Deter urban sprawl.

Growth should be balanced by preservation of natural areas, holistic forest protection, mass transit.  Growth should occur without exacerbation of flooding by 
updating how and where we build.  Social justice and affordable housing should be prioritized in further building.

Growth should not be a goal in itself.  Growth should be limited in part by the infrastructure to support it.
I believe the vision statement should incorporate some statement regarding improving the current (outdated) development patterns within the county that 
limit mobility. The city relies so heavily on bridges, and most of them are incredibly difficult to cross if you are not in a car. The bus system is also 
underwhelming. I believe that mobility for residents, especially poorer residents, should be a huge concern for the city government.

I have been involved in the drafting of several business and non‐profit Vision statements. This one is way too long!  Shorten it to 1 or 2 sentences or a short 
paragraph.  It should be inspiring! No need to justify it with historical perspectives.  
I feel it should more strongly reflect awareness of climate change, storm intensification and rising sea levels as part of the vision.

I think there needs to be recognition of climate change and its impact on the county and the community.  This is no longer a political issue, it's very real, and 
the cost of remediation will impact every aspect of the county budget for the next several decades. 

Public Survey Comments ‐ Vision Statement

Change the Vision Statement as follows: Our vision for the future of Charleston County is tempered by its history. 
Charleston County is characterized by its natural scenic beauty, active waterways and port, extensive history, truly 
diverse culture, and vibrant business climate. However, our greatest asset is our people. All of these attributes 
contribute to its accelerating growth and development. As this growth continues, it is essential that the people 
embrace a vision for the County which respects the natural environment and traditional lifestyles and allows for 

responsible growth and quality development, with an emphasis on regional cooperation. While striving to enhance 
our quality of life, a balance must be maintained between fostering growth and development and preserving our 
natural and cultural resources, without compromising traditional values and settlement patterns, and always 
respecting the rights of the individual, including private property rights.  Historically an agrarian community, 

expanses of land remain in some form of agricultural use. We should make every effort to support these activities 
for cultural, economic, and scenic reasons. This is in keeping with the vision of Thomas Heyward, Jr., a Charleston 
signer of the Declaration of Independence who said “. . .Agriculture is the parent of commerce; and both together 
form the great sources from which the wants of individuals are supplied. . .” Beaches, waterways, natural beauty, 
and historic resources encourage recreational activities and tourism. These features contribute to the quality of 

life; therefore, the County should ensure that they are not lost.
The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage diversification and growth. 

Regionally, major employers are the port, tourism, the medical industry, the government and military, agriculture, 
and increasingly manufacturing, specifically high‐tech manufacturing. As we support these economic activities and 
quality growth, coordination and cooperation among the various governmental entities must occur resulting in 
improved service delivery, high quality development, and unity. This healthy vibrant community must look to the 
past, consider the present, and plan for the future in order to remain a superior place to live, work, and play.     

Charleston County will promote and protect the quality of life for all residents by preserving and protecting our 
natural, cultural, and historical resources, prioritizing resilience and sustainability, ensuring that existing and 

future development is coordinated with transportation and other community facilities on the local and regional 
level, addressing housing affordability issues, and maintaining the location of the Urban Growth Boundary.
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I think that the first paragraph should avoid using 'traditional values and settlement patterns'. It sounds like a forced opinion, where I think replacing with, 
'being conscientious stewards of our historical context', would sound more intentional and less alienating.

The second paragraph does seem like its avoiding a controversial conversation on historical agrarian practices. There is an opportunity here to sound more 
introspective here and address that although our community was founded upon unfair agrarian practices that continue to affect generations of our Charleston 
community today, we strive to ensure future  economic prosperity and inclusivity for all members of our Charleston community. 

I understand the challenge of having to acknowledge a lot in so few words, while conveying intentionality for how to guide Charleston into the future and 
garner support from the community. Great work on the vision statement and thanks for accepting feedback!

If you're promoting a diver culture and celebrating people I wouldn't quote Thomas Heyward ‐ a slave holder who impregnated one of his slaves, head of one 
of the largest slave holding families in US history and ancestor of the writer of Porgy (a novel and later play known for racist caricatures)

In the final paragraph you reference changes based on the growth we have seen in Chas Co.I agree the county is changing as the tri‐county area brings in new 
jobs and people.  While this is good, I believe there must be greater effort to preserve the rural areas, historically black communities, and agricultural setting.  
If development takes those things away be it from housing or industry, they can never return. Losing those historically significant parts of our county will take 
away from the charm of Chas Co as a whole.  The Urban Growth boundary must be preserved, historic communities and agricultural areas must be protected, 
any growth or expansion, especially of roads and commercial districts must take into account these areas into account and give a wide buffer.

Include a proper vision and plan for sea‐level rise and an actual progressive plan for mass transit.
include in growth: continued diversification of small businesses, the importance of retention in cultural heritage, despite a fast paced growing environment 
the fabric of North Charleston  should remain reminiscent with respect to the communities that have come before us to interweave into the existing fabric. 

Include:  

Charleston County will continue to exercise all efforts necessary to identify and preserve existing natural resources.   

Charleston County will integrate building codes and zoning ordinances with local municipalities to ensure consistency for all developments.  Eliminate the 
"doughnut holes" in Charleston County that allow developers to circumvent established codes and ordinances in local municipalities.  

Instead of encouraging diversification and growth, ESPECIALLY in agricultural areas, it would be more appropriate that we encourage SMART growth that is 
limited to INSIDE the EXISTING Urban Growth Boundary.  Growth is not bad, but needs to be thought out in logical ways with combined infrastructural 
improvements and not politically or monetarily motivated.
It could be helpful to mention resilience in this statement.  It should be a focus in growth.
It must Include a goal of addressing the disparity of median income to increasing housing expenses. 
Kiawah and Seabrook are large employers in this county. These communities provide employment for home repair services, landscaping, hotel and restaurant 
workers. There is no mention of this in the vision statement. The vacation and resort industries are an engine of growth for the county. 

Less development.
Limit growth, limit development.
More emphasis on resource equality for marginalized communities (housing, transportation, jobs, food and medical access). More emphasis on transportation 
issues by investing in alternative transportation (bicyclists, pedestrians, bus, train).

More parks and the green belt should be enlarged.
More priority should be placed on the preservation of agriculture and the environment . You say "a balance must be maintained between fostering growth 
and development and preserving our natural and cultural resources." Being a good partner to business and development is important but shouldn't be the 
priority and if the goal is balance, you are failing. More emphasis should be paid to protection of culture and environment and agriculture. More emphasis 
should be placed on how to protect our natural resources and history in the face of climate change and rising sea levels. Be a leader in innovation when it 
comes to these protections. Allow only environmentally friendly building with credits towards innovation. Be an example for the country and the world. We 
are great when it comes to idea incubation and moving into tech so have this revolve around how we are going to use the future to PROTECT our natural 
resources, history and food supply. Stop clear cut and fill and build. Provide credits for redevelopment only not new build with responsible building supplies, 
renewable energy, community gardens, permeable surfaces. 
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Need more of an emphasis on preserving the land and access to water for public. Rapidly Charleston as we know and love is becoming a town of out of town 
elites. Once we loose our natural beauty and public access to water and parks it's gone forever. Developers are given priority to clear cut then fill and build to 
not only distroy that land but surrounding property through flooding and gridlock traffic. Charleston is rapidly loosing what we all know and love about it.

Needs to acknowledge sea level rise.  Every plan should consider sea level rise.   If not,there will be nothing to plan for.
No new development on Johns island.  Charleston county has allowed over development for too long and done nothing to improve our roads. Johns island is 
already and has been for a long time a death trap in the event of a hurricane. 526 is not the answer. Too many new residents and no road improvements to 
enable the current over population a means of evacuation. They have allowed over development at the expense of the citizens of Johns island to further line 
their pockets and raise the price of housing to the point of making the residents who were born here including our young people unable to afford to live in 
their hometown. In addition to destroying more and more live oaks that are hundreds of years old and the history that goes with them at the expense of the 
locals. The result leads to land erosion and further drainage and flooding problems destroying the island. Who benefits besides city and county government?  
Johns island never sees any of the initial tax money or additional tax money being spent anywhere and never on our roads. The county and the city will be 
wholly responsible for the loss of life not if, but when a catastrophic hurricane event happens. Johns island should not ever suffer like the residents of mount 
pleasant and downtown from the gross negligence and greediness of overdevelopment by the Charleston county and city. It is the last area left with natural 
beauty that has not been completely destroyed by the city and the county of their own gain at the expense of its own local citizens. Stop building. Charleston 
is already over populated with unsustainable growth in a very fragile environment. 

Please emphasize after your agricultural paragraph that preserving the character of existing rural communities is vital to maintaining a healthy balance of the 
County. Also, retaining the Urban Growth Boundary is an essential tool to preserve our rural areas.  It would be important to codify the UGB. 

Rather than “ The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage diversification and growth. ” change to “ As a community we 
should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment, and that restricts the growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary “ (Received 
five additional comments)
Reference should be made here to encourage RESPONSIBLE growth.  The current Urban Growth Boundaries should be maintained.  Responsible growth must 
consider the environmental impacts of growth in ecologically and culturally sensitive areas ‐ Including, but not limited to impacts on local flora and fauna, 
flooding potential, the future impacts of climate change, and the loss of historic lifestyles and historically significant locations.

Because the lowcountry is an especially unique natural and historic area, the county's vision should necessarily emphasize the need for continued input from 
experts across all areas that are affected by growth.  Professional naturalists, environmentalists, historians, and sociologists must be consulted in addition to 
builders, government entities, and chambers of commerce.

The Urban Growth Boundary must remain in place as it currently exists, without allowing development to slowly creep into sensitive and agricultural zones.  
Current zoning densities should also not be increased.  All planning (economic, transportation, development, etc) should be looked at holistically, and not 
piecemeal.

Some type of talk about public transportation, reduction of car transportation.
somehow their must be a provision to protect forests, not just grand trees.
Take into consideration infrastructure needs for the existing and future development.  
The County promotes sustainable growth and supports development that respects our natural, cultural, and historic resources.  To ensure the viability and 
vitality of our community, and to enhance our quality of life, the County takes a holistic approach to conservation and institutes policies and practices that 
build community resilience.
The current vision statement is undoubtedly aspirational and typical of the way we might have thought about Charleston in the 20th Century. We have moved 
into an era where we need to be more concerned about our survival in the face of rising sea levels and changing weather. A much more proactive role needs 
to be developed that seeks to make us carbon‐neutral and start to plan for growth based on substantial damage and displacement in the near term. We also 
need to address and be proactive in dealing with the core issue of equity, which has suffered greatly with the kind of platitudes of the previous planning 
efforts. (I think we need to partner with other places in the up(high)country and along the coast to help support each other in a time of increasing uncertainty, 
to say nothing of property values.) The natural environment is changing as well which needs to be studied and assessed constantly as part of an ongoing effort 
to manage change effectively. Our planning language needs to reflect that we are in an era of not so much trying to sustain what we have but adapting to 
inevitable changes and learning to survive ‐ not just the privileged, but also our citizens and the very culture that the plan has so glowingly described. Time is 
not our friend here. 
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The growth model is broken. This county cannot sustain the level of growth we've seen in recent years. Turning swamps into apartment and housing 
developments while the sea level is rising and we're experiencing more storms is folly. Leave the natural areas natural so that future generations can enjoy it. 
If the roadways become too heavily traveled tourism will suffer and we will no longer be a place sought out to escape the rat race.

The growth needs to be slowed down. Too many homes, apartments and condos are being built and the natural beauty is being lost.  
The phrase "The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage diversification and growth" should be modified with specific 
language emphasizing "with explicit focus on providing the infrastructure”roads, transportation, schools, sewage and water, etc.,” needed to support 
balanced and diversified and sustainable growth. Growth should be gated by appropriate prior development of this infrastructure and should be limited to the 
capacity of this infrastructure. 
the statement must include something about being proactive when it comes to working and being able to afford to live in the county.
The statement should have a strong emphasis on infrastructure, which is currently lacking in many parts of the County.  Infrastructure includes roads, water, 
sewage, drainage, educational opportunities, safety, expansive open spaces, strict building codes for residential buildings and commercial use.  Johns Island is 
a perfect example of inadequate infrastructure meeting the demands of new residential neighborhoods.  526 is not a solution.  Constructing that roadway will 
only exacerbate the existing problems.
The statement should indicate that though we will grow, we will do that wholelistically ‐ within a smart overarching plan that is respectful of our history, 
culture, of the environment, focused on resiliency.  A statement such as "As a community we should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and 
environment, and that restricts the growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary."
The use of the "dog whistle" terms "traditional families" and "traditional values" in a public vision statement in this day and age is Christian‐centric and 
homophobic. How does one  "protect the right of the individual" when only those individuals considered "traditional" or who support "traditional values" are 
specifically protected?

Another tired "dog whistle" term "respecting the rights of the individual, including private property rights." sounds profound, but the phrase is actually 
meaningless. Private property rights flow from and are subordinate to sovereign public property rights held by the people of Charleston County. If this were 
not the case, the people of Charleston County could not restrict the private use of land and the concept of eminent domain could not exist here. Validating 
Libertarianism or any other partisan philosophy in the vison statement is inappropriate.  

Of all the people who could be quoted on the subject of agriculture, why was the opinion of one of the largest slaveholding families in US History chosen for 
this vision statement? Why not that of his grandson, Congressman Thomas E. Miller? Congressman Miller, whose enslaved grandmother was impregnated by 
Heyward, was the first President of The South Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical Institute, now known as SC State University. Heyward merely owned land. 
Miller's family was responsible for its agricultural production. Miller's life experience and example are far more valuable to us today than the life experience 
and example of an uber‐ privileged white guy from 250 years ago who never worked a day in his life and enslaved hundreds of people.

The vision has a tenuous link to policy, and even less connection to the decisions made in the county. It amounts ti window dressing for bad polcy for 
residents. There is NO cognizance as to the changing landform uses from a changing climate. No planning for future water heights wrought by long‐term 
climate changes to make an affirmative to stay here. The taking of natural protective systems is replaced with inferior partial solutions such as hokey drainage 
and stormwater controls. Failure to conceptualize the entire portfolio of the existing undeveloped and protected portfolio, add to it strategically to protect 
people living inside the urban ring that is ignored by the county focused on roads but not drainage. Flooding is regional and the BCD counties need to decide 
where the excess water is to go giving the question a blind eye.

The fraud and failure to end the Mark Clark Expressway (used as a hostage to forestall other needed road improvements to garner support for a highway that 
the county taxpayers cannot afford), must end. The focus can be given to the development of the ground transportation system that includes a viable 
emergency off‐ramp for James and Johns Islands.

The elected officials have failed to learn important issues related to the long‐term interests of the taxpayers. 

I could go on but I won't.
The vision need to emphasize the vibrant port, medical technology, and other economic boosters that have come into the area. The vision right now is overly 
wordy and should be limited to one paragraph.  Its great to go over the history of the area, but that is not a vision.  A vision should focus on the future of the 
area, not emphasize the rural and agricultural past. 

The vision should be grand and taking large leaps into future.  Something that when companies are looking for placement they get excited about for their 
future as well. 
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The vision statement feels like it's swimming in platitudes with lots of lists and run‐on sentences without actually expressing a vision for the future. This makes 
it feel logorrheic and overwrought. If the platitudes were removed, along with empty phrases like "traditional lifestyles", "quality development", and 
"traditional values", the statement would basically say that there's a bunch of ongoing pressure for new residential construction in our region and that our 
recent development patterns to meet the construction demand have eroded our distinctive sense of place. 

Historic buildings downtown are disappearing through "demolition by neglect". New developments are in the form of classic suburban sprawl which strains 
our transportation network just so that people can live on a 0.25 acre of grass. So we allocate our budgets to building wider roads or plowing roads over 
wetlands. Then as the wetlands disappear, we have to build new stormwater infrastructure to replace them. I would suggest that, instead of highlighting 
private property rights like we're a bunch of Texas ranchers, we highlight compact building patterns, preservation, and access to scenic locations that have 
made our county worthy of tourism and that we work to shift the way that we travel so that we don't pave our way over our sense of place. So, my suggestion 
for the vision statement is to more clearly and succinctly identify a problem and then actually state our solution to addressing it.

Also, our county's primary form of agriculture is sand mines, which have nothing to do with historic farming patterns in the county. While preserving 
plantations and using them as an opportunity to discuss slavery and the area's history, I don't think they represent our vision for the future.

The vision statement moves in the correct direction, in my opinion, but is not strong enough.  It should entail a recognition of the effects of global warming 
and rising seas.  Development on Sea Islands and other coastal area should be scrutinized  for its effect on the environment as a whole now and in the future.  
rather than fight rising water, we perhaps should be retreating from it.  Monitoring and improving the health of marshlands should be a priority.

The vision statement overall seems well meaning, but is incredibly vague. I know a vision statement isn't all encompassing, but what does growth mean? What 
does preserving natural beauty mean? Because from the looks of someone who has lived here for almost 10 years, growth means destroying natural beauty. 
Downtown is practically impossible to navigate for all people (pedestrians, wheelchair users, cyclists AND drivers). I live downtown because I work downtown 
and commute by bike. I have been hit by a car more than anyone should (no one should be hit by a car ever) because downtown is the absolute worst place 
for cars. I also don't understand how preserving natural history while focusing on building new apartments, subdivisions and extension to highways makes any 
sense. All of the new apartments being built are WAY too expensive and all of this is creating horrendous gentrification. I moved into an apartment downtown 
not knowing it was affordable housing until we got there. EVERYONE who has lived there for 20+ years were asked to leave so their apartment could be 
remodeled into "luxury apartments". All of these people were people of color. Keeping in mind that infrastructure can create segregation. Example: Septima 
Parkway. So many people of colors homes were lost for cars. Now they keep being pushed off of the peninsula and out the area. That is NOT preserving 
natural beauty, that is racist.

The vision statement says nothing about pedestrian and biking transportation or safety. 
The vision statement should include language addressing affordability and access to transportation. 
The Vision Statement wants to be two different things. It speaks of both economic progress and associated transportation efficiency, as well as preserving 
agricultural and settlement community uses. Unfortunately, the County's actions do not value either. Economic progress in our region seems to come mostly 
in the forms of public bailouts (tax breaks) and public investment in destructive highways to the alleged benefit of industry. Those same destructive highways 
then negatively affect settlement communities and the environment, all in the name of progress over history. I believe the project team needs to take a very 
hard look at how this Vision Statement has played out, and determine what the real vision of the County is going forward. 

There is no mention of the need to improve infrastructure. Development has far exceeded the available road infrastructure. It was originally believed that 
improved roads would encourage/allow development. The roads were not improved/expanded and development took place anyway. The population of John's 
island has more than doubled in the past 10 years with no expansion or improvement of the roads. This needs to be a priority and should be a part of the 
mission statement.
Third paragraph: Beaches, waterways, marshes, wetlands, natural beauty, and historic resources encourage recreational activities and tourism. Our lifestyle, 
public health and economy depend on clean water and functioning wetlands, and responsible planning for growth must safeguard this. 

This is a very business and land oriented vision statement. We need vision that applies to the people that live here and their daily lives, not just the property 
they own or where they work. We need vision for quality of life, for equitable mobility, for diverse community opportunities.

This is largely appropriate, but needs more focus on responsible development and having infrastructure (roads primarily) catch up to be able to meet the 
current needs of residents and businesses as we move through the next five years. 
This is mostly right, but there needs to be a focus on multimodal forms of transport: biking infrastructure, public transportation...in general ways to get 
around the county without being in a privately owned car.
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This should include preservation of natural resources,  limits on population density, and consideration of traffic before new construction is approved.   Rather 
than "The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage diversification and growth." change to "As a community we should 
encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment, and that restricts the growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary."

Vision Statement for Charleston County Government:  Rather than "The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage 
diversification and growth." change to "As a community we should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment, and that restricts the 
growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary."

Land Use Element:  Change to:  Protect our cultural and natural resources while accommodating smart growth that respects the unique character of the 
County, promotes economic opportunity, and is tightly coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning and with the provision of other community 
facilities.

Economic Development Element Goal: Change to:  Charleston County will be an integral part of a strong, diverse, and growing regional economy, providing 
economic opportunities for its citizens and fostering fiscal health for County government services and facilities.

Natural Resources Element:  No change.

Cultural Resources Element Goal: Change to:  Cultural, historic and archaeological resources, unique settlement patterns of traditional Lowcountry 
communities (such as historically African‐American communities and family settlements), and traditional activities (such as Sweetgrass Basket Making) shall 
be preserved and protected from potential negative impacts of growth and development.

Population Element Goal:  Change to:  A socioeconomically diverse and growing population shall be accommodated by Charleston County in an 
environmentally and fiscally sustainable manner with particular attention to resident who earn less than 120% of the  Area Median Income.

Housing Goal:  Change to:  Quality housing that is affordable will be encouraged for people of all ages, incomes, and physical abilities with special emphasis for 
those earning less than 120% of the Area Median Income (AMI).
 
Transportation Goal:  Change to:  A transportation system of public transportation, roads, and multi‐use paths that is highly coordinated with land use 
patterns and community character through a high level of interaction with the community.   The level of service shall be based upon a complete streets 
approach and shall support a high quality of life and economic development.

Vision Statement for Charleston County Government:  Rather than "The economic base of the County is shifting; as a community we should encourage 
diversification and growth."change to "As a community we should encourage smart growth that respects our culture and environment, and that restricts the 
growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary."
WAY too wordy. Seems odd to start off with a disclaimer.
We do not need to focus on growth. in fact, we need to focus on scaling back. We are too full. We cannot sustain the influx of people, the high density housing 
going up on every corner and the subsequent flooding that comes with it. Our wildlife are losing their corridors and wildlife‐vehicle collisions are everywhere. 
Downtown is becoming just one big hotel. Every event is oversold with too much traffic, too little parking, and too long lines for bathrooms and food. Trees 
are being clear cut at every corner. Cost of living is increasing so rapidly, only chain stores and restaurants will be able to survive downtown. We are steadily 
losing our charm. This is not the Charleston I knew when I came here in 2006. I get a pit in my stomach with every new "growth" construction I see. 

We need to slow down the growth and building on Johns Island and bring it back to the peaceful way it used to be.
We should encourage "smart growth that respects our culture and environment and restricts the growth to inside the Urban Growth Boundary."

What the County has presented as a Vision Statement is more of a rambling epistle of nice sounding words with no substance. 

A vision statement is a formal declaration of an organization's future goals. It puts forward a basic, pure future scenario. Stating what the County wants to 
become and what it wants to accomplish. It is intended to guide decision‐making within the business. 

Vision statements outline long‐term goals over a long‐term time frame. They look toward the future and bring guiding purpose to business activities. Above all 
else, a vision statement is an internal tool. It does this in one or two sentences. 

The County would benefit from a total re‐write of a proper Vision Statement.
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When assessing the plans and needs of the next 5 years, climate change must be addressed specifically and emphatically.  We have much to lose here and 
saving green space and limiting development in flood zones are critical.  Pollution of our waters by port users (specifically plastic) cannot be considered 
acceptable when balancing the benefits of port users and local manufacturers.
While I agree in principle with the Vision Statement I believe there needs to be a reference to managing the growth in the County to match the infrastructure 
& services that are present and or planned for.
Would like to see something that speaks to vision of a more multi‐modal transportation system and pedestrian oriented built environment.
Wow that's long!  Narrow it down!
You must put more emphasis on private property rights, without which no other "rights" could/would exist. 
You need to address the road infrastructure as part of the growth.    Especially to the beach communities of Seabrook/Kiawah and Johns Island.     The growth 
is out of control with little if no plans to upgrade the roads from Maybank out to the islands
You need to provide infrastructure and roads before allowing more development not the other way around!!!
You say that the people are your greatest asset yet in our 15 years here we have seen a complete lack of interest in improving our roads to make them SAFE.  
Main road is a 1930's farm road which completely shuts downmultiple times because of accidents. No turn lane, no shoulder to pull off etc.  Charleston county 
has approved about a dozen new developments on Johns Island yet little attention is paid to moving "your greatest asset" from Johns Island to their places of 
employment.  We all dread the inivitble hurricane and the complete disaster that awaits while trying to get off Johns Island. Love your people MORE than the 
live oaks along main road, cut them down widen the road, improve sight lines, stop pretending it's rural out on Johns Island, it's packed with people and cars! 
You do not have to have a masters in urban planning to see that the Vision Charleston county has had is to increase their tax base, take in more revenue and 
avoid any infrastructure work necessary.  A very disappointed and frustrated tax payer!

you wanna manage and control, but then throw in the statement about respecting property owners rights.  slippery slope.
Your vision should not be to develop every square inch of Charleston. The end result of your vision results in overdevelopment by out of town developers 
without any investment in our roads or infrastructure. This is a very fragile environment which you have not taken into account. By overdeveloping every 
square inch with no apparent coordination with the residents or the county or city. These are the constituents that the county and the city are supposed to 
represent. The county and city become the problem and not the solution. Overdevelopment is pricing and taxing the current residents out of their homes 
while touting affordable housing that no one wants or the poor can afford. The county and city would rather destroy the very thing that tourist come here to 
see by removing all the grand trees and forest. Charleston is tired of the endless houses and bringing in endless numbers of people to live here who also have 
no respect for our town or its long term inhabitants. What about your precious climate change? Does that mean overdevelopment and destruction of sea 
island and farms? From past and current actions it does. 

"Affordable" housing is a Section 8 boondoggle.  We don't need more government dependent residents.   If you need subsidized housing, you can't afford the 
house or maintenance.   Public transportation is another waste of money.   Improve and maintain the roads.   
Entirely too much destruction of wetlands and local environment!

There should be a cap and/or moratorium  on corporate and residential growth, especially in the more rural and agricultural areas of the County, until infrastructure supporting such growth can "catch up". This would be one way of responsibly managing growth. Another way 
to manage responsible growth would be to nullify any rezoning and/or approved project applications  (I.e. building, expansion) that have not been  completed within 2 years of approval, and require those entities, which have obtained such zoning changes and/or approvals of 
their applications, to resubmit all applications and zoning requests for reconsideration and reapproval. NO RUBBER STAMPING THE REAPPLICATIONS!  Potential changes to the subject areas will necessitate the reexamination of the resubmission as though it was a new/original 
request. 

Specifically address issues regarding Heirs property.
The statement has all the appropriate words to influence a large percentage of the population that doesn't pay attention to the nefarious underlying plan that charleston county officials have agreed to with developers. 

Other Comments

I think the Vision Statement is noble, but it doesn't stand a chance with the developers, the Metro Chamber of Commerce, and local politicians, all blinded by their greed and ignoring the wishes of the taxpaying citizens.

In rural areas such as Johns Island, a minimum lot size should be enacted.  No more than one dwelling house per acre is typical in other parts of the country.

Growth is out of control through out the county. Land costs along with structure costs are exceptionally high. Even worse is the lack of planning and keeping pace with the rapid growth. Roads need to be added. The 526 extension is a joke and can't possibly be an asset to Johns 
and James islands. Politically motivated planning. 

I don't believe there is a cohesive plan. Just spotty development full of "in‐fill" projects. Would prefer to see communities connected. 
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Public Comments Received After Close of the 
Public Input Survey

I. Summary of Comments and Staff Recommendations
II. Individual Letters/Emails Received by 3/27/23
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Land Use Element Goal

• Received 140 Letters/Emails Suggesting the Following:

Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes 
economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community 
facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of 
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects 
cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

• Staff Response: This change has already been addressed in proposed changes to the Land Use Element Goal. “Protect 
our cultural and natural resources while accommodating smart Accommodate growth that respects the unique 
character and landscape of the County, promotes sustainable economic opportunity, fosters resilience, respects private 
property rights, and is tightly coordinated with transportation infrastructure planning and with the provision of other 
community facilities., but protects cultural and natural resources.”
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• Received 140 Letters/Emails Suggesting the Following:

Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To: “ Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**

** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

Land Use Element

• Staff Response:  No changes to Future Land Use Residential Densities Table
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• Received 140 Letters/Emails Suggesting the Following:

Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major 
Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:   Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-
2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the following:  “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay 
Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary 
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain 
the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns 
Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and 
equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community 
and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as 
the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated 
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay 
should apply to all future Planned Developments.

Priority Investment Element
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Priority Investment Element

• Staff Response:   The Future Land Use recommendations and current zoning
address these concerns. Therefore, staff recommends a review of the land uses 
allowed in the agricultural zoning districts on Johns Island to prioritize agricultural, 
silviculture, equestrian, and other agriculturally related uses. This can be included 
as a Work Plan Item in Table 3.9.1, with a time frame recommendation of two to 
three years.
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Priority Investment Element

• Received 140 Letters/Emails Suggesting the Following:

Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major 
Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:   Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-
2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the following:  “Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and 
Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” 

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as 
hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. 
Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between 
adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by 
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees 
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”

• Staff Response: . This is not a Comprehensive Plan issue. This issue is addressed in the ZLDR. Staff 
recommends no change.
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Definitions

• Received 140 Letters/Emails Suggesting the Following:

Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or 
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of  owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or 
neighboring such open space.” 

To: “Open Space; Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, 
golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or 
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of 
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” 

• Staff Response: “Open Space; Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of impervious surfaces, 
set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use 
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open 
space.” 176 



From: Steve Cavanaugh
To: CCPC
Subject: Comments to Comp Plan - Recommended changes
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:13:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Good Morning,
I am Steve Cavanaugh and I live at 2688 Bohicket Road, Johns Island.  I have reviewed the proposed
update to the Comprehensive Plan and have some recommended changes (see below).  Please
consider these important revisions as they are intended to assure responsive and cohesive growth in
harmony with the unique characteristics of our land and community.  Please confirm receipt and
assure that these comments will be reflected in the official commenting process.  If you have any
questions, please email, or call me directly on my cell at 336.816.3582
Thank you
Steve
 
Recommended Changes to the Comp Plan

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
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** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
 
Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
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public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 

 
Steve Cavanaugh, P.E.
President/CEO
O: 877-557-8923 C: 336-816-3582
www.CavanaughSolutions.com
Our Water Loss Programs 
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From: Debby Perelmuter
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:37:01 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: emphasis added
indicating my level of importance 

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures,
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this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

Debby Perelmuter
Sea Lavender Ct
Kiawah Island 
Mobile: 973-856-0430

“The noblest question in the world is: What good may I do in it?” — Ben Franklin
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From: Marie McNeice
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:55:07 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Susan McLaughlin
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:24:51 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

I am a Johns Island resident and support the following changes as recommended by the Johns Island Advocate:

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
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stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you for your consideration.

Susan McLaughlin
3061 Baywood Drive
Johns Island, SC 29455

Sent from my iPad
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From: Sally Clemence
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:21:35 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Jim Eisenhauer
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:24:44 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Barbara Goss-brown
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:16:21 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Sarah Roe
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:12:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 

 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

 From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” 

 To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

 
 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: 

 From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

 To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in
Planned Developments.”

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

 Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following:

 “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year 

Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” 

Add the following:
 “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
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conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments. 

 ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

 

 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

 From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” 

 To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” 

Thank you for your time and consideration of these important changes. 

Sincerely,

Sarah Roe 
Johns Island Resident
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From: Steve Green
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:09:03 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section 3.1.1,
Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of
the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation
infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and
natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change
reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to
1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is
similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and
include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1
year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the
following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on
Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that
its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.
The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of
development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public
access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events
such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and
between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in
line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open
Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved
for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or
their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open
space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Nancy Harold
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:00:58 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Craig W Bernabei
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:08:53 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Craig Bernabei
Johns Island resident and home owner
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From: jenny welch
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:59:10 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 

 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth
that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects
private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in
designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure
and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and
natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This
change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of
the community.] 

 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per
3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling
per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not
permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other
exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with
Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land Use
Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include
the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time
Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time
Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to
reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning
outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to
development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.
Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
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clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or
portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set
aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for
the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof,
exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside,
dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,
Jenny Welch
James Island SC
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From: Ellen Silver
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:08:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,
Ellen Silver, Johns Island resident
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From: Russ Pritchard
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:02:32 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
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“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights
and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be
prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees
should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate
sized grand trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
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and agricultural lands”.]

Regards,

Russ Pritchard
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From: Dale Snyder
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:52:01 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Nanette Ramsey
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:10:43 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

As a resident of Johns Island it is appalling to see the destruction of this rural sanctuary.  Have
we not learned anything in the overdevelopment of Mt Pleasant and downtown Charleston
mistakes? 
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
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[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
-- 
Nanette
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From: Steve Kolaski
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:48:14 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)
Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural
and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in
designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change
reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary,
and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change Table 3.1.1,
Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture:
1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling
per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to
1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table
for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use
Strategy LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and
Projects, as follows: Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame,
2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time
Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island
Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the
UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due
to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize
agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be
limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The
overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.
Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise
businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should
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apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands
of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous
forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering
housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with Land Use
Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature,
essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for
the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land
adjoining or neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of
highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open
space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Steve Kolaski
2450 Preserve Rd
Johns Island, SC 29455
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From: Deborah LaRoche
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:44:18 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)
Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate
growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of
community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision
of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character
of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth
within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 

 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto
and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island
Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for
Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following:
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban
Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:
Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
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provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part
of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even
moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with
Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of
land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private
use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any
parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural
features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you for your consideration of these changes.  As a 20+ year resident of Johns
Island, I want to ensure the rural character and charm (not to mention mitigation of
the environmental impact of sprawl) for generations to come.

Deborah LaRoche
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From: CKM-W
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:15:21 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Courtney Morris-West
1110 River Road
Johns Island, SC 29455
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From: Michel Hammes
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:39:03 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
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strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Michel Hammes (she, her, hers)
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From: mcbtobi@comcast.net
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:10:09 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural
resources.” 

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community
facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural
resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” 

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and
prioritizing the importance of the community.] 

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: 

From: 
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” 

To: 
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** 
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” 

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw
Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: 
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1
year 
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1
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year” 

Add the following: 

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban
Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. 

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water
events such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity
than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation
of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing
units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” 

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of
owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” 

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” 

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural
features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Loretta McCoy
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:42:15 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kimberly Nugent
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:15:28 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusio
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Anne Albers
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:49:07 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPad
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From: T K
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:21:59 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: J R
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:18:26 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
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strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: R Locke
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:08:29 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
-- 
R Locke
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From: Karen Norval
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:09:17 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique
character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and
transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and
prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential
Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note
this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts
and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay
district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.
Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.
The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer
of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores,
apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be
prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all
future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide
resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of
biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of
contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of
all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized
grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and
LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or
portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside,
dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
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reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” [This change
reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural
lands”.]
-- 

 “If you want to leave the best wake possible, leave behind a trail of people
who have experienced your being ‘for them.’”

                                                            Henry Cloud
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From: Elizabeth Angyal
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:56:39 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Jill Zlogar
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:58:47 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Leslie Self
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:27:47 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sincerely,
Leslie Self
3358 Bohicket Road
Johns Island
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From: Jeff Arnold
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:23:21 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Jeff Arnold
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From: Kristen Meierer
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:21:45 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Jeff Meierer
2482 River Rd
Johns Island, SC 29455
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From: randy leatherman
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:24:35 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as 
follows: From:  %2��Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique
 character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with 
the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.%2�� To:  %2��Element 
Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated
 urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects 
the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and 
respects private property
 rights.%2�� [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2)  
Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use
 Residential Densities, as follows: From: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre%2�� To: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling 
per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
 Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in 
Planned Developments.%2�� [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and 
Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
 with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a 
%2��Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations%2�� table and 
include the following: %2��Project:  Rural Johns
 Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest 
Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year%2�� Add the following: %2��Rural Johns Island Overlay 
Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban
 Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to 
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   
An overlay district for the
 rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay 
should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed 
to service the rural community
 and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer 
of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, 
franchise businesses, golf
 courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The 
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests 
provide resilience to water events
 such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  
Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent 
properties.  A significant percentage
 of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the 
County%2��s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be 
protected.%2�� [These changes
 are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From:  
%2��Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
 designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, 
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.%2�� To:  %2��Open Space:  
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Any parcel of highland or portion thereof,
 exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or 
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or 
their guests of land adjoining
 or neighboring such open space.%2�� [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the 
%2��protection of natural features and agricultural lands%2��.]

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Naomi Zeiset
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:15:30 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
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strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: LIEN MILLER
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:07:20 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as 
follows: From:  %2��Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique
 character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with 
the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.%2�� To:  %2��Element 
Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated
 urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects 
the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and 
respects private property
 rights.%2�� [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2)  
Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use
 Residential Densities, as follows: From: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre%2�� To: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling 
per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
 Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in 
Planned Developments.%2�� [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and 
Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
 with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a 
%2��Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations%2�� table and 
include the following: %2��Project:  Rural Johns
 Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest 
Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year%2�� Add the following: %2��Rural Johns Island Overlay 
Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban
 Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to 
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   
An overlay district for the
 rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay 
should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed 
to service the rural community
 and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer 
of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, 
franchise businesses, golf
 courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The 
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests 
provide resilience to water events
 such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  
Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent 
properties.  A significant percentage
 of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the 
County%2��s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be 
protected.%2�� [These changes
 are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From:  
%2��Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
 designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, 
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.%2�� To:  %2��Open Space:  
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Any parcel of highland or portion thereof,
 exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or 
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or 
their guests of land adjoining
 or neighboring such open space.%2�� [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the 
%2��protection of natural features and agricultural lands%2��.]

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Bucky Parker
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:00:04 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Bucky Parker
bucky.parker@yahoo.com
229 869-9447
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From: Kimberly Nugent
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:15:09 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusio
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Peters, John S
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 9:03:58 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my mobile device
John S. Peters, Ph.D.
5074 Coral Reef Dr.
Johns Island, SC
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From: Lynn Williams
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:58:14 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Stefanie Snead
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:50:37 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Good morning,
What is being allowed to happen to Johns Island is horrible. Please do better for us and our island.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:<BR><BR>1)  Change Section 3.1.1,
Overview, as follows:<BR><BR>From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character
of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”<BR><BR>To:  “Element Goal: 
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation
infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural
resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”<BR><BR>[This change reflects
the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban
Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]<BR> <BR>2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future
Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:<BR><BR>From:<BR>“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1
dwelling per 4 acres<BR>Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”<BR><BR>To:
<BR>“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**<BR>Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per
3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**<BR>** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”<BR>
<BR>[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is
in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]<BR> <BR>3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects,
as follows:<BR><BR>Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following:<BR>“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, 
Recommended Time Frame:  1 year<BR> Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended
Time Frame:  1 year”<BR><BR>Add the following:<BR><BR>“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In
addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the
UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is
most pressing on Johns Island.  An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The
overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights
and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses,
golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. 
The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.<BR><BR>ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher
levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of
contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”<BR><BR>
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] <BR><BR>4)  Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows:<BR><BR>From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature,
essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land
adjoining or neighboring such open space.”<BR><BR>To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion
thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”<BR><BR>[This change reflects
the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,
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A voting resident

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jim Vincent
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:48:50 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

James Vincent
2904 Wilson Creek Ln
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From: Jan Degerberg
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:30:24 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jessica Hofford
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:09:15 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,

Jessica Hofford 
Fort Pemberton Drive 
Charleston, SC
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From: Kimberly Nugent
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:14:55 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusio
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Mary Walker
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan and thanking you in advance
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:08:54 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Mike
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:03:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Daniel Pittman
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:01:58 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Sue Myrick
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:37:14 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

I want to add my voice to those who are  advocating all the issues listed below:

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
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stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you for your consideration,

Sue Myrick
Johns Island full time resident
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From: John Zlogar
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Tuesday, March 14, 2023 8:11:21 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Annie Acree
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:21:33 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as 
follows: From:  Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character
 of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the 
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources. To:  Element Goal:  Accommodate 
growth in designated urban areas that
 is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique 
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects 
private property rights. [This change
 reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within 
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future 
Land Use Residential Densities,
 as follows: From: %Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential:  1 
dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre To: Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling
 per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments. [Note 
this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line with 
Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3) 
 Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a Land Use Element Strategies and 
Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations table and include the following: Project:  Rural Johns Island 
Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended
 Time Frame:  1 year Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year 
Add the following: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth 
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements,
 the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development 
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island 
should be developed to ensure
 that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  
Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay 
should encourage long-term
 conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  
Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated 
communities should be prohibited. 
 Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned 
Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as 
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher
 levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of 
contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be 
required to be conserved by
 clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the Countys iconic viewscape.  Since trees take 
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected. [These changes are in line with Land Use 
Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4)  Change
 Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From:  Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, 
essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either 
public or private use or enjoyment
 or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open 
space To:  Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf 
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courses, and impervious surfaces,
 set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and 
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space [This change 
reflects the purpose of open space
 which is the protection of natural features and agricultural lands

Thank you for your consideration 
Anne and Chris Acree
Berryhill Road
Johns Island 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Jane Howell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:55:12 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Jennifer Mitchell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:11:31 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Hugs,
Jennifer Hess Mitchell
Yoga & wine lover
https://urldefense.com/v3/__http://Www.jenniferhessmitchell.com__;!!FyuN5H5wA9FHaKde!8R7jW-
qwRAIwWRx4nHs9P87r8Gtb5A3oYGLoRyVS0cVgD9820Un5sxu-i-ykeOCHyLbrU8bpjwdg8iTFPJZbSiIDhFbz$

Sent from my iBelieve in You!
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From: Jane Howell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:54:11 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thanks,
Jane Howell
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From: Alison Mullen
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:23:22 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Submitted Respectfully from,
Alison Vaughan
Sent from my iPad
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From: ROBERT CARROLL
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:22:40 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as 
follows: From:  %2��Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique
 character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with 
the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.%2�� To:  %2��Element 
Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated
 urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects 
the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and 
respects private property
 rights.%2�� [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2)  
Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use
 Residential Densities, as follows: From: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre%2�� To: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling 
per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
 Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in 
Planned Developments.%2�� [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and 
Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
 with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a 
%2��Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations%2�� table and 
include the following: %2��Project:  Rural Johns
 Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest 
Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year%2�� Add the following: %2��Rural Johns Island Overlay 
Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban
 Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to 
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   
An overlay district for the
 rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay 
should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed 
to service the rural community
 and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer 
of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, 
franchise businesses, golf
 courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The 
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests 
provide resilience to water events
 such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  
Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent 
properties.  A significant percentage
 of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the 
County%2��s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be 
protected.%2�� [These changes
 are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From:  
%2��Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
 designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, 
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.%2�� To:  %2��Open Space:  
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Any parcel of highland or portion thereof,
 exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or 
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or 
their guests of land adjoining
 or neighboring such open space.%2�� [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the 
%2��protection of natural features and agricultural lands%2��.]

Sent from AOL on Android
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From: Whitney Degerberg
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:15:23 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you for taking all of these into consideration!!! 

-Whitney Degerberg
degerbergw@gmail.com
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From: nanette ramsey
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 8:12:12 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please take the time listen to us, the Johns Island residents.  
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
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feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
-- 
Nanette
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From: Carol Lalumia
To: CCPC
Subject: Concerned Johns Island residents
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:57:23 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please stop ALL further building and permitting for building on Johns Island until the roads are fixed,
 widened and adding of traffic lights.
 
More and more accidents are occurring as the population has exploded and there are twice the
amount of people trying to get off the island. People are driving recklessly to try and get off in under
an hour. Tempers are flaring and all because you refuse to address the real issue – the roads are
woefully inadequate and in need of widening and repair.  We need relief.
 
Despite what a few people say, 526 MUST be added soon; some roads must be widened
immediately; some roads are in need of major repair now!
 
We do not have the infrastructure to support this endless construction. PLEASE STOP.  Your primary
responsibility is to the safety and security of the public. Do your job. Stop being so reckless and get
the infrastructure in place BEFORE you add one more house or apartment complex to the island.
 
Your focus is solely on collecting more money through taxes – ENOUGH!  Safety first. Fix and expand
the roads before you do anything else.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carol and Rob Lalumia
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Meg O"Halloran
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 6:18:51 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Hello,
I’m writing to share suggested updates to the comprehensive plan. I live on Johns Island
within the City of Charleston (29455). I studied sustainable urban development in college, and
I work at a land conservation organization, though these suggestions reflect my opinion as an
individual citizen.   

As a Johns Islander, I am concerned about the vague language of Section 3.1.1, Overview, and
would suggest specificity so as to restrict growth to designated urban areas that are on higher
ground and therefore more resilient. Limiting paved surfaces by increasing public
transportation infrastructure is a must. More specific language suggested could be,  “Element
Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision
of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the
County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.” 

I’m also deeply concerned that the already taxed road infrastructure of Johns Island cannot
withstand the density increases suggested in Table 3.1.1, and it should merit a restriction on
Johns Island including in Planned Developments, similar to other exclusions already in the
table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. 

In Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, I suggest adding a “Land Use
Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include
the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time
Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time
Frame: 1 year”

Please also consider adding a “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District.” In addition to
reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning
outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to
development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.
Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.

We need Johns Island to stay as rural and undeveloped as possible, with substantial tree cover.
Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide
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higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should require
the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A
significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing
units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” 

Finally, I suggest narrowing the definition of “open space” to exclude landscapes that should
NEVER be even considered for development (wetlands and marsh in particular), and prevent
developers from counting golf courses as having any semblance of conservation value. A
recommended definition could be, “Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.”

Thank you for your consideration,

Meg
-- 
Meg O'Halloran
216.403.3674
meg.ohalloran410@gmail.com
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From: Katie & Pam Family
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 5:31:09 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Katie Hodgson
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 5:31:02 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Christina Gammons White
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 12:14:30 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please consider recommended items listed for the Comprehensive Plan. 

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following: PLEASE CONSIDER DEFINING THE UGB LINES. 

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Respectfully, 
Christina White 
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From: Jan
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 9:10:52 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

 

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

 

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of
the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural
resources.”

 

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community
facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural
resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

 

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and
prioritizing the importance of the community.]

 

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

 

From:

“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres

Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

 

To:
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“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**

Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**

** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

 

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw
Islands.  This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

 

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

 

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following:

“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1
year

 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 
1 year”

 

Add the following:

 

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban
Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to
development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay
district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its
rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service
the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term
conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be
prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay
should apply to all future Planned Developments.

 

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water
events such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity
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than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation
of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing
units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”

 

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

 

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of
owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

 

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.”

 

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural
features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Robert Susinno
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:43:05 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Cheryl Carmody Murphy
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:33:24 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Parker Dudley
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:10:59 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Richard May
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 7:33:11 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

As a former resident of Johns Island, I am appalled at both current and planned development.  Please make the
recommended changes to provide current and future residents an opportunity to thrive on this beautiful island.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
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of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Michael Kedzerski
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 7:27:54 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as 
follows: From:  %2��Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique
 character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with 
the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.%2�� To:  %2��Element 
Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated
 urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects 
the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and 
respects private property
 rights.%2�� [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2)  
Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use
 Residential Densities, as follows: From: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre%2�� To: %2��Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling 
per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
 Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in 
Planned Developments.%2�� [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and 
Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
 with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a 
%2��Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations%2�� table and 
include the following: %2��Project:  Rural Johns
 Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest 
Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year%2�� Add the following: %2��Rural Johns Island Overlay 
Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban
 Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to 
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   
An overlay district for the
 rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay 
should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed 
to service the rural community
 and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer 
of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, 
franchise businesses, golf
 courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The 
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests 
provide resilience to water events
 such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  
Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent 
properties.  A significant percentage
 of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the 
County%2��s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be 
protected.%2�� [These changes
 are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From:  
%2��Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
 designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, 
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.%2�� To:  %2��Open Space:  
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Any parcel of highland or portion thereof,
 exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or 
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or 
their guests of land adjoining
 or neighboring such open space.%2�� [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the 
%2��protection of natural features and agricultural lands%2��.]

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Claudia J Brown
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 5:54:46 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
-- 
Www.claudiabrown.info
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From: Pam DeChellis
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 5:44:36 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
-- 

Follow me on Facebook and Instagram

Pam DeChellis
Website: Pam DeChellis Wildlife Photography
pjdeche@gmail.com
508-294-2514
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From: Ted Smith
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 10:14:35 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

I agree with the following.  Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as
follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:
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“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Amy Zange
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 10:16:15 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Melody Kedzierski
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:46:12 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

I am a very concerned, tax paying citizen of Johns Island, and I am pleading with anyone who has the ability to stop
the greed that is destroying what we all love about this precious island before it’s too late! Please update the Land
Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
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stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPad
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From: Paul Wood
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:35:49 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPad
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From: Kirk Mortimer
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 7:00:44 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
Simply please slow down on all this development of our fragile island.  Save the Grand Oaks
at all cost.  We have to be stewards of the land for our future generations. 
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From: Chris Chin
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 6:28:14 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Sincerely,

Christopher, Linda & Kyle Chin
2905 Swamp Sparrow Circle
Johns Island 
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Lisa Baggett
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 6:05:16 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Pamela Gage
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 4:25:11 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Peace & love
Pam
Sent from my
iPhone
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From: Joan Klein
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 3:56:25 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Joan Klein
1538 Royal Colony Rd.
Johns Island
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From: Sammye Foster
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 3:50:33 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as
follows: 

 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that
respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private
property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural
and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects
the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing need for
coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban
Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]   

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling
per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and
Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land Use
Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the
following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened
to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most
pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be
developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize
agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.
Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf
courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be
encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree
and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods.
They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering
housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in
line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion
thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside,
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dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” [This change
reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural
lands”.]

Thank you for your consideration.

~Sammye B. Foster~

4024 Brown Trout Dr.
Johns Island, SC  29455
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From: Fredrica Cryan
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 3:21:38 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,
Fredrica Cryan

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Michael Swider
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 2:27:29 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural
resources.” 

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community
facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural
resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” 

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and
prioritizing the importance of the community.] 

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: 

From: 
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” 

To: 
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** 
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” 

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw
Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: 
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1
year 
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1
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year” 

Add the following: 

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban
Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. 

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water
events such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity
than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation
of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing
units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” 

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of
owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” 

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” 

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural
features and agricultural lands”.]

Kathy & Michael Swider
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From: leisa peterson
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:44:22 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: basin_boll_0u@icloud.com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:41:21 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: basin_boll_0u@icloud.com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:41:21 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Sarah Sutton
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:40:50 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Janet Rugheimer
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:39:12 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Respectfully submitted,

Janet T. Rugheimer
4492 Chisolm Road
Johns Island, SC 29455
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From: A O L
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:36:17 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: tll43@aol.com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:25:19 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section 3.1.1,
Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of
the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of transportation
infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and
natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change
reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to
1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is
similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and
include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1
year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the
following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on
Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that
its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.
The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of
development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public
access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events
such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and
between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees
take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in
line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open
Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved
for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or
their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open
space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: curtis shelton
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 1:16:57 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Cherie Gallagher
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:59:34 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

I urge you to support the following recommendations for the Update of the comp Plan.
Thank you!

Cherie Gallagher
119 Spartina Court
Kiawah Island, SC 29455
704-589-8879

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
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Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Marissa Mc
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:56:15 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
JOHNS ISLAND HAS BECOME UNLIVABLE WITH THE TRAFFIC AND CONGESTION CAUSED BY
IRRESPONSABLE DEVELOPMENT!!!  

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:
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“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Pat Luck
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:45:55 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Pete Rubino
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:32:44 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Celia R0chford Toraya
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:28:47 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Celia Rochford, ASID
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From: Kate Tucker
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:24:40 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
To Whom it May Concern:

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
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long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

Thank you.

Kate Tucker-Ostergard
2662 Coquina Drive
323-219-3113
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From: Glenda Miller
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:23:38 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Glenda L. Miller
3377 Cottage Plantation Road 
Johns Island 
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kathy Harmon
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:21:46 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Debra Lehman
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 12:13:46 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)
Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate
growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of
community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision
of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character
of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth
within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]
2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto
and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)
Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land
Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns
Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:
Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
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and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part
of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even
moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with
Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of
owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside,
dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for
the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space
which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: L D RACKLEY
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:56:15 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural
and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in
designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change
reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary,
and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change Table 3.1.1,
Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural
Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural
Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not
permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this
is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw
Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3) Change
Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns
Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project:
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1
year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In
addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to
development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize
agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be
limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.
The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of
tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities
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should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be
encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to
water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher
levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and
between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are
an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.” [These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and
LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space:
Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for
the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land
adjoining or neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel
of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds,
golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open
space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: gslong@aol.com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 11:42:34 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Dear Charleston County Planning Commission,

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 

 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that
respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural
resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the
County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private
property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of
the community.]

 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per
acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1
dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw
Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land Use Element
Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR
Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural
Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural
character of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character
is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial
uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay
should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development
rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access to the
waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR
Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.
A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.
Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow,
even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with Land Use
Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 

4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature,
essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
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guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or
portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set
aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]

Thank you,
Lee Carpenter
36 Surfsong Road
Johns Island 29455
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From: Ellen Silver
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 9:12:41 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Dear County Commissioners,

I live on Johns Island.  I would like the island to be protected and developed with thought and care for all who live
here: including the wildlife and marshes.
Please consider the following recommendations, which I agree with.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
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rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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Recommended Changes to the Comp Plan

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique
character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private
property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities,
but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community
facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and
natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private
property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and
transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth
Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as
follows:

Please consider the following suggestions. Our island is very important to us and the people that
live on Johns Island want to protect it.
Thanks,
Suzanne Bostick Olvera

 

From: Suzanne Olvera
To: CCPC
Subject: recommended changes to the land use element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 4:57:13 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
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From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and
Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as
follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time
Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time
Frame:  1 year”
 
Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the
Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning
outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this
area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns
Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be
developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses
should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through
the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments,
motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities
should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. 
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The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to
water events such as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels
of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between
adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required
to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part
of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even
moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature,
essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the
use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land
adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set
aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
 

 

** WARNING: This email originated from outside of The Bank of South Carolina. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. **

'
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NOTICE: The information contained in this email is legally privileged and confidential for the
sole use of the intended recipient. Any use, distribution, transmittal or re-transmittal of
information contained in this email by persons who are not intended recipients may be a
violation of law and is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact
the sender and delete all copies.
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From: Craig W Bernabei
To: CCPC
Subject: Save Johns Island
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 9:15:07 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Dear Commissioners,

As a homeowner on Johns Island, I am deeply concerned about the over development already happening, the
personal requests for bridges to small islands in Penny’s Creek,
and the disregard for marshes and wildlife. I totally support the suggestions written below and ask  that you please
take them in to consideration.

> Craig Bernabei
2066 Utsey Street
>
> Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
>
> 1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
>
> From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes
economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community
facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
>
> To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”
>
> [This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]
>
> 2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
>
> From:
> “Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
> Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
>
> To:
> “Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
> Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
> ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
>
> [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in
line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
>
> 3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
>
> Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include
the following:
> “Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
> Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
>
> Add the following:
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>
> “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.
>
> ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”
>
> [These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
>
> 4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
>
> From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”
>
> To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”
>
> [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural
lands”.]
>
> Craig Bernabei
> Johns Island resident and home owner
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From: Pamela Cisneros
To: CCPC
Subject: URGENT: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 15, 2023 2:11:07 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

As a long-time Johns Island and Charleston County resident, I implore you to PLEASE update
the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:
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“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

Sincerely,
Pamela Cisneros

 Pamela Cisneros
843.259.1123 mobile
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From: Alison Mullen
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 10:27:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

I note that in Table 3.1.1 there are carve outs for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands
that exclude them from future higher densities.  If the County is serious about
maintaining the area on Johns Island outside the UGB as rural, then this area
should be treated similarly and should also be excluded from future higher
densities. Preserve what’s left of the rural character of Johns Island and do not
allow higher density outside the UGB! 

Regards,
Alison Vaughan
Sent from my iPad
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From: Louise Ravenel
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 9:47:28 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

PLEASE don’t change zoning to increase more houses for Wadmalaw and Johns Island. Protect this last rural area.
The roads are what need changes, as they are in bad shape and way too crowded! Why does the county approve
more apartments and housing development when the existing roads can’t handle ANY MORE TRAFFIC.

Louise C Ravenel
252.883.8886
Louiseravenel73@gmail.com
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From: J R
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 10:39:47 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
To Whom It May Concern:

Johns Island is presently over developed and continues to be developed beyond the capacity
of the transportation infrastructure to handle increased traffic requirements.

The vast majority of land on Johns Island outside the Urban Growth Boundary is currently
zoned as follows:

AG-8:  Rural Agriculture, 1 house per 8 acres
RR:  Rural Residential, 1 house per 3 acres
AGR:  Agricultural/Residential, 1 house per acre

It is imperative that the County maintain these areas on Johns Island outside the UGB as rural
and should also be excluded from future higher densities.

J. R. Robinson 

Charleston County 5-Year Comprehensive Plan Update
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From: Annie Acree
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 8:48:48 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Dear Commisioners, please treat the area on John's Island outside the urban growth boundary
with the same respect and zoning restrictions as Edisto and Wadamalaw Islands are being
treated. Please do not increase the dwelling density!
Thank you for your consideration,
Annie Acree
Chris Acree
3622 Berryhill Road
Johns Island 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Claire Richardson
To: CCPC
Subject: Johns Island Rural Zoning Outside the UGB
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 10:23:44 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Good morning-
 
Please amend the Charleston County 5-Year Comprehensive Plan Update to respect intent of the
AG-8 and RR zoning designations.  To allow higher density in either is a mistake which completely
rules out keeping these areas as rural.  This is clearly not the intent of the existing zoning which
needs to continue to be respected to keep these areas of Johns Island from becoming extensions of
the area within the Urban Growth Boundary.  To its credit, the plan respects the rural areas of
Wadmalaw and Edisto.  The same protection needs to be afforded to the remaining rural areas of
Johns Island that are clearly at risk.
 
Please keep Johns Island rural.
 
Thank you.
 

Claire Richardson
Muhler
630 Skylark Drive, Suite U
Charleston, SC  29407
crichardson@muhler.com
(843) 200-3059
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From: Scott Wallinger
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Saturday, March 18, 2023 11:45:05 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”  (Development without supporting infrastructure from the beginning
is irresponsible!)
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
There is strong consensus there should be no urban type development on Johns Island
outside of the Urban Growth Boundaries of Charleston and Towns of Kiawah Island and
Seabrook Island.
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
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3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
 
Add the following:
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.  (Action related to Johns Island has to
have “teeth” in it!)
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”  (Identification of Grand Trees and plans to protect them should come BEFORE
developer plans are approved similar to wetlands mitigation, not after a developer has
invested to create a detailed lots/streets/drainage plan for forested parcel of land.)
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
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[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 

Note:  I’ve driven across Johns Island since early 1965 when Bohicket Road ended at a
farm gate with two locks.  Westvaco had forest tracts on Johns Island where we
experimented with eucalyptus and sweetgum plantations.  I helped create the Johns
Island Task Force as a vehicle to help retain this vestige of earlier county land use
history.  The City of Charleston annexed a portion of Johns Island with absolutely no
plan for how it would be developed or serviced, or its traffic accommodated.  It falls
upon the County Government outside of the Urban Growth Boundary to ensure
remaining development is subject to an overall plan that encompasses ALL FACETS of
land use, protection of critical areas, traffic management.
 
I’m not against good development as such.  In my earlier business career, the
President of Westvaco Development Corporation reported to me when we developed
Ashborough East, Oakbrook of Summerville and Crowfield Plantation.
 
Scott Wallinger
James Island
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From: Kristen and Jeff Meierer
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 3:16:14 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
Jacob Meierer
2482 River Rd
Johns Island, SC 29455
 
 
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusio
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Tony Brown
To: CCPC
Subject: I support Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan ...
Date: Saturday, March 18, 2023 5:25:33 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
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conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
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From: dpmtw@aol,com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Friday, March 17, 2023 9:42:35 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Robin Dyess
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Saturday, March 18, 2023 8:16:51 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

I wholeheartedly agree with these changes to land use element of the Comp Plan! PLEASE
work together to preserve the life, cultural and environment, on John’s Island everyone enjoys
and loves…PLEASE protect this ONE- OF-A-KIND legacy for future generations. 
Thank you. 

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
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Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island
should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]

“Mastering the ART of loving & living well together”

Wellness & Spiritual Life Coach
Robin Perry Dyess 
covenantlifecoach@gmail.com
404.695.3155
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From: Stacy Baker
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Saturday, March 18, 2023 6:57:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPad
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From: Gretchen Montgomery
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 4:17:37 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Becky Mohr
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 10:29:55 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Becky Mohr
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 10:26:40 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1) Change Section
3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the
unique character of the County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property
rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and
natural resources.” To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities,
respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes
economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 2) Change
Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural Agriculture: 1
dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in
the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy
LU3. ] 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a
“Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning
District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional
agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character
of this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural
character is maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and
businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools
such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as
big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development
should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent
properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by
clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.
Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.”
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1,
Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water
feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated,
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designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated,
designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and
enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such
open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of
natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Charles Edward
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:33:21 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
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Add the following:
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 
-Charles Edward
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From: Dawn Bell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Friday, March 17, 2023 6:37:04 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
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Add the following:
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 
 
Dawn Bell
704-390-5167
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From: Brittany Fournet
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 9:26:38 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Dawn Bell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:30:58 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
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Add the following:
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 
 
Dawn Bell
704-390-5167
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From: Jessica Shaner
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 7:57:00 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: markghadlock@gmail.com
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 4:53:31 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** 
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

 
Best regards,
 
Mark
 
Mark Hadlock
Johns Island, SC
203-517-8383
markghadlock@gmail.com
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From: Dawn Bell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 8:31:31 PM
Attachments: image001.png

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

 
 
Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:
 
1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:
 
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”
 
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of
the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects
private property rights.”
 
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure,
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the
community.]
 
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 
From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 
To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”
 
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This
change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]
 
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:
 
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table
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and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”
 
Add the following:
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to
maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing
on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to
ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture,
and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses
such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated
communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The
overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
 
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as
hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of
trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be
conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic
viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be
protected.”
 
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]
 
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
 
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved
(net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or
private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of
land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater
ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either
public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
 
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
 
 
Dawn Kole-Bell
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email: Dawn@digitaldnamarketing.com
office: 704-870-7091  | mobile: 704-390-5167
  
SCHEDULE A MEETING  
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From: Billy Goad
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 16, 2023 12:46:58 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 
 From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is
coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural
resources.” 
 To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is
coordinated with the provision of transportation infrastructure and community
facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural and natural
resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and
prioritizing the importance of the community.]  

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:
 From: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural
Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”
 To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural
Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns
Island including in Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions
already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with
Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 
 Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority
Recommendations” table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island
Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for
Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following:
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban
Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
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franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:
Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part
of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even
moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with
Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: From: “Open Space: Any parcel of
land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private
use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their
guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” To: “Open Space: Any
parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural
features and agricultural lands”.]

Thank you for your consideration
Regina B Goad
Foxlair Ct,
Johns Island, Sc
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From: johnsislandtf@gmail.com
To: CCPC
Cc: Joel Evans; Andrea Melocik; cmfloydlaw@aol.com
Subject: Five-year update to the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Element
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 5:20:52 PM
Attachments: 2023-03-17 JITF Letter re Comp Plan Update.pdf

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please find attached a letter from the Johns Island Task Force regarding recommended
changes to the Land Use Element of the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan.
 
John Zlogar
Chair, Johns Island Task Force
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Charleston County Planning Commission 
4045 Bridge View Drive 
North Charleston, SC  29405 Mar 20, 2023 


Reference:  Five-year update to the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Element 


Dear Commissioners: 


The Johns Island Task Force recommends the attached changes be made to the Land Use Element of the 
Charleston County Comprehensive Plan as part of its five-year update.  


There are significant development pressures on Johns Island and these will only increase over time.  
Fortunately, the Urban Growth Boundary established by Charleston County in 1999 has been an impactful 
tool to contain urban/suburban type commercial and residential developments to within the UGB.    


To continue to maintain the 80% of Johns Island outside the UGB as rural, we recommend three actions be 
taken:   


• Reinforce the location of the UGB, 


• Reinforce the zoning outside the UGB, and 


• Recognize that growth needs to be focused inside the UGB with adequate transportation 
infrastructure. 


Reinforce the location of the UGB:  Fortunately the  current Comprehensive Plan includes the need to 
“reinforce the location of the Urban Growth Boundary” as one of the County’s major planning efforts and 
projects.  We recommend the County bring this effort to the forefront to develop an intergovernmental 
agreement among Charleston County, the City of Charleston, and the towns of Kiawah and Seabrook Island 
that codifies the UGB. 


Reinforce the zoning outside the UGB:  To reinforce land use in the rural portion of Johns Island located 
outside the UGB we recommend the Comprehensive Plan be updated to: 


• Maintain the future land use housing densities on Johns Island outside the UGB as they are today, 
rather than increasing them as is the case in the current Compressive Plan.  This “carve out” for 
Johns Island is consistent with similar carve outs which already exist in the Comprehensive Plan for 
Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 


• Develop a Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District that reinforces rural land uses outside the 
UGB. 


• Define open space to be consistent with its stated purpose of “protection of natural features and 
agricultural lands”. 
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• Develop a ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection which recognizes the need for contiguous 
forests to provide greater resilience to water events such as hurricanes and to provide wildlife 
corridors. 


Focus growth inside the UGB:   We recommend the “Element Goal” for Land Use be updated to provide 
more emphasis on coordinating land use with transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within 
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community. 


You can find the details of these recommendations in the attachment.   


We appreciate your thoughtful consideration of these recommendations to update the County’s 
Comprehensive Plan.  


Sincere regards, 


 


Chair, Johns Island Task Force 


 


Attachment:  Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Charleston County Comprehensive 


Plan 


 


The Johns Island Task Force is a coalition of community members, landowners and nonprofit 
organizations dedicated to promoting the welfare of the diverse and vibrant community of Johns 
Island by providing places dedicated to traditional land uses including culture, history, agriculture, 
forestry, and outdoor recreation.   
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Attachment 


Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan 


 


1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 
  
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes 
economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of 
community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” 
  
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the 
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the 
County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private 
property rights.” 
  
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the 
community.] 
  
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: 
  
From: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” 
  
To: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** 
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” 
  
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change 
is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3.] 
  
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 
  
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and 
include the following: 
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year 
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year” 
  
Add the following: 
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary 
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the 
rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An 
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is 
maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses 
should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should 
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encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and 
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise 
businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways 
should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. 
  
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes 
and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land 
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between 
adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering 
housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take 
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” 
  
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]  
  
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 
  
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or 
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or 
neighboring such open space.” 
  
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf 
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private 
use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining 
or neighboring such open space.” 
  
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and 
agricultural lands”.] 
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Charleston County Planning Commission 
4045 Bridge View Drive 
North Charleston, SC  29405 Mar 20, 2023 

Reference:  Five-year update to the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan, Land Use Element 

Dear Commissioners: 

The Johns Island Task Force recommends the attached changes be made to the Land Use Element of the 
Charleston County Comprehensive Plan as part of its five-year update.  

There are significant development pressures on Johns Island and these will only increase over time.  
Fortunately, the Urban Growth Boundary established by Charleston County in 1999 has been an impactful 
tool to contain urban/suburban type commercial and residential developments to within the UGB.    

To continue to maintain the 80% of Johns Island outside the UGB as rural, we recommend three actions be 
taken:   

• Reinforce the location of the UGB, 

• Reinforce the zoning outside the UGB, and 

• Recognize that growth needs to be focused inside the UGB with adequate transportation 
infrastructure. 

Reinforce the location of the UGB:  Fortunately the  current Comprehensive Plan includes the need to 
“reinforce the location of the Urban Growth Boundary” as one of the County’s major planning efforts and 
projects.  We recommend the County bring this effort to the forefront to develop an intergovernmental 
agreement among Charleston County, the City of Charleston, and the towns of Kiawah and Seabrook Island 
that codifies the UGB. 

Reinforce the zoning outside the UGB:  To reinforce land use in the rural portion of Johns Island located 
outside the UGB we recommend the Comprehensive Plan be updated to: 

• Maintain the future land use housing densities on Johns Island outside the UGB as they are today, 
rather than increasing them as is the case in the current Compressive Plan.  This “carve out” for 
Johns Island is consistent with similar carve outs which already exist in the Comprehensive Plan for 
Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 

• Develop a Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District that reinforces rural land uses outside the 
UGB. 

• Define open space to be consistent with its stated purpose of “protection of natural features and 
agricultural lands”. 
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• Develop a ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection which recognizes the need for contiguous 
forests to provide greater resilience to water events such as hurricanes and to provide wildlife 
corridors. 

Focus growth inside the UGB:   We recommend the “Element Goal” for Land Use be updated to provide 
more emphasis on coordinating land use with transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within 
the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community. 

You can find the details of these recommendations in the attachment.   

We appreciate your thoughtful consideration of these recommendations to update the County’s 
Comprehensive Plan.  

Sincere regards, 

 

Chair, Johns Island Task Force 

 

Attachment:  Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Charleston County Comprehensive 

Plan 

 

The Johns Island Task Force is a coalition of community members, landowners and nonprofit 
organizations dedicated to promoting the welfare of the diverse and vibrant community of Johns 
Island by providing places dedicated to traditional land uses including culture, history, agriculture, 
forestry, and outdoor recreation.   
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Attachment 

Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan 

 

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 
  
From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes 
economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of 
community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” 
  
To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the 
provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the 
County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private 
property rights.” 
  
[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, 
concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the 
community.] 
  
2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: 
  
From: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” 
  
To: 
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** 
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** 
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.” 
  
[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change 
is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3.] 
  
3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 
  
Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and 
include the following: 
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year 
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year” 
  
Add the following: 
 
“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary 
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the 
rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An 
overlay district for the rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is 
maintained.  The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses 
should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should 
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encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and 
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise 
businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access to the waterways 
should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments. 
  
ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes 
and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land 
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between 
adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering 
housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take 
generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” 
  
[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]  
  
4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 
  
From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of 
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or 
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or 
neighboring such open space.” 
  
To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf 
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private 
use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining 
or neighboring such open space.” 
  
[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and 
agricultural lands”.] 
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From: Susan Leggett
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 10:06:00 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

As you consider changing the housing density outside of the Urban Growth Boundary on Johns
Island, I urge you not to increase the density of housing in the rural section of the Island.  The
proposed changes to those 3 categories outside the UGB would have a negative impact on the area
and essentially strip the area of its rural character.  Please don’t do it!  We are 15 year residents of
Johns Island and have witnessed the suburbanization of the northern part of Johns Island.  We hope
not to see the same thing on the southern part of the Island.
Susan and Bob Leggett
3063 Greggs Ct.
Johns Island, SC
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: David Hochberg
To: CCPC
Subject: Johns Island UGB zoning
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 2:01:04 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please keep Johns Island and surrounding environs as rural as possible. Let developer build dense
housing north of Charleston and keep the residential densities as they exist.
 
Johns Island outside the Urban Growth Boundary is currently zoned:
 
•             AG-8:  Rural Agriculture, 1 house per 8 acres
•             RR:  Rural Residential, 1 house per 3 acres
•             AGR:  Agricultural/Residential, 1 house per acre
 
Thank you.
 
David Hochberg, Vice President, Retail
Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic
Office: 843.725.6256
Cell Phone: 914.552.6722
Email: dhochberg@cbcatlantic.com
3506 W Montague Ave. Suite 200 North Charleston, SC 29418
www.cbcatlantic.com | cbcretailatlantic.com
LinkedIn | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | Youtube | Pinterest

 

 
The information contained herein should be considered confidential and remains the sole property of Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic
at all times. Although every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, no liability will be accepted for any errors or omissions. Disclosure of
any information contained herein is prohibited except with the express written permission of Coldwell Banker Commercial Atlantic.
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From: Thomas Pierce
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 2:55:14 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Linda Brechko
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 1:36:16 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 1)
Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: From: “Element Goal: Accommodate
growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of
community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” To: “Element Goal:
Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision
of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character
of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing
need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth
within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]
2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8
acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1
dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned
Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto
and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 3)
Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: Add a “Land
Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest
Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” Add the following: “Rural Johns
Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary
through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is
maintained. The overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian
uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to service the rural
community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation
through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation
easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to
all future Planned Developments. ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:
Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and floods. They also
provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land
development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties
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and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part
of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even
moderate sized grand trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with
Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:
From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of
owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.” To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of
wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside,
dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for
the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or
neighboring such open space.” [This change reflects the purpose of open space
which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Tony Brown
To: CCPC
Subject: Regarding Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan ....
Date: Thursday, March 23, 2023 12:13:39 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.
Greetings,
I support the carve outs for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands that exclude them from
future higher densities.  
If Charleston County is serious about maintaining as rural the area on Johns Island
outside the UGB, then this area should be treated similarly and should also be
excluded from future higher densities.
Thanks,
Charles A. Brown
2115 Bohicket Rd.
Johns Island, SC 29455
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From: Susan Kershaw
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, March 23, 2023 11:17:04 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

I have some feedback on the Land Use piece of the new Comprehensive Plan you are working
on. Primarily, I would like to see that we:

Develop an overlay district for Johns Island outside the Urban Growth
Boundary to ensure it remains rural.
Maintain the future land use densities outside the UGB to what they are
currently.
Ensure that contiguous forests and smaller grand trees are protected.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows: 
 1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows: 
 From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County,
promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the
provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.” 
 
To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.” [This change reflects the pressing need for
coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban
Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.] 

 2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows: From: “Rural
Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per
3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre” 

 To: “Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres** Rural Residential:
1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre** ** Not permitted on Johns Island including in
Planned Developments.” [Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for
Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ] 

 3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows: 

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following: “Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection,
Recommended Time Frame: 1 year” 

 Add the following: “Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the
Urban Growth Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB
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must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area. Due to development
pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural portion
of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The
overlay should prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses
should be limited to those needed to service the rural community and businesses. The overlay
should encourage long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of
development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box stores,
apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should
be prohibited. Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply
to all future Planned Developments. 

 ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees. Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests within
properties and between adjacent properties. A significant percentage of all trees should be
required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.” [These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and
LU5.] 

 4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows: 
 From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” 

 To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.” [This
change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and
agricultural lands”.]
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From: Lauren Meehan
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, March 22, 2023 3:52:43 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the
County, promotes economic opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated
with the provision of community facilities, but protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with
the provision of transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique
character of the County, protects cultural and natural resources, promotes economic
opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation
infrastructure, concentrating growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the
importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. 
This change is in line with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations”
table and include the following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth
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Boundary through interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be
strengthened to maintain the rural character of this area.  Due to development pressures, this
issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the rural portion of Johns
Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to
those needed to service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage
long-term conservation through the use of tools such as the transfer of development rights and
conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box stores, apartments, motels/hotels,
franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.  Public access
to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such
as hurricanes and floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented
stands of trees.  Land development should require the preservation of contiguous forests
within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant percentage of all trees should
be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral part of the
County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand
trees should be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.] 

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially
unimproved (net of impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for
either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants,
and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands,
stormwater ponds, golf courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or
reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners,
occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features
and agricultural lands”.] 

-Lauren

Lauren L. Meehan
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From: Luci Elsey
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 4:08:26 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Mary Beth Osusky
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Sunday, March 26, 2023 7:30:07 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
 Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]

From Mary Osusky. Johns Island resident
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From: Anne Freeman
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Sunday, March 26, 2023 5:17:33 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1)  Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To:  “Element Goal:  Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2)  Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture:  1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential:  1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands.  This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3)  Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project:  Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District,  Recommended Time Frame:  1 year
Project:  ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame:  1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District:  In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area.  Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island.   An overlay district for the
rural portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained.  The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses.  Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses.  The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements.  Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited. 
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged.  The overlay should apply to all future Planned
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Developments.

ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection:  Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods.  They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees.  Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties.  A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units.  Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape.  Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4)  Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of
impervious surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment
or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

To:  “Open Space:  Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf
courses, and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or
enjoyment or for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring
such open space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]
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From: Richard Wildermann
To: CCPC
Cc: Dick Wildermann; Meg Carter; Carl Voelker
Subject: Comprehensive Plan comments
Date: Monday, March 27, 2023 9:56:41 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

March 27, 2023

Dear Commissioners:

I am a Seabrook Island resident and a director with the Seabrook Island Green Space
Conservancy.  Please consider the following comments as part of your review and update of
the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan.   

A primary goal of the comprehensive plan should be to maintain the rural character of the
majority of Johns Island.  The allowable density of all types of development is the basic
parameter that determines the character of a community.  Prohibiting over-development is
fundamental to sustaining the quality of life on Johns Island.  Therefore, the urban growth
boundary (UGB) on the island must be maintained in its current position, and the residential
and commercial density for all land use categories should not be increased anywhere outside
the UGB.  

The existing infrastructure on Johns Island does not meet the plan’s transportation element
goal to “ …. support economic development and a high quality of life.” (section 3.7.1).  Johns
Island’s roads have notoriously failed to keep pace with the rapid residential and commercial
development that is occurring.  Serious traffic congestion occurs twice a day most weekdays
on Main Road and Maybank Highway, the only two roads leading on and off the island.  In no
way do these traffic conditions support a “high quality of life,” and, in fact, they are an
impediment to the safety, efficiency, and productivity of the island’s workers and residents
alike.  To remedy this problem, the comprehensive plan must include strategies and initiatives
to bring the island’s roads to a level that adequately supports the existing community, and all
future development projects should only proceed once the roads and other infrastructure
needed to support those projects are in place.

The goal of the plan’s natural resources element is:  “To preserve, enhance, and revitalize
natural resources ….. and take actions to mitigate potential negative impacts of growth and
development.”  To accomplish that goal, the County’s focus should be to maintain large,
contiguous natural areas rather than singling out individual trees for protection.  Maintaining
sizable expanses of forests, wetlands, and all natural areas is the most effective way to sustain
wildlife habitat, mitigate flooding, and ensure the resilience of the island for future
generations.

Thank you, 

Richard Wildermann
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Seabrook Island Green Space Conservancy
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From: Steve Green
To: CCPC
Subject: Comprehensive plan
Date: Thursday, April 06, 2023 2:30:43 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

As a 40 year resident of Johns Island, I implore you to adopt these changes to the
Comprehensive Plan:

Recommended Changes to the Charleston County Comprehensive Plan

Reinforce zoning outside the UGB

Restrict allowed uses outside the UGB to bonafide agriculture commercial
and rural residential uses only.  For example, currently permitted uses include
amusement parks and miniature golf courses.  Uses such as these would be
more appropriate in Myrtle Beach and should not be allowed uses in rural Johns
Island.  This requires the addition of an action plan in the comprehensive
plan for the review of rural land uses.

Require any future land use housing density bonus currently allowed in rural
areas to have significant natural open space in exchange for the higher
densities.  For example, currently for a planned development in AG-8 (1 house
per 8 acres) to obtain a 100% density bonus and include commercial usages,
only 0.2 acres per house and only 10% of the area designated for commercial
activity has to be open space.  This requires a change to Appendix A.1Aii of
the comprehensive plan.

In a rural area "open space" should consist of natural highland areas that
preserve the rural character of the land and enhance its natural resilience. 
Currently items such as golf courses, swimming pools, and public squares can
be counted towards this rural open space to obtain density bonuses.  Only
the preservation of natural highland areas should be allowed to count as open
space to obtain any density bonus in rural areas.  This requires a change to
Chapter 4.1 of the comprehensive plan.

Increase resilience

Provide greater protection for smaller grand trees and contiguous swaths
of forests.  Currently a grand tree is defined as any tree 24 inches or greater in
diameter, with the exception of pine and sweetgum trees.  Using a growth factor
of 4, that means live oak trees which are 100 years old can be cut down without
public input.  This needs to be addressed.  Also, the preservation of landscape-
scale swaths of trees that provide resilience to water events and provide wildlife
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corridors needs to be addressed.  This requires the addition of a tree/forest
action plan in the comprehensive plan.

Thank you. 
Steve Green
2156 River Rd. 
Johns Island, SC 29455



From: Charles T Shepperd
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to Comp Plan
Date: Friday, April 07, 2023 7:35:05 AM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

  CCPC,

     Traffic concerns and infrastructure conditions have major life impacts on the residents of Johns Island.  Changes
in density restrictions will only add to traffic congestion which is fairly intolerable at present.  

I understand that the 526 extension and Main /17 modifications have been in the works for years, but until these are
completed or well on their way to completion, it would be irresponsible to make any changes that increase density
on the island.

Please keep the density restrictions as follows:

        AGR-8   Rural Agriculture ,  1 house per 8 acres     

        RR-8   Rural Residential    ,  1 house per 3 acres 

        AGR   Rural/Residential    ,  1 house per 1 acres

Please address the infrastructure concerns before saying "yes" to further development.      Thank you kindly.

Respectfully'

  Charlie Shepperd
  4040 Gift Blvd ,  Johns Island
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From: Anne Shepperd
To: CCPC
Subject: Future Land Use in the 5-year Update to the Comp Plan
Date: Wednesday, April 05, 2023 12:13:42 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open
attachments from unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT

helpdesk.

AG-8:  Rural Agriculture, 1 house per 8 acres
RR:  Rural Residential, 1 house per 3 acres
AGR:  Agricultural/Residential, 1 house per acre

Please leave the above current land use parameters in place for Johns Island. As you well
know, increased traffic is a huge concern and until 526 extensions happen (if ever) it is
irresponsible to increase traffic on the current roads. 

Furthermore, the removal of foliage and trees to increase more dense housing and
development increases flood risk with much greater run-off.

Please respond responsibly by allowing infrastructure demands first, more development later.
Thank you!

Anne Shepperd
Gift Plantation resident

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Jane Howell
To: CCPC
Subject: Recommended Changes to the Land Use Element of the Comp Plan
Date: Thursday, April 06, 2023 12:42:17 PM

CAUTION:  This email originated outside of Charleston County.  Do not click links or open attachments from
unknown senders or suspicious emails.  If you are not sure, please contact IT helpdesk.

Please update the Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan as follows:

1) Change Section 3.1.1, Overview, as follows:

From: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth that respects the unique character of the County, promotes economic
opportunity, respects private property rights, and is coordinated with the provision of community facilities, but
protects cultural and natural resources.”

To: “Element Goal: Accommodate growth in designated urban areas that is coordinated with the provision of
transportation infrastructure and community facilities, respects the unique character of the County, protects cultural
and natural resources, promotes economic opportunity, and respects private property rights.”

[This change reflects the pressing need for coordinating land use and transportation infrastructure, concentrating
growth within the Urban Growth Boundary, and prioritizing the importance of the community.]

2) Change Table 3.1.1, Future Land Use Residential Densities, as follows:

From:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre”

To:
“Rural Agriculture: 1 dwelling per 8 acres to 1 dwelling per 4 acres**
Rural Residential: 1 dwelling per 3 acres to 1 dwelling per acre**
** Not permitted on Johns Island including in Planned Developments.”

[Note this is similar to other exclusions already in the table for Edisto and Wadmalaw Islands. This change is in line
with Land Use Strategy LU3. ]

3) Change Section 3.9.5 A, Major Planning Efforts and Projects, as follows:

Add a “Land Use Element Strategies and Time Frame, 2024-2028 Priority Recommendations” table and include the
following:
“Project: Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year
Project: ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection, Recommended Time Frame: 1 year”

Add the following:

“Rural Johns Island Overlay Zoning District: In addition to reinforcing the Urban Growth Boundary through
interjurisdictional agreements, the zoning outside the UGB must be strengthened to maintain the rural character of
this area. Due to development pressures, this issue is most pressing on Johns Island. An overlay district for the rural
portion of Johns Island should be developed to ensure that its rural character is maintained. The overlay should
prioritize agricultural, silviculture, and equestrian uses. Commercial uses should be limited to those needed to
service the rural community and businesses. The overlay should encourage long-term conservation through the use
of tools such as the transfer of development rights and conservation easements. Suburban uses such as big box
stores, apartments, motels/hotels, franchise businesses, golf courses, and gated communities should be prohibited.
Public access to the waterways should be encouraged. The overlay should apply to all future Planned Developments.
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ZLDR Update for Tree and Forest Protection: Forests provide resilience to water events such as hurricanes and
floods. They also provide higher levels of biodiversity than fragmented stands of trees. Land development should
require the preservation of contiguous forests within properties and between adjacent properties. A significant
percentage of all trees should be required to be conserved by clustering housing units. Grand trees are an integral
part of the County’s iconic viewscape. Since trees take generations to grow, even moderate sized grand trees should
be protected.”

[These changes are in line with Land Use Strategies LU3 and LU5.]

4) Change Section 4.1, Definitions, as follows:

From: “Open Space: Any parcel of land or portion thereof, water feature, essentially unimproved (net of impervious
surfaces) and set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or for the use
and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open space.”

To: “Open Space: Any parcel of highland or portion thereof, exclusive of wetlands, stormwater ponds, golf courses,
and impervious surfaces, set aside, dedicated, designated, or reserved for either public or private use or enjoyment or
for the use and enjoyment of owners, occupants, and/or their guests of land adjoining or neighboring such open
space.”

[This change reflects the purpose of open space which is the “protection of natural features and agricultural lands”.]



Fred Palm 
2301 Highway 174 

Edisto Island, SC 2948 
 
 
 
April 5, 2023 
 
Charleston County Planning Commission 
Zoning & Planning Department 
4045 Bridge View Drive 
North Charleston, SC 29405 
 
 

5-Year Comprehensive Plan Review 
 
Honorable Members of the Charleston County Planning Commission, 
 
The Comprehensive Plan must adapt its core vision to include more water. The derived county 
plans must be predicated on an increasingly wet or flooded environment. More water is heading 
this way, and decisions need to be made now about where the increased volume of water will be 
directed. The overarching Comprehensive Plan will require explicit adaptation direction to 
support investment schedules to achieve those goals. 
 

The volumes of water are found in data developed from NOAA's forward-looking studies. 
FEMA's flood risk is backward-looking or historical in character. The comprehensive 
planning failure is expecting the future to be like the past. See the water future here: 
https://coast.noaa.gov/slr/#/layer/fld/7/-
8901491.649268292/3870586.109734663/11/satellite/none/0.8/2050/interHigh/midAccretion 
 
For an overall perspective of trends that will be expressed in Charleston County’s climate 
in the lifetimes of children attending CCSD schools, see Policymakers Report, IPCC, 
202303 https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6syr/pdf/IPCC_AR6_SYR_SPM.pdf 

 
Nature has served the water storage function. Overlays that integrate marsh retention, water 
control, biodiversity, and recreation are needed to channel further the preferred growth vectors. 
 
Heat exposure will kill more people than flooding if the current assumptions remain unaddressed. 
The heat impacts will harm the population more significantly as age and health disparities 
increase. Sheltering architecture, free water availability, and other heat-moderating features 
need definition. 
 
 



Water follows typography unless it has been engineered differently. An overlay of water storage 
and flow ways needs to be at flood scale. It goes beyond the parcel definition. Investments and 
permissions that will reduce flood risks need to be framed in the Comprehensive Plan. Additions 
or improvements to the land should have freeboard heights that correlate with the expected 
flood levels or risk. Highways and roads requiring raisings should be identified and incorporated 
into area-wide watershed plans. 
 
Moreover, the county needs to resolve its existing policy conflict or abstinence regarding its role 
beyond roads. Housing remains unaddressed. The current concentrated population resides and 
pays county taxes in three municipal entities who are at increasing risks not of their making. 
 
 

 
 
Respectfully requested, 
 
s/ Fred Palm 
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